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TRONIXPRO ROdS

coBrA tt v.2

The redesigned heavyweight rod of the Cobra series. Designed for the angler who wants to target 
bigger fi sh, the TT is ideal for ray fi shing, targeting smoothhounds and for cod fi shing in big winter 
seas. The TT features a powerful mid and butt section that fl ows neatly into the hollow power tip that 
makes the rod perfect for casting larger weights and baits. The hollow power tip gives plenty of power 
for exceptional casting performance, yet still provides good bite detection for spotting faint bites from 
smaller fi sh at range. This rod is ideally suited to the unique nature of fi shing venues that feature fast 
running tides, big seas and mixed rough ground. The Cobra TT is a light blank, built using 46 Ton 
carbon it is incredibly strong. The rod is fi tted with high-quality fi ttings from Fuji including black Alconite 
KWAG guides and a quality DPS reel seat. Ideal for use with Tronixpro Virtuoso Reels loaded with 
Tronixpro Xenon Fixed Spool Monofi lament.

•  Fuji Alconite KWAG Guides and DPS Reel Seat
•  Three-piece rod. Built using lightweight 46T Carbon
•  Power hollow tip with powerful mid and butt section for casting distance
•  Comes with hard protective case and padded bag

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPCBT4 4.2m - 13'9" 100-225g/3.5oz-8oz 3 22mm 582g
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coBrA gt-2

The brand-new GT-2 is a unique, and possibly slightly controversial style rod. It’s a continental style 
rod, but a two piece! The GT-2 has the same spliced in solid tip that the GT three-piece features, 
designed for good bite indication but rigid enough to cope with the rigours of fi shing in fast tides and 
strong surf conditions. The progressively powerful mid tip and butt section gives excellent casting 
performance and backbone for landing big fi sh from the shore. This two-piece version was added 
to cater for the growing number of anglers who have been looking at the continental style rods but 
are wary of fi shing with three-piece rods. This two-piece version was added to cater for the growing 
number of anglers who have been looking at three-piece, continental style rods but have been wary 
fi shing with them. It is hybrid rung with Fuji CC framed KWAG Alconite rings and a quality Fuji Sliding 
DPS Reel Seat for use with both multiplier and fi xed spool reels. Constructed from lightweight 40T 
carbon from Japan.

•  Fuji Alconite Guides and DPS Reel Seat
•  Built using lightweight 40T Carbon
•  Sliding reel seat, ideal for multiplier and fi xed spool use
•  Comes in a hard-wearing padded bag

G T  2

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPCGT2 4.2m - 13'9" 100-200g/3.5oz-7oz 2 20mm 703g

TRONIXPRO ROdS
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coBrA gt

Designed by England International, Callum Graham as a British style three-piece continental surfcasting 
rod. Other continental rods can struggle with the rigours of British sea fi shing, the Cobra GT, being 
designed from the ground up for that purpose, does not. A spliced in tip gives good bite indication that 
blends into a progressively powerful mid and butt section. It provides excellent casting performance 
and also has the backbone to land big fi sh in heavy seas and running tides. It has a proven pedigree, a 
long list of impressive captures from across the world including large 60lbs+ stingray in Europe and big 
guitarfi sh in South Africa. The handy three-piece construction makes it the perfect travel companion. 
Super volume fi bre density 40T carbon from Japan creates a lightweight but ultra-strong blank, fi tted 
with Fuji Stainless Alconite KWAG guides and a DPS Reel seat, this is a sturdy rod. A screw weight 
system in the butt allows you to balance the rod with your reel.

•  Three-piece, 40T Japanese carbon blank
•  Rung with Fuji Alconite rigs and a DPS reel seat
•  Designed for British shore fi shing
•  Impressive list of captures from around the world
•  Comes with hard protective case and padded bag

G T

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPCBGT4 4.2m - 13'9" 100-200g/3.5oz-7oz 3 20mm 703g

TPCBGT5 4.5m - 14'9" 100-200g/3.5oz-7oz 3 20mm 718g
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coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPCBL4 4.2m - 13'9" 50-150g/2oz-5oz 3 20mm 444g

coBrA light

Designed to cast fragile baits to distance without breaking them up. It is the perfect rod to fi sh with 
when looking for delicate bites and for fi shing close in when a heavier three-piece or traditional 
beachcaster is too much. It’s the ideal light beach fi shing tool. The Cobra Light features a perfectly 
balanced tip, not too soft that it fl ops around in the wind and not too stiff that it could bump off shy 
fi sh or not show delicate bites. It has a progressive action and taper that allows you to get the best out 
of the rod throughout its “casting range. The recovery rate is excellent and is smooth and fast without 
being too aggressive. The blank is constructed from 40T carbon with a carbon scrim developed by 
Mitsubishi, Japan. This super volume, lightweight, high-density carbon produces a light but strong 
blank. The rod is fi tted with Fuji Stainless Alconite KWAG guides and has a Fuji DPS reel seat.

•  Three-piece, 40T Japanese carbon blank
•  Rung with Fuji Alconite rigs and a DPS reel seat
•  Designed for light tackle British shore fi shing
•  Comes with hard protective case and padded bag

L I G H T
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nAgA MX

Designed by Welsh International and former World Champion, Joe Arch. The Naga MX is a brute of 
a rod, designed as a traditional two-piece beachcaster that can cast 5 to 8oz plus bait. The powerful 
blank is made from 30-Ton, super volume Japanese Carbon that produces a light, slim blank that is 
incredibly strong. Although this is a fi shing rod fi rst and foremost, it is an out and out casting machine 
too, the powerful mid and butt sections giving ultimate compression for punching leads to distance. 
It has been designed as an all-purpose, go to fi shing rod that can do everything. If an angler could 
only own one rod, this would be on the list. It is perfectly capable of registering bites from the smallest 
whiting in the depths of winter to controlling a fast and furious run from a tope in summer, it’s the rod 
that has it all. The rod is rung with Fuji Stainless Alconite KWAG guides and comes with Tronixpro 
Coasters.

•  Two-piece, equal length blank with reducer
•  Designed for long distance casting with multiplier reels
•  Ideal for rough ground, rock fi shing and for bigger fi sh species
•  Comes in a hardwearing, cloth bag

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPNMX 4.0m - 13'1" 100-225g/3.5oz-8oz 2 + red. 24.6mm 822g
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BlAze cXi

A unique blank that brings a new dimension to three-piece rods by featuring three, unequal sections. 
The butt is the shortest, the middle the longest and the tip the middle-sized section. Spigot joints 
disrupt the smooth transfer of power through the blank. By making the butt shorter we bring the fi rst 
spigot lower down the rod enabling the use of a longer mid-section. This mid-section is allowed to 
fl ex smoothly and evenly during the cast to produce a slightly slower, but more effi cient blank that 
is ultra-easy to cast. It is a fantastic clean beach rod in calm and moderate seas, ideally suited to 
casting weights in the range of 5 to 6oz. It’s perfect for species fi shing including plaice, bream, dogfi sh, 
fl ounder, bass, mullet, rays and hounds. It is constructed from 30-ton Japanese carbon which is 
lightweight but very strong, rung with Fuji guides and a DPS reel seat.

•  Unequal sections for more effi cient power transfer and easier casting
•  Designed for fi xed spool reels
•  Comes fi tted with Fuji Alconite KWAG Guides with CC frames and a Fuji DPS reel seat 

with cushioned hood
•  Built using 30T Japanese Carbon from Mitsubishi
•  Comes with rod bag

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPBCX14 4.2m - 13'9" 100-225g/3.5oz-8oz 3 23.8mm 611g

TPBCX15 4.5m - 14'9" 100-225g/3.5oz-8oz 3 23.8mm 672g
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BlAze cXii

Designed as a long-range casting rod, this powerful blank is excellent for fi shing at distance, yet retains 
a super sensitive hybrid tip. This super sensitive hybrid tip is excellent for registering the faintest of 
bites at long distance. The blank has been constructed from high quality, super light 30T carbon from 
Japan, this produces a stiff blank with extreme power that fl ows effortlessly into the tip section and 
super sensitive hybrid tip. This effi ciency of power allows the rod to propel baits to extreme distance 
with ease. Using a weight in the region of 150g will get the best from this rod. It is the perfect rod for 
fi shing over clean beaches, at distance for small fi sh such as fl atfi sh and whiting in calm and moderate 
conditions. An ideal tool for the serious match angler looking for that edge to bring more fi sh to shore. 
The rod is fi tted with quality Fuji fi ttings throughout including CC framed KWAG guides and a Fuji DPS 
reel seat.

•  Powerful blank with super sensitive hybrid tip, perfect for registering bites at distance when fi shing on 
clean beaches.

•  Designed for fi xed spool reels.

•  Comes fi tted with Fuji Alconite KWAG Guides with CC frames and a Fuji DPS reel seat. Built using 
30T Japanese Carbon from Mitsubishi.

•  Comes with rod bag.

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPBCX24 4.2m - 13'9" 100-200g/3.5oz-7oz 3 23.8mm 646g 

TPBCX25 4.5m - 14'9" 100-200g/3.5oz-7oz 3 23.8mm 694g

Designed as a long-range casting rod, this powerful blank is excellent for fi shing at distance, yet retains 
a super sensitive hybrid tip. This super sensitive hybrid tip is excellent for registering the faintest of 
bites at long distance. The blank has been constructed from high quality, super light 30T carbon from 
Japan, this produces a stiff blank with extreme power that fl ows effortlessly into the tip section and 
super sensitive hybrid tip. This effi ciency of power allows the rod to propel baits to extreme distance 
with ease. Using a weight in the region of 150g will get the best from this rod. It is the perfect rod for 
fi shing over clean beaches, at distance for small fi sh such as fl atfi sh and whiting in calm and moderate 
conditions. An ideal tool for the serious match angler looking for that edge to bring more fi sh to shore. 
The rod is fi tted with quality Fuji fi ttings throughout including CC framed KWAG guides and a Fuji DPS 
reel seat.

•  Powerful blank with super sensitive hybrid tip, perfect for registering bites at distance when fi shing on 
clean beaches.

•  Designed for fi xed spool reels.

•  Comes fi tted with Fuji Alconite KWAG Guides with CC frames and a Fuji DPS reel seat. Built using 
30T Japanese Carbon from Mitsubishi.

•  Comes with rod bag.
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BlAze cXiii

Based on the Blaze CXII, this rod features the same powerful distance casting blank but utilises a 
tubular tip for even more power. Although not as sensitive as the hybrid tip model, the Blaze CXIII 
has been designed for casting heavier weights and bigger baits to ultra-distance. It is also the right 
tool for the job when fi shing in big seas, fast running tides and amongst rough ground. An excellent 
rod when targeting bigger species such as huss, rays and smoothhound. Although this rod features a 
stiffer tubular tip, it still retains the sensitivity to register bites at distance and maintains its rigidity when 
faced with high winds and a pounding surf. When there is a need to punch that big crab or squid bait 
out to distance, this is the rod to use. The blank is made from the same 30T Japanese Carbon as the 
CXII, making it a strong but lightweight rod to handle. It is rung throughout with Fuji KWAG guides and 
comes fi tted with a Fuji DPS reel seat.

•  Powerful blank with tubular tip for casting bigger weights and baits, perfect when fi shing in big seas, 
fast running tides and in rough ground.

•  Designed for fi xed spool reels.

•  Comes fi tted with Fuji Alconite KWAG Guides with CC frames and a Fuji DPS reel seat. Built using 
30T Japanese Carbon from Mitsubishi.

•  Comes with rod bag.

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPBCX34 4.2m - 13'9" 100-250g/3.5oz-8.8oz 3 23.8mm 642g

TPBCX35 4.5m - 14'9" 100-250g/3.5oz-8.8oz 3 23.8mm 694g
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BlAze MXi

When using standard beachcasters is overkill for the situation, this rod will step into the void. Designed 
as a light beachcaster, the MXI adds fi nesse to light tackle fi shing. Ideal for fi shing in estuaries, 
harbours and calm, surf beaches, this is a superb rod for targeting bass, fl atfi sh, whiting and other, 
prolifi c small species. The action of the rod has been designed to make fi shing with lighter lines and 
smaller, delicate baits easy, eliminating any problems with snap offs or blown baits that stiffer rods can 
cause. The tip is sensitive with an action that promotes fi ghting smaller fi sh on small hooks and lighter 
hooklengths, yet retains enough power to cast 4oz without any problems. Despite its “light” pedigree, 
it is more than capable of landing a bigger, unexpected fi sh as well, when required. A crisp, responsive, 
lightweight blank that ticks all the boxes for the light tackle angler. The blank is 13ft in length and 
comes as a two equal sectioned rod, which makes it easier to carry in a rod bag and transport in the 
car.

•  Designed for multiplier use
•  Shrink wrapped butt with sliding Fuji DPS reel seat.
•  Constructed of xT carbon
•  Fuji K Guides
•  Comes with rod bag

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPBMX1 3.96m - 13'0" 75-125g/2.5oz-4.5oz 2 21.5mm 659g
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BlAze MXii

The MXII is the rod of choice for the angler who will be fi shing open, clean beaches or in estuaries. 
This is a versatile rod that can be employed for many different tasks from light line fi shing through 
to heavier beach fi shing situations. A fantastic rod for bass fi shing, fl ounder fi shing in estuaries and 
even ray and cod fi shing on clean to light mixed ground. The rod is designed to cast a 5oz lead with 
a standard overhead cast. When wanting to reach further, it performs best with a 4oz lead and a 
pendulum cast. The MXII is a great rod for the match or freelance angler looking for a scratching rod, 
especially in winter when windy conditions may make lighter rods unusable. In the summer, the blank 
lends itself well to fl oat fi shing for species such as garfi sh and for close quarters wrasse fi shing on the 
rocks. A lightweight, responsive blank that can be deployed for all manner of beach and estuary fi shing 
situations.

•  Designed for multiplier use
•  Shrink wrapped butt with sliding Fuji DPS reel seat
•  Constructed of xT carbon
•  Fuji K Guides
•  Comes with rod bag

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPBMX2 4.01m - 13'2" 85-155g/3oz-5.5oz 2 23.4mm 711g
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BlAze MXiii

The most versatile rod in the Blaze MX range, designed as a match rod but equally at home in the 
hands of the freelance angler that needs a do it all style rod. The rod features an easy to load action 
that makes casting effortless for anglers of all casting abilities and when casting to distance without 
destroying baits. The tip is sensitive but rigid enough that it won’t fl op around in a good surf, this 
promotes excellent bite detection allowing you to keep in touch with everything that is going on at the 
business end. Perfect for off the ground and overhead styles of casting, this is a fantastic all-round 
rod that covers a wide variety of conditions and situations that an angler may face. It’s a great rod for 
whiting and fl attie fi shing off the beach, bass and cod in mixed rough ground and for bigger species 
such as ray and smoothhound. A real, multi-purpose fi shing rod. 

•  Designed for multiplier use
•  Shrink wrapped butt with sliding Fuji DPS reel seat
•  Constructed of xT carbon
•  Fuji K Guides
•  Comes with rod bag

12

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPBMX3 4.12m - 13'6" 100-180g/3.5oz-6.5oz 2 23.8mm 807
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BlAze MXiv

A heavier, match style rod that is capable of casting leads to 7oz plus bait. This is the rod of choice 
for the angler who is likely to be fi shing in mixed to rough ground but requires a sensitive tip and good 
bite detection at range. The rod features a powerful butt and mid-section to ensure it can cast weights 
to range and cope with fast running tides and to pull out of snags when needed. This extra power is 
also useful when fi ghting bigger fi sh amongst the rough stuff or when fi shing in heavy seas off a beach 
in search of winter cod. The action has been designed to be useful across the whole casting range, 
making it easy to use at short and long distances, whether that’s hitting the third breaker or a spot 200 
yards off, it will deliver accurate casting with ease.

•  Designed for multiplier use
•  Shrink wrapped butt with sliding Fuji DPS reel seat
•  Constructed of xT carbon
•  Fuji K Guides
•  Comes with rod bag

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPBMX4 4.12m - 13'6" 110-220g/4oz-8oz 2 24.6mm 795g

13
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BlAze MXv

The heavyweight of the MX range, the MXV has been designed as the rod for the angler who fi shes in 
deep water, heavy rough ground and in fast running tides such as in the Bristol Channel. The rod of 
choice for the angler who is fi shing for big conger and tope off the shore and big rays and cod in rough 
ground and deep water. The blank is powerful, especially in the butt and mid-section. Whilst the tip 
also retains reserves of strength, the tip isn’t so brutal that it cannot detect bites, it still retains excellent 
bite sensitivity in all conditions. It is designed to cast with weights up to 8 ½ oz. Although this rod 
can be cast conventionally using an overhead thump, to get the best from it, a pendulum style cast is 
required. Having a good casting technique will get the most performance from this rod, it’s a fi shing rod 
fi rst and foremost but also a rod that can be taken to the court for measured, long distance casting. 

•  Designed for multiplier use
•  Shrink wrapped butt with sliding Fuji DPS reel seat
•  Constructed of xT carbon
•  Fuji K Guides
•  Comes with rod bag

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPBMX5 4.32m - 14'2" 110-250g/4oz-8.8oz 2 25mm 920g
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Xenon tt PoWer

A continental style rod that has some serious grunt, designed to cast weights of up to 300g, large bait 
delivery is a thing this rod does very well. Ideally suited to fi shing in big seas and fast running tides 
for larger species such as cod, rays, smoothhound and even tope. Although the blank action has 
been designed for heavy fi shing, it is easy to cast while retaining a sensitive tip to spot bites. It is a 
three-piece hi-modulus carbon blank that features a tubular power tip with a strong, semi-parabolic, 
progressive action throughout. Reinforced ferrules give confi dence when distance casting. The action 
is ideally suited to an overhead thump, which will get the best out of the rod as opposed to other 
actions. The rod will work at its optimum when casting weights between 170 and 210g with bait.

•  Designed for fi xed spools
•  Three-piece blank made from xT carbon
•  Fuji DPS reel seat and Fuji Alconite K Guides
•  Comes with rod bag

TT POWER

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPXETT4 4.2m - 13'9" 100-300g/3.5oz-10.5oz 3 24mm 652g

TPXETT5 4.5m - 14'9" 100-300g/3.5oz-10.5oz 3 26mm 737g
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Xenon MAtch

A light beachcaster designed to cast 3 to 6oz for the match and freelance angler who is targeting 
estuaries, harbours and clean, sandy surf beaches. Being so light, it’s a fantastic rod for targeting bass, 
whiting, fl atfi sh, bream and garfi sh, it would be the go-to rod for fi shing in the summer, when calmer 
waters require lighter lines and techniques. The tip is sensitive to aid bite detection, perfect for when 
scratch fi shing or targeting smaller species. The blank action itself was designed to allow easy loading 
so it can be fi shed effectively by anglers of all abilities. A fast, progressive 24-Ton blank which has a 
powerful mid and butt section giving the rod plenty of reserve when fi ghting bigger species or punching 
leads into a head wind. Featuring Fuji K Guides and a comfortable Tronixpro Coaster Reel Seat, this is 
a sweet and crisp all round light beach fi shing rod.

•  Designed for multiplier and fi xed spool reels
•  Fuji K Guides and a Tronixpro Coaster Reel Seat
•  Two-piece equal section rod
•  Comes with rod bag

MATCH

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPXEM 4.17m - 13'8" 100-180g/3oz-6oz 2 26mm 772g

16
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Xenon PoWer

A powerful two-piece traditional beachcaster with a fast taper blank that is capable of fi shing big baits 
at long range. Ideal for fi shing general surf beaches, clean and mixed ground, rock fi shing and when 
fi shing structures such as piers for bigger conger. The perfect rod for fi shing in a big sea, a fast running 
tide or when faced with deep water. A fantastic rod for fi shing for all manner of species including bass, 
cod, ray, huss, conger, tope, smoothhound and other larger species. We believe in designing rods 
that are for fi shing, although this rod can cast weights up to 8oz, we’ve still managed to incorporate a 
powerful but sensitive tip to register delicate bites. In testing, we’ve found this particularly useful when 
conger fi shing, the tip giving us good indication of delicate bites from shy conger mouthing baits. The 
blank is constructed from 24T carbon which produces a light but very strong blank with thicker walls 
for durability. Featuring Fuji K Guides throughout and a Tronixpro Coaster reel seat.

•  Designed for multiplier and fi xed spool reels
•  Fuji K Guides and Tronixpro Coaster reel seat
•  Built using 24T carbon
•  Comes with rod bag

POWER

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPXEP 4.17m - 13'8" 150-225g/5oz-8oz 2 26.7mm 854g

17
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Xenon trAvel

With airlines charging more for taking excess luggage, including large rod tubes, the Xenon Travel is 
the perfect travelling companion for the worldwide angler. It breaks down into six sections, meaning it 
will fi t easily into most hold luggage cases. This small package makes it convenient for taking on family 
holidays where room for fi shing tackle is limited. It’s also a fantastic rod to leave in the boot of the car 
for those impromptu sessions. Despite the multiple sections, we have worked hard to produce a fl uid, 
fast and powerful blank that has the same powerfl ow as a traditional two or three-piece rod. At home it 
is the ideal rod for catching bass, bream, whiting, fl atfi sh and garfi sh. Whilst abroad, it would have no 
problem catching small and medium sized species but with the added reserves of power in the butt, 
would be able to tackle larger species such as rays and fast running fi sh.

•  Six-piece rod, ideal for fi tting in a suitcase
•  24 Ton Carbon, strong and lightweight
•  Fuji K guides and a Tronixpro sliding coaster seat
•  Comes with protective cloth bag

TRONIXPRO ROdS

TRAVEL

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPEXT 3.81m - 12'6" 100-180g/3oz-6oz 6 25.7mm 875g
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APheX gt

An ideal all-round beach fi shing rod that is perfect for fi shing on clean beaches. The spliced in solid 
glass tip provides excellent bite detection, making this a great rod for fl atfi sh fi shing and perfect for 
bass in calmer seas or in a churning surf. Although the tip is designed for bite detection, it stays rigid 
when fi shed in heavier seas and powerful tides. The tip blends in progressively with the mid and butt 
section which gives you greater control when you need to bring in those bigger fi sh. The power has 
been harnessed to give you the right balance across the casting ranges, long or short. As well as a 
4.2m and 4.5m, we have introduced a 3.9m version, ideal for anglers who fi nd fi shing with shorter rods 
suits their casting style and also for youngsters, who are fi shing with continental style rods for the fi rst 
time. Built from lightweight 24T carbon and featuring Seaguide K guides and a Tronixpro DPS reel seat, 
the Aphex Continental GT offers the best compromise between performance and price point.

•  Available in 3.9m, 4.2m and 4.5m, casting 100-200g
•  Designed for fi xed spool reels
•  Three-piece blank built from lightweight, 24T carbon
•  Rung with Seaguide K guides and comes with a DPS reel seat
•  Comes with rod bag

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPAXGT3 3.9m - 12'9" 100-200g/3.5oz-7oz 3 22mm 516g

TPAXGT4 4.2m - 13'9" 100-200g/3.5oz-7oz 3 22mm 574g

TPAXGT5 4.5m - 14'9" 100-200g/3.5oz-7oz 3 22mm 592g
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APheX tt

Ideal for the angler who is pursuing bigger fi sh or fi shing in big seas and in adverse weather conditions, 
but wants to stay with a continental style, three-piece confi guration rod. The impressive blank has 
enough backbone to cast bigger weights up to 5/6oz plus a good sized bait. Its instant recovery and 
solid tip give the angler confi dence to lean into an overhead thump to put baits out to long range. A 
fantastic choice for smoothhound, rays, tope, conger and other large resident fi sh. It comes in three 
versions with a 3.9m version a good choice for the angler who likes a short rod and for youngsters 
fi nding their feet with continental style rods.

•  Ideal for the angler who is pursuing bigger fi sh but wants to stay with a continental style, 
three-piece confi guration rod. 

•  Designed for fi xed spool reels.
•  Three-piece blank constructed from high grade 30T carbon.
•  Rung with Seaguide K guides and a Tronixpro DPS reel seat. Comes with rod bag.

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPAXTT3 3.9m - 12'9" 100-250g/3.5oz-8.8oz 3 22mm 551g

TPAXTT4 4.2m - 13'9" 100-250g/3.5oz-8.8oz 3 22mm 586g

TPAXTT5 4.5m - 14'9" 100-250g/3.5oz-8.8oz 3 22mm 672g

20
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APheX light

This 12ft 6in two-piece light beachcasting rod is ideal for fi shing for fl atfi sh in estuaries, light surf beach 
work and as a bass rod. Constructed from 24T carbon, it’s light in weight, ideal for holding for long 
periods of time, especially when bass fi shing in the surf. It is rated to cast weights of between 2 and 
6oz, coming into its own when fi shing with a 3 or 4oz weight plus bait. The blank design has plenty 
of power in the mid and butt section to cast baits to distance. This power also comes in handy when 
playing bass amongst mixed rough ground and boulders, the extra power helping to steer fi sh through 
any snags. It comes with Tronixpro Coaster Reel Seat and is rung throughout with Seaguide guides.
 
•  Designed for multiplier and fi xed spool reels
•  Two-piece, slim, lightweight 24T carbon blank
•  Tough and durable Seaguide K guides
•  Comes with Tronixpro Coaster reel seat and rod bag

TRONIXPRO ROdS

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPAXPL 12’6” - 3.8m 100-250g/2oz-6oz 2 22mm 672g
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APheX MAtch

Despite their name, Match rods are not only popular with match anglers but also the wider angling 
community as well. These light beachcasters are ideal when targeting species such as bass, fl atfi sh 
and whiting from clean beaches. The Aphex Match is a 13ft, two-piece rod constructed of lightweight 
but strong 24T carbon. Designed to cast 3 to 6oz plus bait giving the angler plenty of scope depending 
on the situation they fi nd themselves in, allowing them to fi sh short and long. The Aphex Match has a 
supple tip, designed to register faint bites, yet, retains the strength for casting distance and rigidity so 
it doesn’t wave around in adverse weather or by the motion of the surf. The rod comes with a Tronixpro 
Coaster reel seat and is rung with Seaguide K guides.

•  13’ in length, casting 3-6oz
•  Designed for multiplier and fi xed spool reels 
•  Two-piece, slim, lightweight 24T carbon blank
•  Tough and durable Seaguide K guides
•  Comes with Tronixpro Coaster reel seat and rod bag

TRONIXPRO ROdSTRONIXPRO ROdS

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPAXPM 3.96m - 13'0" 85-180g/3oz-6.5oz 2 24.5mm 572g
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APheX BeAch

The out and out beach fi shing rod of the Aphex range. Slightly longer than traditional 13ft 6in 
beachcasters at 13ft 10in, this extra length helps when casting and also for manoeuvring fi sh around 
snags when landing. Designed for fi shing on both clean sandy beaches and light rough ground, this is 
the ideal rod for catching all manner of species off the shore, especially larger species such as rays, 
smoothhound, bigger cod and bass. Like the rest of the range it is constructed from lightweight 24T 
carbon. The rod has a powerful mid and butt section, giving it the power to cast leads in the range of 4 
to 7oz plus bait to the distance you require. It features a refl ective tip section so you can identify bites 
easier at night. The rod comes with a Tronixpro Coaster reel seat and is fi tted with Seaguide K guides. 

•  Designed for multiplier and fi xed spool reels 
•  Two-piece, slim, lightweight 24T carbon blank
•  Tough and durable Seaguide K guides
•  Comes with Tronixpro Coaster reel seat and rod bag

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPAXPB 4.22m - 13'10" 110-200g/4oz-7oz 2 27mm 663g
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APheX PoWer

The beast of the range, the Aphex Power has been built to tackle the rough stuff! The ideal rod for 
fi shing a beach in a raging storm, fi shing marks with fast running tides, mixed rough ground, rock 
fi shing and when targeting bigger fi sh off piers and breakwaters. The powerful, fast action, 13ft 10in 
blank is constructed from 24T carbon and features a powerful butt and mid section that fl ows into a 
rugged tip, ideally suited for fi shing brutish marks and casting heavy leads and bait. It can cast weights 
between 5 and 8oz plus bait. This is the ideal rod if you’re fi shing for big cod in stormy seas, larger 
rays, bigger smoothhounds and for tope or conger off the shore. It features Seaguide K guides and 
comes with a Tronixpro Coaster reel seat.

•  Designed for multiplier and fi xed spool reels 
•  Two-piece, slim, lightweight 24T carbon blank
•  Tough and durable Seaguide K guides
•  Comes with Tronixpro Coaster reel seat and rod bag

TRONIXPRO ROdSTRONIXPRO ROdSTRONIXPRO ROdS

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPAXPP 4.22m - 13'10" 150-225g/5oz-8oz 2 27mm 706g
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APheX UPtiDe

At 9ft 6in and rated to cast 4 to 10oz this rod is designed to cast heavy weights and bigger baits away 
from an anchored boat. It makes the ideal rod for big winter cod fi shing and also for targeting tope, 
bass and rays in the warmer months. The supple tip has been designed to give plenty of bite indication 
and the powerful butt and mid sections provide lift when fi ghting big fi sh in powerful tides. 

The supple tip makes this an excellent all-round boat rod too, ideal for drift fi shing. But also as a rod 
that can cast away from the boat to search different pockets of ground, something standard boat rods 
are not designed to do. 

The blank is constructed from 24T Carbon making it lightweight, ideal for casting and holding for long periods 
of time. It comes fi tted with Fuji components throughout including a Fuji DPS reel seat and Fuji O rings.

•  Two-piece, long tip, short butt 24T Carbon Blank
•  Fuji DPS Reel Seat and Fuji O Guides
•  Comes with rod bag

TRONIXPRO ROdS

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPAXPUP 2.9m - 9'6" 4-10oz 1+1 25.5mm 329g
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APheX BoAt

A tight range of three boat rods that will cover most boat fi shing situations. All rods are built 
to a long tip, short butt confi guration, this helps the rod to maintain a consistent and smooth 
power curve throughout the blank. All rods are 8ft in length, constructed from lightweight 24T 
carbon, making them effortless to hold throughout a whole days fi shing. Each rod is fi tted 
with top quality Fuji components including a Fuji DPS reel seat and Fuji O guides. 

The 8/15lb class offers excellent bite detection and is ideal for light drift fi shing, especially 
over sandbanks for fl atfi sh, rays and whiting. It is also a good, light tackle general ground 
fi shing rod and is a good choice when working lures across reefs and wrecks.

The 12/20lb class beach is suited to general drift fi shing, especially when fi shing in deeper 
water after larger species such as rays, brill and turbot. The extra power is ideal for fi shing for 
tope, spurdog and smoothhound whilst at anchor, as well as reef and wreck fi shing for bigger 
cod, ling and pollack.

The 20/30lb class is designed for deep water fi shing and when fi shing in fast tides. The rod 
features reserves of power in the butt and mid-section which make it ideal for fi shing deep 
water wrecks for conger, cod and ling.

•  Two-piece, long tip, short butt 24T Carbon Blank
•  Fuji DPS Reel Seat and Fuji O Guides
•  Comes with rod bag
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TRONIXPRO ROdSTRONIXPRO ROdS

A tight range of three boat rods that will cover most boat fi shing situations. All rods are built 
to a long tip, short butt confi guration, this helps the rod to maintain a consistent and smooth 
power curve throughout the blank. All rods are 8ft in length, constructed from lightweight 24T 
carbon, making them effortless to hold throughout a whole days fi shing. Each rod is fi tted 
with top quality Fuji components including a Fuji DPS reel seat and Fuji O guides. 

The 8/15lb class offers excellent bite detection and is ideal for light drift fi shing, especially 
over sandbanks for fl atfi sh, rays and whiting. It is also a good, light tackle general ground 
fi shing rod and is a good choice when working lures across reefs and wrecks.

The 12/20lb class beach is suited to general drift fi shing, especially when fi shing in deeper 
water after larger species such as rays, brill and turbot. The extra power is ideal for fi shing for 
tope, spurdog and smoothhound whilst at anchor, as well as reef and wreck fi shing for bigger 
cod, ling and pollack.

The 20/30lb class is designed for deep water fi shing and when fi shing in fast tides. The rod 
features reserves of power in the butt and mid-section which make it ideal for fi shing deep 
water wrecks for conger, cod and ling.

•  Two-piece, long tip, short butt 24T Carbon Blank
•  Fuji DPS Reel Seat and Fuji O Guides
•  Comes with rod bag

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPAXB8 2.44m - 8' 8/15lb 1+1 25.3mm 249g

TPAXB12 2.44m - 8' 12/20lb 1+1 25.4mm 267g

TPAXB20 2.44m - 8' 20/30lb 1+1 25.5mm 276g
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BAnzAi gt

Ideally suited to fi shing clean beaches and for match angling, this high performance, high value 
surfcasting rod punches well above its weight for its price band. An ideal summer rod that won’t break 
the bank. With its spliced in glass tip, the Banzai GT offers fantastic bite detection at any range. 
The fi nesse nature of this rod means it is ideally suited to casting delicate baits without blowing them 
up in the process. Baits such as worm, crab and other soft baits can be used without fear of a ruined 
bait presentation. The delicate nature of this rod makes it an ideal match angling rod or for the angler 
who likes to target smaller species over clean ground. A fantastic rod for light tackle fi shing in the 
summer for species such as bream and garfi sh.

Built with lightweight 24T carbon which makes for a light blank that is crisp and easy to cast, it features 
SIC guides and a DPS reel seat and comes in three equal sections for easy transportation and a soft 
cushioned bag.

•  Ideal for clean beach fi shing and fi nesse fi shing, ideal summer rod.
•  Built with lightweight, 24T carbon for a crisp, light blank.
•  Three equal sectioned blank for easy transportation.
•  Rung with quality SIC guides and a DPS reel seat.

B A N Z A I  G T

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPBGT4 4.2m - 13'9" 100-200g/3.5oz-7oz 3 23.6mm 534g

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPAXB8 2.44m - 8' 8/15lb 1+1 25.3mm 249g

TPAXB12 2.44m - 8' 12/20lb 1+1 25.4mm 267g

TPAXB20 2.44m - 8' 20/30lb 1+1 25.5mm 276g



gUerillA SUrF

A two-piece, fast tapered blank that is the perfect rod for beginners and occasional anglers. The rod 
is fi tted with Seaguide K style anti-tangle guides, which allows it to be used with either a multiplier or 
a fi xed spool reel. The butt section is fi nished with diamond shrink wrap which is ideal for gripping the 
included Tronixpro Coasters or for fi tting a Tronixpro removable reel seat. The blank has a semi-soft 
butt section which progresses into a tip with a quick recovery, this has been designed to be a smooth, 
easy casting rod, irrespective of casting experience. The action is ideal for beginners, giving them a 
blank that gives them the feeling to recognise when a rod loads, aiding their casting progression. A fi ne 
rod for fi shing surf beaches and estuaries, it is light enough to hold when fi shing for quick biting, fast 
running fi sh such as bass and perfect for winkling out estuary fl atties.

•  Two-piece, fast tapered, easy casting blank.

•  Equipped with diamond shrink wrap and Tronixpro Coasters.

•  K Style, Anti-Tangle Seaguide K guides for multiplier and fi xed spool use.

•  Idea for fi shing estuaries and surf beaches, the ideal beginners rod.

TRONIXPRO ROdS
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coDe length cASting SectionS

TPGS12 3.6m 4oz-7oz 2

TPGS13 3.9m 4oz-7oz 2



oceAnik gt / tt

Designed to offer great performance at a rock bottom price, these entry level rods 
are ideal for anglers who are new to the three-piece continental rod scene or are 
newcomers to the sport as a whole. The low price makes this an ideal rod to start 
with, especially when combined with our low cost Oceanik Fixed Spool Reel. Such 
is the quality of the action, many experienced hands have picked up an Oceanik 
and added it to their armoury. There are two versions of the rod available, a TT, 
tubular tipped version and the GT, hybrid tip version.

The Tubular Tip (TT) offers better casting for bigger baits and weights. Useful when 
fi shing in rough weather, slightly snaggy ground and when targeting bigger fi sh.

The Hybrid Tip (GT) is a glass tip that has been designed for increased bite indication. 
The ideal rod to use when fi shing at close range for smaller species where bite 
indication is a massive edge. Superb as a summer rod for targeting garfi sh and bream.

•  Designed for fi xed spool reels
•  Fantastic rod for beginners and newcomers to three-piece rods
•  SIC anti-tangle K guides and a DPS reel seat
•  Cloth bag for protection

29

coDe length cASting SectionS BUtt DiAMeter Weight

TPOGT4 100-200g 3.5oz-7oz 26mm 630g 534g

TPOTT4 100-200g 3.5oz-7oz 24.5mm 692g 534g
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coDe Size BeAringS rAtio Weight

TPVST8 8000 9+1 4.6:1 603g

coDe Size BeAringS rAtio Weight

TPVXT8 8000 11+1 4.6:1 579g

Includes 9+1 Stainless Steel Bearings and comes supplied with 
one medium spool.

Includes 11+1 Stainless Steel Bearings and a comfortable eva grip 
handle. comes supplied with one medium and one deep spool.

virtUoSo St virtUoSo Xt

a fi xed spool range aimed at the match or dedicated angler who fi shes with long range, fi xed spool surf casting rods and needs the fl exibility of 
using different diameter lines. This is our most versatile fi xed spool reel range, giving the angler endless options to suit each fi shing situation.

virtuoso eliminates the problem of having to source expensive aftermarket spools for fi xed spool reels. virtuoso has an interchangeable spools 
that fi t all of our virtuoso range of reels, all of which can be purchased separately. This allows the angler to easily buy, load and carry as many 
spools as they wish with all the line diameters they could ever want. Spools are colour coded, allowing them to be easily identifi ed from the top 
down when in a spool case or box. There are fi ve spools to choose from, from a deep spool through to a Ul shallow spool.

virtuoso reels have been designed for saltwater use. They feature graphite bodies and stainless steel bearings which are corrosion resistant 
and saltwater proof. each reel features a precise, micro adjustable drag so you can set it exactly to where it needs to be for the conditions and 
intended catch. each reel also features a slow oscillation system that improves line lay and promotes line effi ciency during the cast for longer 
distances.

•  Interchangeable, independently available spools
•  Stainless steel bearings and graphite body
•  Slow oscillation system for improved line lay
•  Spools come with Tronixpro Spool Bands and reels come with a Tronixpro cloth bag.
•  Reels and spools are 8000 size.
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The same as the virtuoso XT but comes with two shallow spools, 
aimed at markets where lower diameter lines are used.

Offers the same quality and spool intercompatibility as the other 
virtuoso reels but features a live runner system. The live runner 
system allows fi sh to run with the bait and alert you to the strike 
without you having to adjust the main drag. 

virtUoSo Xt eXPort eDition virtUoSo live rUnner

coDe Size BeAringS rAtio Weight

TPVXT8EA 8000 11+1 4.6:1 579g

coDe Size BeAringS rAtio Weight

TPVBR8 8000 9+1 4.6:1 662g

coDe DeScriPtion Weight

TPVDS Deep 138g

TPVMS Medium 136g

TPVSS Shallow 129g

TPVPSP Plastic Shallow 88g

TPVULS UL Shallow 79g

virtUoSo SPoolS

The range of Virtuoso spools is extensive. 
Each available separately allowing the 
angler to carry as many line confi gurations 
as they need for a session. The range 
features a high capacity deep spool for 
storing large quantities of thicker line. The 
medium spool will carry more line than most 
anglers will ever need in medium breaking 
strains. For the angler who fi shes with lower 
diameter lines and braid, the shallow and 
UL shallow spools are ideal. For anglers 
who require a large amount of low diameter 
spools, with the minimum investment, there 
are also hard shallow plastic spools.
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oceAnik FiXeD SPool

A performance beach fi shing fi xed spool at a value price. It features 
a slow oscillation system that promotes better line lay for more 
effi cient casting. The 5+1 stainless steel bearings offer a smooth 
retrieve and the graphite body in combination with stainless steel 
bearings makes for a salt and corrosion resistant reel. For extra 
durability the reel features a hard wearing stainless steel shaft. The 
retrieve ratio of 4.1:1 provides speedy pickup for retrieving line fast, 
yet is a sensible gear ratio for cranking in decent sized fi sh with 
ease. Designed to balance three-piece continental style rods and 
traditional fi xed spool beachcasters in the 12 to 15ft range. It is the 
ideal partner to combine with Tronixpro Oceanik GT or TT rod. The 
reel is an 8000 size and comes with one aluminium spool and one 
spare graphite spool that holds 280m of 17lb line. To fi nish off the 
reel, it has a CNC machined handle with a tapered, rubberised knob 
that is grippy and comfortable in the wet and colder months.

•  8000 sized fi xed spool

•  Slow oscillation system for smooth line lay

•  5+1 Stainless Steel Ball Bearings

•  Ideal for longer continental style rods

retrieve and the graphite body in combination with stainless steel 
bearings makes for a salt and corrosion resistant reel. For extra 
durability the reel features a hard wearing stainless steel shaft. The 
retrieve ratio of 4.1:1 provides speedy pickup for retrieving line fast, 
yet is a sensible gear ratio for cranking in decent sized fi sh with 
ease. Designed to balance three-piece continental style rods and 
traditional fi xed spool beachcasters in the 12 to 15ft range. It is the 
ideal partner to combine with Tronixpro Oceanik GT or TT rod. The 
reel is an 8000 size and comes with one aluminium spool and one 
spare graphite spool that holds 280m of 17lb line. To fi nish off the 
reel, it has a CNC machined handle with a tapered, rubberised knob 
that is grippy and comfortable in the wet and colder months.

•  8000 sized fi xed spool

•  Slow oscillation system for smooth line lay

•  5+1 Stainless Steel Ball Bearings

•  Ideal for longer continental style rods

coDe Size BeAringS rAtio Weight coloUr

TPOFS8 8000 5+1 4.1.1 670g Black

TPOFSS 8000 5+1 4.1.2 670g Silver
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coDe DeScriPtion

TPEHD Envoy Double Carbon Handle

hAnDleS

A range of universal handles designed to fi t most multiplier reels from a whole host of different 
manufacturers. The double carbon handle will provide a slightly better balance to the reel as the weight 
is evenly spread across the handle. It also provides the angler the advantage of being able to drop onto 
a handle without looking. The power handle is ideal for the angler who has bigger hands, it provides 
a more comfortable way of winding in the reel, the extra length also improves leverage and so the 
effi ciency of the reel.
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coDe DeScriPtion

TPEH6 Envoy Power Handle
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Big Dog ii ABerDeen ABerDeen MAtch

We’ve teamed up with one of the world’s leading hook manufacturers to produce a range of hooks to suit the needs of the modern 
sea angler. Launched in 2017, we chose our patterns carefully in conjunction with some of the best match anglers around, giving us a 
compact but highly effective assortment of patterns. All hooks are made from high carbon steel, the advanced heat treatment creates 
a fine grained, ultra-strong structure that increases strength by up to 30% compared to conventional tempering processes. A three-
stage sharpening process which removes less metal from the point than standard sharpening methods, without diminishing sharpness, 
completes the hook point. This process ensures that the point won’t roll over when it comes into contact with hard surfaces such as rocks, 
gravel and sand, it also won’t lose weakness when immersed in saltwater for long periods of time. Tronixpro hooks have been designed to 
deliver dependable performance and reliability whatever your angling situation.

This short shank hook is an excellent choice 
when targeting larger species such as 
smoothhound, rays and tope. It is the ideal 
hook for using with softer crab baits and 
fish baits, its compact size allowing for a 
crab bait to be neatly bound on. A large eye 
allows for thicker diameter lines to be use 
when constructing heavier traces, it also 
adds extra security for keeping bait on the 
hook. The point is slightly offset and curves 
inwards towards the shank, this helps with 
hooking fish resulting in less false bites.

A classic hook pattern that has been part 
and parcel of sea angling for as long as 
anybody can remember. Our Tronixpro 
Aberdeen is a long shank hook made 
from heavy gauge, high carbon steel wire. 
It features a micro barb and a neat eye, 
coupled with its long shank it makes an ideal 
hook for worm baits. Suited to fishing for all 
manner of species it is a fantastic hook for 
cod, bass and rays in its larger versions and 
smaller fish such as flounder and whiting 
in the smaller sizes. The heavy gauge wire 
makes this a classic, all round pattern that 
gives species hunters the confidence to land 
big fish on smaller hooks. The longer shank 
and small barb make Aberdeen patterns 
easier for removing hooks from fish with 
minimal damage.

A fine wire, blued version of the classic 
Aberdeen hook. Ideal for all kinds of light 
fishing especially for targeting flounders, 
whiting and other smaller species. The 
hook features a long shank and small eye, 
the barb is slightly oversized so fish can’t 
come off during the retrieve. The design 
of the hook lends itself to smaller baits 
and is the ideal hook for small worm baits, 
small mackerel slivers, sections of sandeel 
and neat crab baits. Due to the fine wire 
gauge, it is not recommended to use them 
when you’re likely to encounter bigger 
fish amongst the smaller ones, with the 
standard Tronixpro Aberdeen more suited to 
this kind of work.

coDe DeScriPtion Size QtY

TPBD* Big Dog II 4, 2, 1 10

TPBD1/0 Big Dog II 1/0 8

TPBD2/0 Big Dog II 2/0 7

TPBD4/0 Big Dog II 4/0 6

TPBD6/0 Big Dog II 6/0 5

TPBD8/0 Big Dog II 8/0 3

TPBD10/0 Big Dog II 10/0 2

TPAB* Aberdeen 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0 10

TPAB3/0 Aberdeen 3/0 9

TPAB4/0 Aberdeen 4/0 8

TPAB* Aberdeen 5/0, 6/0 6

TPAM* Aberdeen Match 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0 12

TPBH* Baitholder 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0 10

TPBH3/0 Baitholder 3/0 9

TPBH4/0 Baitholder 4/0 8

TPBH* Baitholder 5/0, 6/0 6

coDe DeScriPtion Size QtY

TPFW* Nordic Fine Wire 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0 12

TPBU* Beast Uptide 1, 1/0, 2/0 10

TPBU3/0 Beast Uptide 3/0 9

TPBU4/0 Beast Uptide 4/0 8

TPBU6/0 Beast Uptide 6/0 7

TPBE* Beast 1/0, 2/0 10

TPBE3/0 Beast 3/0 9

TPBE4/0 Beast 4/0 8

TPBE6/0 Beast 6/0 7

SAW* Sabpolo Wormer 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0 8

SAC6 Sabpolo Chinu Ring 6 8

SAC4 Sabpolo Chinu Ring 4 7

SAC2 Sabpolo Chinu Ring 2 6

SAC1 Sabpolo Chinu Ring 1 6

SAC10 Sabpolo Chinu Ring 1/0 5

SAC20 Sabpolo Chinu Ring 2/0 4
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BAitholDer norDic Fine Wire BeASt UPtiDe

BeASt WorMer chinU ring

A long shank hook that features small 
barbs either side of the shank towards 
the eye. These barbs are designed to help 
keep delicate baits such as worm and crab 
secure on the hook. The pattern is different 
to a traditional Aberdeen style hook, the 
bend of the hook is set at a more sweeping 
angle and the hook point faces inwards 
slightly. This is designed to help with 
hooking. Unlike traditional baitholder hooks, 
our Tronixpro Baitholder does not feature 
a beaked point, instead it has the same 
ultrasharp, three point sharpened straight 
hook point as the other hooks in the range. 
Baitholder hooks are ideal for fishing for 
flounders, whiting, dabs, cod, bass and any 
other species which are likely to be caught 
using softer, delicate baits.

A heavy duty gauged hook that is strong, 
designed for big fish from the boat and 
shore. This pattern is best used when 
fishing for bigger species such as conger, 
tope and smaller sharks. The long shank 
and wide gape makes it the ideal hook for 
fishing with whole mackerel and flapper baits 
when targeting big predators. This style also 
lends itself to presenting bigger squid baits 
such as whole squid, double squid or big 
mackerel, squid bait combinations when 
fishing for cod in the winter. A must have 
hook when you’re targeting big fish on rock 
marks from the shore or when wreck and 
reef fishing on the boat.

Another fine wired, blued version hook 
similar to the Aberdeen Match. The Nordic 
Fine Wire has a slight offset hook point, 
which turns inwards slightly towards the 
shank and a microbarb for enhanced 
hooking. It’s an ideal hook for general shore 
fishing on clean ground when targeting 
whiting, flatfish, codling and other smaller 
species. The fine wire and small eye make 
it easier to thread delicate worm and crab 
baits on the hook. It is perfect for intricate 
presentations when fishing for those smaller 
species. A firm favourite of match and 
freelance anglers alike.

A thin wired, short shank, beaked hook that 
is a firm favourite of the species and the 
match angler. The short shank is ideal for 
presenting smaller baits well, the wide gape 
allows for presentation of a wide variety of 
baits from small, neat crab baits to slivers 
of fish. Although this hook is made from fine 
wire, it is also incredibly strong. The slightly 
bent eye positions the hook well for hooking 
fish and is ideal for both standard knotting 
and when using the knotless knot. When 
there is an element of doubt about the size 
and type of species you might encounter, 
but you need to cover all bases, these are 
the hooks to go for.

A heavier gauge hook pattern that is ideal 
for heavy shore and light boat fishing. It 
features a wide gape and a shorter, medium 
hook shank that makes it ideal for big worm 
baits when targeting cod in the winter and 
for large fish baits too for rays and smaller 
conger. The wide gape is useful when 
preparing bulkier baits such as crab when 
targeting smoothhound or bass. The Beast 
Uptide is a popular pattern for fishing with 
a pennel style hook setup when targeting 
bigger fish. These hooks are bronze coated, 
allowing the hooks to rust out quicker if the 
fish breaks the line during the fight.

A slightly thicker gauged hook compared 
to the Wormer. It has all of the same great 
features as the wormer including the wide 
gap and slightly turned eye. This is an ideal 
hook for when you are species fishing but 
think you might encounter powerful fish 
that could cause problems for a thinner 
gauged hook. Species that these hooks are 
ideal for are hard fighters such as bream, 
wrasse, bigger dogfish etc. The strength 
of these hooks makes them ideal for the 
boat species angler who needs to fish small 
hooks but have the confidence the hook 
can land a much bigger fish if required.
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We re-launched our Tronixpro Terminal Tackle range in 2017, with the aim to make the toughest links, clips and swivels on the market. 
After a painstaking round of field testing, we eventually launched what we believe to be the strongest, most durable terminal tackle range 
available for the sea angler today. We break test all of our terminal tackle frequently to ensure that the quality of each tackle item is the 
best it can be. In break strength tests we have found that our terminal tackle only starts to break at well above our quoted breaking 
strains. For example, our Casting Snap Swivels are rated at 35kg, yet break at 39kg. We found in our tests our terminal tackle was 
breaking at much higher breaking points than that of competitor products.

The range of terminal tackle has been designed to cater for the needs of all sea anglers. Tronixpro terminal tackle is trusted by the very 
best anglers in the world, anglers who depend on quality, strength and reliability in their terminal tackle. Their confidence in our terminal 
range ensures they have one less thing to worry about, allowing them to focus fully on their fishing, making them more productive to win 
championships at home and abroad.

coDe DeScriPtion Size BreAking QtY

T01314 Rolling Swivel 14 4Kg/9lb 24

T01312 Rolling Swivel 12 9Kg/20lb 24

T013010 Rolling Swivel 10 14Kg/31lb 24

T0138 Rolling Swivel 8 19Kg/42lb 24

T0136 Rolling Swivel 6 27Kg/60lb 24

T0134 Rolling Swivel 4 35Kg/77lb 18

T0132 Rolling Swivel 2 43Kg/95lb 12

T0131 Rolling Swivel 1 47Kg/104lb 12

T01310 Rolling Swivel 1/0 60Kg/132lb 9

3W2 3 Way Swivel 2 46Kg/101lb 10

3W6 3 Way Swivel 6 27Kg/60lb 10

CRS7 Crimp Swivel 7 22Kg/49lb 5

CRS10 Crimp Swivel 10 19Kg/42lb 5

TCS6 Rolling Swivel With Clip 6 27Kg/60lb 9

T0166 Hanging Snap Swivel 6 14Kg/31lb 10

T0164 Hanging Snap Swivel 4 18Kg/40lb 9

T0162 Hanging Snap Swivel 2 23Kg/51lb 8

coDe DeScriPtion Size BreAking QtY

T0156 Safety Snap Swivel 6 7Kg/15lb 20

T0154 Safety Snap Swivel 4 9Kg/20lb 18

T0152 Safety Snap Swivel 2 13Kg/29lb 14

T0151 Safety Snap Swivel 1 15Kg/33lb 11

T01510 Safety Snap Swivel 1/0 15Kg/33lb 9

RCL4 Coastlock Snap Swivel 4 22Kg/49lb 14

RCL2 Coastlock Snap Swivel 2 35Kg/77lb 11

RCL1 Coastlock Snap Swivel 1 45Kg/99lb 10

RCL10 Coastlock Snap Swivel 1/0 45Kg/99lb 8

ISS2 Interlock Snap Swivel 2 18Kg/40lb 14

ISS1 Interlock Snap Swivel 1 25Kg/55lb 11

ISS10 Interlock Snap Swivel 1/0 25Kg/55lb 8

ISS20 Interlock Snap Swivel 2/0 43Kg/95lb 6

ISS30 Interlock Snap Swivel 3/0 60Kg/132lb 5

T0454 Mini Snood Clip 10 15Kg/33lb 10

T0424 Casting Snap 4 36Kg/80lb 10

T0414 Casting Snap With Clip 4 36Kg/80lb 11

T0434 Double Snap 4 23Kg/51lb 10

rolling SWivel 3 WAY SWivel criMP SWivel

A compact swivel where the tag ends of 
the eyes are encased in a cylindrical central 
body that provides strength and reduces 
the size of the swivel when compared to a 
standard barrel swivel. The compact central 
cylinder provides more efficient rotation 
when under heavy pressure reducing 
line twist and tangles. A reliable choice 
for attaching hook lengths and given its 
strength, for attaching rigs when casting 
heavy lead weights.

Based around the barrel swivel, the three 
way swivel features a third central eye that 
comes out of the main body. The three way 
swivel is useful for attaching a hook length 
to the middle eye with the mainline and 
lead coming off the first and second eye, a 
great choice when livebaiting. They are also 
useful when lure fishing, with the middle 
eye ideal for attaching a lead with the hook 
length to the lure coming off the second 
eye. A versatile swivel that can be used for 
all manner of fishing setups.

A quick and easy way to form snood 
swivels coming off the main rig body. They 
feature a long crimp that has a welded in 
raised section which the eye of a rolling 
swivel sits in. This means the angler can 
slide the crimp swivel down the rig body 
line and crimp in place without the need for 
beads and separate crimping. A really quick 
and simple way of rig construction when 
time is of the essence!
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rolling SWivel / cliP hAnging SnAP SWivel SAFetY SnAP SWivel

coAStlock SnAP SWivel interlock SnAP SWivel Mini SnooD cliP

cASting SnAP cASting SnAP / cliP DoUBle SnAP

Unlike inferior barrel swivel versions, our 
Rolling Swivel with Clip is based around 
our super strong, rolling swivel, which is 
rated at a breaking strain of 60lbs. These 
compact swivels are designed for making 
multi hook rigs that require clipping down 
to streamline the rig and to protect delicate 
baits. These swivels are popular with match 
anglers and allow for the construction of 
modern match rigs such as cascade and 
loop rigs.

The boat anglers choice in terms of strength 
and reliability. Built around our strong 
rolling swivel, these links are the strongest 
we make. Made from heavy duty wire the 
sprung snap locks securely in place giving 
reassurance that it cannot come undone 
easily. Ideal for tying to your mainline for 
quick attachment of rigs when boat  or 
shore fishing and when jig fishing. 

One of the strongest casting snaps on the 
market with a breaking strain of 80lbs, a 
quality and reliable snap that can be used 
for power casting from the shore. Casting 
snaps can be incorporated into most 
beach fishing rigs as a lead clip and also 
for attaching to a shockleader for the quick 
replacement of rigs.

A super strong sized two rolling swivel 
which incorporates a hanging snap link. 
Ideal for attaching rigs to the shockleader 
when speed fishing and “double patting”. 
Also useful in rig construction as a lead link 
and for forming running ledger rigs where 
the mainline passes through the eye to the 
hook length with the weight attached to 
the clip.

Unlike our other links, this is based around 
a crane swivel which is machined to be one 
of the strongest and smoothest swivels 
around. Strong wire forms the clip which 
is bent at the end so it locks into the lock 
mechanism securely. They are ideal for 
attaching rigs, weights when boat fishing 
and also lures in their smallest sizes. 

Built around the strong casting snap, this 
version features a looped over wire that can 
act as a bait clip. When used as the lead 
clip on a rig it can be used for all manner 
of rigs that require the hook to be secured 
close to the lead. Examples include up and 
over rigs, pulley rigs and standard one, two 
and three hook rigs. Used upside down, 
they can be used for hooking the lead on 
when using a weak link setup when fishing 
over rough and snaggy ground.

Based around our strong rolling swivel, the 
safety snap is often known as the American 
snap swivel. It has a multitude of uses in 
fishing. Ideal for boat fishing when attaching 
rigs and weights and in lure fishing for 
attaching lures and hooklengths for easy 
replacement. The American Snap is not as 
strong as its Coastlock and Interlocking 
cousins and is not recommended for use 
when power casting.

Designed for the speed angler! These are 
a smaller version of the casting snap and 
have been designed to attach hooklengths 
quickly. Ideal for match anglers who want to 
have many ready tied hooklengths available 
to replace damaged snood line and hooks 
quickly. Also ideal for species anglers who 
use scaled down rigs for targeting very 
small fish down the side of structures or 
at very close distance with light tackle and 
light leads, where they can be used for 
attaching rigs and weights.

A useful snap link that can be used for all 
manner of fishing and rigging situations. 
Handy when you want to have an initial or 
practice cast without a rig attached, simply 
slide it onto your swivel and then slide a 
lead on. The double snap can be used for 
attaching anything with an eye to another 
component with an eye.
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QUick chAnge link SMAll QUick chAnge link SPlit ring

ovAl SPlit ring Mini ovAl ring criMPS

A quick, safe and ultra strong link that is 
ideal for power casting from the beach. 
The design locks the lead in place securely 
making it impossible to work its way out of 
the link once it is fastened in. 

The oval split ring is an alternative to the 
lead clip. Made from stainless steel it 
is corrosion resistant, it is also tapered, 
with the narrow end perfect for tightening 
knots against and the wide end used for 
clipping on weights. The split ring features 
an offshoot tag from the main ring that 
gives purchase to slide a lead on with ease. 
Perfect for attaching leads to rig bodies and 
for large lures such as pirks.

The same as the quick change link but in a 
compact size. This link is half the size of its 
bigger brother and is ideal for anglers who 
want to make neater, more streamlined rigs 
and for anglers fishing with lighter rigs for 
smaller species. These links are also small 
enough to go through most beachcaster 
rings so they can be left attached to the 
mainline. Another use is as an alternative 
snood link. The link is also ideal for 
attaching lures for quick changing too.

Similar designed to the oval split ring, this 
is a smaller version that has been designed 
to fit through the guides on rods. The small 
size allows it to be wound through the rings 
and kept on the reel for quicker setting up 
or for anglers who use different lines and 
need a quick way to replace their spool 
and get fishing. Its small size and strength 
make it perfect for using on the end of your 
shockleader for attaching rigs or as a lead 
link, when you want to streamline your rig 
further.

Round split rings are used in a wide variety 
of fishing situations, made from stainless 
steel, these rings are corrosion resistant and 
perfect for saltwater applications. Ideal for 
use as jigging rings and for replacing split 
rings on pirks and lures.

Our crimps are made from soft brass, which 
makes them easier to crimp, with less force 
being exerted on the line the chances of line 
damage, often associated with crimping, is 
reduced. Allowing the angler to crimp away 
without worrying about any weaknesses in 
your rig body with a gentle squeeze with 
long nosed pliers. They’re ideal for making 
paternoster rigs for trapping beads and 
swivels at points on the rig body. Available 
in three sizes, these crimps will fit most 
diameters of rig body.

coDe DeScriPtion Size BreAking QtY

QCL4 Quick Change Link 4 20Kg/44lb 10

QCLS Small Quick Change Link 8 8Kg/18lb 10

T04412 Split Ring 12 30Kg/66lb 10

T04418 Split Ring 18 40Kg/88lb 10

OVA3 Oval Split Ring 3 27Kg/60lb 8

OVAXS Mini Oval Ring 0.8 x 10mm 13Kg/29lb 9

TCRPS Crimps 0.5 x 5mm N/A 100

TCRPM Crimps 0.7 x 5mm N/A 100

TCRPL Crimps 0.9 x 5mm N/A 100

SRT1 Rig Springs 1 N/A 10

BACM Bait Clip M N/A 5

coDe DeScriPtion Size BreAking QtY

PUBL Pulley Beads L 43Kg/95lb 6

CANR Canny Link Regular N/A 10

TCCLS Continental Clip S 13Kg/29lb 10

TCCLM Continental Clip M 15Kg/33lb 10

TCCLL Continental Clip L 16Kg/35lb 10

TBBCS Brass Bead Clip S 14Kg/31lb 9

TBBCL Brass Bead Clip L 25Kg/55lb 8

TLBSS24 Long Body Snood Swivel 24 4Kg/9lb 30

TTSS24 Treble Snood Swivel 24 4Kg/9lb 8

TSCS2 Snood Clip Swivel 24 4Kg/9lb 10
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rig SPringS BAit cliP PUlleY BeADS

Made from stainless steel, these rig 
springs are corrosion resistant, reliable and 
recommended for use on most clipped rigs. 
They take up the tension when the hook is 
placed in the bait clip which eliminates the 
premature releasing of clipped snoods when 
casting. When you continue to cast clipped 
rigs, eventually the hook snoods stretch, 
and the hooks no longer sit inside the bait 
clips as well, springs take out this tension 
and eliminate hook snood stretch, which 
increases the effective longevity of the rig. 
Essential for cascade and loop style rigs.

A classic bait clip design made from strong, 
clear plastic. Fixed to the line with rubber 
tubing this bait clip can be slid up and down 
the line to adjust its location with ease. 
Helpful if the snood length changes for 
any reason. This movement can also help 
eliminate the problem of the bait clip being 
pulled out of the tubing during the cast. The 
wide gape of the bait clip makes it ideal for 
clipping up bigger hooks and baits.

Traditionally pulley rigs were made by using 
a standard swivel, this method was prone to 
breakages as the full force of the cast was 
placed on a very small area of line, constant 
casting could weaken the rig body making 
the rig break during the cast or when playing 
a big fi sh. By incorporating one of our strong 
rolling swivels into a plastic housing, the 
Tronixpro Pulley Bead spreads the load of 
a cast across a wider surface area. This 
eliminates damaging the rig body, producing 
a stronger, safer rig. Although designed for 
pulley rigs, it can be used for portland style 
rigs and also as a short boom when making 
one up / two down style boat rigs.

cAnnY link continentAl cliP BrASS BeAD cliP

Perfect for fi shing over rough ground, this 
clever link combines as both a lead clip and 
weak link. During the rig construction the 
rig line is tied to the top of the loop and a 
section of weaker line is tied to the bottom 
of the loop, which is then tied to the weight. 
The weight is hooked onto the bottom 
clip and the hook is clipped into the top 
link. When the rig hits the water, both are 
released at the same time, providing a neat 
and streamlined rig. This allows the angler 
to fi sh a rig with a weak link to the lead to 
distance, perfect for when fi shing over the 
rough stuff!

A streamlined tangle free connector that 
ties to the shockleader for quick attachment 
of rigs or to the bottom of a rig for clipping 
on weights. These neat, compact clips will 
wind through most rings on beach fi shing 
rods so the clip doesn’t need to be removed 
at the end of a session. The link consists of 
open oval stainless steel wire and tubing. 
The tubing is slid up the mainline or rig line 
and then the stainless steel wire is tied on 
in the conventional matter, adding a rig 
swivel or the weight into the clip, the tubing 
is then slid down to secure it all. The tubing 
covers the knot which stops tangles. Ideal 
for continental style fi shing and when using 
longer, lighter snoods.

A small compact clip that is ideal for use 
when fi shing with lighter lines. It features 
clear silicone that slots over the top of the 
main stainless steel clip which secures your 
rig swivel or weight in place. The addition 
of a small brass bead into the top of the 
silicone tube makes it easier to slide the 
tubing up and down the line with ease. it 
gives something to hold onto when fi shing 
with intricate rigs. Its compact size makes it 
very streamline but also lightweight, which is 
important when fi shing with lighter line rigs.

long BoDY SnooD SWivel

A longer version of our rolling swivel. The 
elongated centre makes the swivel stand off 
the rig body more which in turn makes the 
snood stand off further. This extra length 
in effect acts as a boom for a rigs hook 
snoods. It is only available in the smallest 
size and is particularly effective when 
using lighter lines and smaller hooks when 
searching for smaller species.

treBle SnooD SWivel

Designed for match anglers and only 
available in a small size, this neat swivel acts 
as a mini rotating boom for hook lengths. 
This is ideal for using with lighter lines and 
smaller hooks, meaning these lines won’t get 
tangles around the much thicker rig body line 
when casting or in a tide. 

SnooD cliP SWivel

A neat little clip that will slot into any of 
our smaller swivels allowing the angler to 
quickly change their hook snoods with 
minimum fuss. Being incorporated into 
a swivel gives the hook snoods more 
movement and less chance of tangling 
compared to using a snood clip, which 
makes them ideal for use with lighter lines.
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coDe DeScriPtion Size BreAking PcS/

TURF Urfe one 19Kg/42lb 4

TSTB3 Shrink Tube 3mm Black 8

TSTC3 Shrink Tube 3mm Clear 8

TPTRG Rig Glue 15ml 1

coDe DeScriPtion Size BreAking PcS/

TPGTL Glue Tube up to 70lb 150

TPKP Knot Protector Clear 20

TPTRA Glue Accelerator Spray 150ml 1

TPRIJI Rig Jig   - - 1

UrFe Shrink tUBe

Portuguese rigs are deadly, the concept of 
fishing with three hooks below the weight 
is an alien concept in shore fishing and one 
most people will think ends up in tangles! 
Our URFE has been designed to construct 
these easy to tie, often underrated rigs. The 
in built rig clip is hidden by a piece of tubing, 
slotting the lead in here and then moving 
the tubing over to secure, fixes the lead in 
place. To the opposite swivel the mainline 
is attached and to the middle swivel the rig 
is connected. The URFE allows for fishing 
longer rigs with longer snoods, giving the rig 
more movement, particularly effective when 
the fishing is slow.

A versatile product that can be used for all 
kinds of jobs within rig making. Shrink tube 
will “shrink” in place as heat is applied. 
This makes it ideal for protecting knots so 
that they become more streamlined and 
less prone to catching weed. The stiffness 
of the material when shrunk makes it ideal 
for creating small, standoff booms to give 
extra separation of hook snoods from the 
rig body. It’s also used for making pennel 
rigs, securing the top hook of the pennel to 
the rig body. Care should be taken to not 
damage the line when heating, shrinking in 
hot water will help minimise this as opposed 
to using steam or a lighter, for example.

knot Protector

If using shrink tube to protect knots is 
a step to far, then the Tronixpro Knot 
Protector is the next best thing. Designed 
from clear silicone tubing, the knot 
protector will slide over the knot to the lead 
link, to the top rig swivel and the knot to the 
link on the shockleader. The supple silicone 
will keep the protector in place and is ideal 
for streamlining rigs to stop weed and 
lighter, longer hook snoods getting tangled 
in the knot.
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glUe tUBe

rig Jig rig AccelerAtor SPrAY

A great addition to use with our Tronixpro 
Rig Glue, accelerator spray can be 
sprayed on knots, rig tubing or any other 
rig components that have been secured in 
place with our rig glue for instant setting. 
Rig glue can take up to two minutes to set, 
by which time components might have 
moved, using the spray sets them in place 
instantly. Also perfect for the mass rig 
maker, who needs to tie a lot of rigs quickly 
and waiting for components to dry, takes 
extra time out of their rig building schedule.

Precut lengths of tubing designed for 
making glue rigs. The diameter of the tube 
will fi t 50, 60 and 70lb line. Glue tubing is 
used in place of using traditional crimps and 
will not damage the line, like over crimped 
crimps can. By placing a small amount of 
rig glue on the line, sliding the tube up the 
line towards the glue will force the glue to 
be sucked into the tube, securing it to the 
line and making for a solid clamp. Using 
glue tube in conjunction with our Tronixpro 
Rig Glue makes for a stronger, safer way to 
secure snood swivels to rig body line.

A specialist jig that is designed to make 
creating rig bodies quick and effi ciently. It 
can be used for standard rigs with crimps 
but comes into its own when making glue 
rigs. At either end of the jig is a slotted, 
silicone material that features three slots, 
this allows you to position three rigs 
perfectly for applying glue or crimps. The 
soft, grippy silicone does not damage 
or kink the rig body. The jig has two 
countersunk holes, so it can be attached 
to a workbench or more elaborate rig jig 
setup. Using multiple rig jigs speeds up 
the rig making allowing the construction of 
multiple rigs. Using three for example allows 
the construction of three, three hook rigs 
simultaneously. This is the ideal tool for the 
match angler who needs to construct rigs 
on an almost industrial scale! 

Rig Glue makes for a stronger, safer way to 
secure snood swivels to rig body line.

rig glUe

A general purpose rig making glue that 
can be used for many applications in rig 
making, especially when making “glue rigs”. 
When constructing rigs or using glue in rig 
making super glue should never be used, it 
sets hard and can damage line. Tronixpro 
Rig glue does not set “hard” it retains 
elasticity to move with the fl uid nature of 
rigs and does not damage line, plastic or 
other components. It will not compromise 
the integrity of the rig. Ideal for making glue 
rigs when used in combination with our 
Tronixpro Glue Tube and Tronixpro Rig Jig.
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coDe DeScriPtion Size* coloUr PcS/PAck
T10022 Oval Beads 2mm Luminous 150

T10024* Oval Beads 4mm, 5mm Luminous 100

T100P* Oval Beads 4mm, 5mm Pink 100

T10033 Round Beads 3mm Red/Yellow 150

T10035 Round Beads 5mm Red/Yellow 100

T10038 Round Beads 8mm Red/Yellow 40

T10048 Round Beads 8mm Black/Green 40

T10092 Round Beads 2mm Clear 200

Tronixpro beads come in a range of colours and sizes. The mixed yellow and red beads are ideal for general rig making and general 
fi shing. Smaller sizes make excellent stops between the crimp and snood swivel on a rig body. Larger sizes are good not only for 
attraction but for buffer beads, especially when boat fi shing to put between a Tronixpro Zip Slider or Ledger boom and the swivel or link. 
Black and pearl beads are also available in one size only.

Our black and green mixed pack comes in an 8mm size only and is the ideal combination used for attracting plaice. Larger beads adding 
more visual attraction around your bait when drift fi shing for plaice and at anchor.

Smaller sized clear round beads are ideal for placing between crimps and a snood swivel, especially when making glue rigs, they blend in 
well with the tubing and light line colours for a subtle rig arrangement.

coDe DeScriPtion Size* coloUr PcS/PAck
T10093 Round Beads 3mm Clear 150

T10095 Round Beads 5mm Clear 100

T100B3 Round Beads 3mm Black 150

T100P3 Round Peads 3mm Pearl 150

T100S1 Seed Beads 1.5mm Black 200

RUB5 Rubber Beads 5mm Black 10

Plb8 Plaice Beads 8mm Clear 10

1006 4 Way Beads 5*8 Clear 10

Pink ovAl BeADS roUnD BeADS coloUr

roUnD BeADS BlAck/green roUnD BeADS cleAr roUnD BeADS BlAck

roUnD PeADS PeArl
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SeeD BeADS BlAck rUBBer BeADS

PlAice BeADS

lUMinoUS ovAl BeADS

A versatile bead that can be used for 
trapping swivels between crimps, glue 
tubing, rubber stops or silicone sliders. 
They can also be used on the hook length 
to add added attraction which works 
during the day and night. Giving these 
beads a quick blast from the Tronixpro UV 
Light brings them to life and adds extra 
luminosity. Available in both green and pink, 
they can be used as a single colour or as a 
combination of colours for extra attraction. 
Suitable for all species, especially inquisitive 
fi sh like gurnards, wrasse and fl atfi sh.

A crystal, 8mm plastic bead that is not 
round but has fl at sides, these fl at sizes 
capture light better than a round clear 
bead and refl ect it back out. This creates 
fl ashes of light that are attractive to 
inquisitive fi sh such as plaice, making them 
home in on the bait. They can be used 
effectively on their own on the hooklength 
or can be intermixed with different 
coloured beads for maximum attraction.

Specialist microbeads that are only 1.5mm 
in size. These are perfect for making up 
light continental style rigs and rigs that 
use lighter rig bodies and hooklengths 
for smaller species. Given their size, they 
are streamlined giving the rig a minimal 
footprint when fi shing for shy fi sh. They can 
be used with crimps, glue tube or just glue. 
We recommend either glue tubes or glue to 
match the delicate nature of the rigs these 
beads will be used on.

4 WAY BeADS

A fantastic bead to use when creating 
subtle, minimalistic rigs. Fantastic when 
using light lines in clear water. These 
beads feature a central hole through the 
middle of the bead and a hole running 
through the side of the bead. The beads 
can be positioned with the rig body line 
going through the longer hole keeping the 
snood close to the rig body or through the 
shorter hole which lays the bead on its side 
creating a boom. They are best used with a 
fl uorocarbon snood line. Threading the 
line through the remaining hole and tying 
several fi gure of eight knots to create a line 
bulk secures the snood. For extra security 
a small, crystal or seed bead can be used 
between the 4 way bead and the fi gure of 
eight knot. Tronixpro 4 Way Beads are best 
used without crimps by using Tronixpro 
Rig Glue to either secure the bead in place 
directly or to use Tronixpro Rig Glue Tubing 
to act as a crimp either side of the bead.

5mm streamlined rubber shock beads that 
are useful for giving protection to knots. 
Where a standard bead will eliminate most 
damage to knots on rigs, rubber beads add 
that little bit of shock absorbing that fully 
protects the knot. If a rig is likely to put a lot 
of pressure on a knot, then using a rubber 
bead will help protect the durability of the 
knots used. Rubber beads have the benefi t 
of natural elasticity and combined with a 
good sized borehole mean the bead can be 
slotted over the knot for added protection 
in most cases. Rubber beads are useful for 
pulley, portland and running ledger rigs.
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TRONIXPRO BOOMS

coDe DeScriPtion Size* PcS/PAck
CRB* Crimp Boom 10cm, 17cm 3

MAB20 Match Boom 20cm 3

TSB40 Twin Spreader Boom 40cm 2

UTB2 Uptide Boom 2 2

706* Wire Booms With Swivel 10cm, 20cm 2

ZSLXS Zip Slider XS 3

coDe DeScriPtion Size* PcS/PAck
ZSLM Zip Slider M 2

LEDM Ledger Boom M 3

PATM Paternoster Boom M 5

BBO* Boat Boom 17cm, 27cm 2

LLR Lead Lifts Regular 2

TPPB16 Portland Pro Boom  - Natural 160mm 3

For the angler in a rush, these quick fi xing swiveling booms feature 
a crimp built into the boom itself, allowing for quick deployment to 
the rig body line. They are available in a 10cm and 17cm size and 
are ideal for many types of boat and shore rig that requires the use 
of booms. The wire used in strong and durable which will not bend 
under normal fi shing circumstances. It features match style swivels 
to attach hooklengths. If required, anglers can replace the swivels 
with swivels of their choice by cutting away the shrink tube, sliding 
on their swivel of choice and then recovering the wire with shrink 
tube again. an easy to use, versatile boom.

criMP BooM

Popular with boat match anglers, this 40cm double spreader 
allows for the presentation of two baits on the bottom, highly 
effective, this style of setup can be devastating. Ideally used when 
drift fi shing over clean ground, it is a fantastic setup for catching 
hard to the bottom species such as fl atfi sh and dragonets. Using 
short snoods will eliminate any tangles and keep the baits closer 
to the seabed for maximum effectiveness. 

tWin SPreADer BooM

A clear plastic zip slider that is ideal for use on running ledger rigs 
from the boat or shore. The clear plastic design makes it discreet 
and when used in conjunction with clear beads or the Tronixpro 
Knot Protector offers a subtle boom arrangement for most down 
rigs. The zip slider will help to reduce tangles as it keeps the rig 
away from the lead. Zip sliders are ideal for the angler who changes 
tactics, zip sliders can be kept rigged up whether the angler is using 
a standard down rig where the lead is attached to the zip slider or 
passively, as the lead is attached to the bottom of the rig body.

ziP SliDer

a standard design boat fi shing boom that is ideal for use with a 
running ledger or for down rigs. The boom keeps the rig away 
from the mainline and the lead meaning there will be less tangles. 
It is available in two sizes, a 17cm and a 27cm boom and comes 
fi tted with a Tronixpro Interlocking Snap link for attaching a weight.

BoAt BooM

a design classic that has been used in beach and boat rigs for years. 
This tough and slender boom is very effective from the shore where 
it is employed to keep light line snoods away from the rig body line 
when fi shing for whiting and fl atfi sh. It’s also good for making light 
boat rigs and down boat rigs, especially for drifting when using more 
than one hook length. The boom rotates freely which reduces tangles 
and ensures the snood is working correctly in a tide. These booms 
can be fi xed in place on the rig body with crimps and beads or by 
using glue tube and clear beads, their opaque colouring makes them 
ideal for the subtlety of a glue rig.

PAternoSter BooM

ideal for the subtlety of a glue rig.



a classic style boom that is designed for casting away from 
the boat. Ideally used when fi shing uptide on a boat where the 
boom will help to eliminate tangles when casting, especially 
when using grip leads. Ideal as a light downtide boom for running 
ledger setups and down rigs. each boom features a snap link for 
attaching a weight, that is strong enough for moderate casting 
from a boat.

UPtiDe BooM
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designed for the match angler or the angler that needs a fi nesse 
presentation. These super fi ne stand off booms measure 20cm and 
are ideally suited to using light hook snoods, where they will reduce 
the amount of tangles. The boom of choice for light scratching rigs 
and for capturing shy fi sh when the fi shing is diffi cult. Useful as a 
shore boom and on occasion as a boat boom when targeting small 
species over clean ground. The boom does not incorporate a swivel 
but one can be added by removing the shrink tube, sliding on a 
swivel and then replacing with shrink tube to secure.

MAtch BooM

a versatile boom that makes fi shing with longer hooklengths easier. 
designed to be fi shed vertical with the boom top swivel attached 
to the mainline and the bottom swivel attached to the weight with 
the sliding bead attached to the rig. This allows the angler to fi sh 
with long rigs of 10 to 15 ft long, especially when fi shing for turbot 
plaice and brill. This setup is also ideal for fi shing with shads from a 
boat, effectively mimicking the whitby rig setup. The boom can also 
be reversed so that it works horizontal, with the mainline attached 
to the end swivel and the rig attached to the opposite end with the 
lead rigged to the middle sliding bead, creating a semi-fi xed sliding 
ledger boom, ideal for fi shing with down rigs. a really versatile boom 
for a multitude of boat fi shing situations.

PortlAnD Pro BooM

a traditional style wire boom that consists of a single metal wire 
that has been twisted into shape to form the complete boom. It 
features a swivel to attach the hook link and measures 100mm. 
This style of boom can be used in shore and boat rigs and helps 
to eliminate tangles and also offer good bait presentation. It is a 
good boom to use when fi shing for fl atties from the shore and also 
for bream and other shoaling species from the boat.

Wire BooMS With SWivel

a traditional style boom that is shaped triangular so that it sits 
in the tide to give improved presentation and bite detection. Its 
ideal for running ledger rigs, with the line running freely through 
the boom when a fi sh takes. It comes with a Tronixpro Interlock 
Snap Swivel for attaching a weight, such is the design, this can 
be replaced for a swivel or link of the anglers choosing to suit their 
situation. The design reduces tangles and is ideal for longer trace 
setups. a boom type that should be in every boat anglers box.

leDger BooM

an ideal way for lifting rigs away from snags when the angler 
retrieves their gear. working much like an aeroplane wing, as the 
angler starts to wind in, the speed generated causes the lead lift 
to rise and force the lead to be retrieved away from the sea bed, 
minimising the potential for snagging when bringing gear back 
to shore. For best results, the lead lift should be fi tted above the 
sinker. The lead lift includes a Tronixpro Oval Split ring for easy 
attachments of weights. Using a lead lift will result in reducing lost 

leAD liFtS
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coDe DeScriPtion Size

TPTSB Triple Spreader 1

TPBSB8 Beaded Spreader Green Black 8mm

a boat boom that is suited to targeting bottom dwelling fi sh. 
designed to be used predominantly when drift fi shing from a boat, 
the two booms keep two hook snoods away from each other and 
fi shing in a straight line either side of the weight. The series of green 
and black beads adds visual attraction, which is important when 
targeting inquisitive fl atfi sh such as plaice. Two small swivels on either 
end of the booms are ideal for clipping on hook lengths, giving the 
angler the option to quick change snoods as they see fi t depending 
on the situation. These spreaders are fantastic when fi shing for plaice, 
in conjunction with snoods that have been dressed in beads and 
blades. Spreaders are also useful when targeting smaller species with 
fi ner snoods and hooks, such as dragonets.

a rig designed for scratching over sand, ideal for use by competition 
anglers and species hunters looking to catch a large number and 
wide variety of fi sh. The boom consists of three metal booms which 
are linked together with fl exible joins, the top boom is separated from 
the bottom two booms by a swivel, this allows the booms to move up 
and down independently of each other. The rig features two booms 
towards the weight end for fi shing on the bottom, the two booms are 
at opposite sides to each other to eliminate tangles. The top boom 
is close to the top swivel to fi sh above in the water. This allows the 
angler to fi sh different depths to catch dabs, gurnards, whiting and a 
whole host of other species. a gentle jig will add extra attraction to the 
baits as they fl utter, for further enhancement, snoods with luminous 
beads or coloured beads and blades will work well.

BeADeD SPreADer triPle SPreADer
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coDe DeScriPtion Size* PcS/PAck
70023L Rubber Stops - Black/Column 3L 1

7013L4L Rubber Stops - Luminous 4L 1

coDe DeScriPtion Size* PcS/PAck
70133L Rubber Stops 3L, 4L 1

70054L Quick Rigs 4L 2

available in both a natural and luminous version. They are versatile and can be used for all manner of applications on a rig. Single stops can be 
used as bait stops with the added advantage of extra attraction when using luminous beads. Single stops are also useful for trapping standard 
and floating beads on hook lengths, so they stay near the hook and bait. Bunching several stops together is a great replacement for crimps, 
giving an option to build adjustable rigs where the snoods can be moved up and down the main rig body line.

rUBBer StoPS

Ideal for use as float stops when fishing for pollack, bass and 
wrasse from the boat or shore. They are streamlined and compact 
in shape and can slide up and down the line making them perfect 
for adjustable setups, they fit through rod rings so a float can be 
worked at any depth. They can also be used for light rig setups to 
trap swivels on paternoster rigs. They come on a metal spur which 
the line goes through to easily slide the stops onto the line.

BlAck/colUMn

lUMinoUS

a complete solution on a quick application spur that makes 
making rigs a whole lot easier and quicker. each quick rig consists 
of a rubber stop, two clear plastic beads with a swivel trapped 
between them and then another rubber stop. This gives the 
perfect snood swivel setup when making rigs quickly. For added 
security, extra rubber stops can be added to the mainline to make 
it harder for the snood to slide. Useful when targeting bigger fish. 
a neat idea with each quick rig coming in a set of three.

QUick rigS
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TRONIXPRO aTTRacTORS

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY
SEQ6 Sequins  6mm 100

SEQP Pearl Sequins  6mm Pearl 100

MINS Mini Muppets  S 6

SPIL Spinner Blade  L 15

TPPBP Blades  Pink 19x12mm 12

TPPBW Blades  White 19x12mm 12

TPSS80 Super Spinner  - Chrome  80mm 2

TPFS1 Flattie Spoon  6.3x3.8cm 1

DRB3 Double Rattle Beads – Black/Orange/Lumo  3 assort 3

Our comprehensive range of attractors provides the angler with an extensive range of options to add colour and intrigue to their traces. Many 
species are responsive to fluttering, colour and sounds, investigative species will home in the movement produced by adding a blade or 
spoon to a rig. Other species will be attracted by the glow of a luminous bead or the audible rattle produced by a rattle bead or rattle spoon. 
Our pop-ups and floating beads allow baits to be suspended just off the sea bed, to greatly increase the chances of picking up a bite when 
fishing for species that don’t necessarily feed on the bottom. Our full attractor range has the angler covered for all situations.

BlADeS

Sequins are a useful addition to any rig makers box, they have a multitude of uses for 
making rigs and not just for attraction either. Sequins make ideal bait stops, with a wide flat 
side they are perfect as bait stops for worm, fish and even crab baits. Sequins are fantastic 
attractors, their flat, reflective sides bouncing light which creates a flashes and sparkles 
as they are wafted around by the tide. Our sequins are 6mm and come in two variations, a 
mixed colour pack including red, gold and silver sequins and a pearl.

Like our spinner blades but they come 
with clevises. Clevises place the blades 
further away from the mainline and minimise 
friction so the blades have a greater range 
of motion. They are slightly smaller than our 
spinner blades and come in two colours, a 
pearl and a red. They’re deadly for flatfish 
and other inquisitive species such as 
gurnards find them irresistible too.

SeQUinS PeArl SeQUinS

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY
RAT3 Rattlespoons – 3 Different Colours  3 assort 3

POP6 Luminous Pop Ups  6mm 10

POP8 Luminous Pop Ups  8mm 10

TPLT10 Luminous Tubing  1.0mm 1m

TPLT15 Luminous Tubing  1.5mm 1m

TPLT20 Luminous Tubing  2.0mm 1m

TPPT10 Luminous Tubing (Pink)  1.0mm 1m

TPPT15 Luminous Tubing (Pink)  1.5mm 1m

TPPT20 Luminous Tubing (Pink)  2.0mm 1m
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SPinner BlADe

SUPer SPinner DoUBle rAttle BeADS rAttleSPoonS

lUMinoUS PoP UPS lUMinoUS tUBing lUMinoUS tUBing (Pink)

A classic spinner blade designed for adding 
extra attraction to a hooklength. These fl at 
sided, thin blades will fl utter and spin in the 
tide for both a visual and sound attraction. 
Spinner Blades are irresistible to fl atfi sh and 
attractive to most inquisitive species. Blades 
can be placed on any part of the hooklength 
but are most effective when placed at the 
back of a series of beads.

Full of movement, this is the product to use 
when searching out inquisitive plaice when 
on the drift from a boat. Its design includes 
three, free spinning blades that spin and 
move in all directions when on the drift. The 
motion causes sand to be puffed up when 
dragged bringing in hungry fi sh from afar. 
Each blade is fl anked by red and yellow 
beads for that extra bit of colour. Super 
spinners are excellent when the fi shing is 
slow and can be used for all fl atfi sh and 
other species attracted by movement.

Our pop-ups are available in bright 
luminescent colour that is perfect for night 
fi shing or when fi shing in dark, churned 
up water or muddy water such as an 
estuary. They are available in 6mm and 
8mm versions for different buoyancy levels 
depending on the hook and bait used. Use 
the Tronixpro UV light to really give these a 
luminescent kick!

A double bead that has small ball bearings 
inside that rattle around for attraction. Often 
too large to be used on a snood, they are 
deployed successfully on the main rig body 
itself, either near the weight or towards the 
top swivel. They are especially effective 
on ling rigs where the bead can be placed 
near the hook when using thicker diameter 
snoods. The constant rattle and “tick tick” 
of a rattle bead makes them great for 
adding to gurnard rigs too.

A versatile product that can be used for a number of different applications when making 
rigs. It can be used to create small booms for snoods on paternoster rigs. It can be used as 
pennel tubing when making two hook pennel arrangements. It can also be used for protecting 
knots, added to and above hooks for extra attraction. Long sections can be used on snood 
lines or in between beads to increase attraction levels further. It’s uses are endless

Mini MUPPetS

Luminous attractors that are a perfect 
addition to a wide range of rigs. They can 
be added to snoods to sit over the hook, 
their luminosity attracting fi sh from a wide 
area to the bait. They are particularly 
effective when giving a short blast from our 
Tronixpro UV Torch, these give the muppets 
instant brightness that lasts for a suffi cient 
time for a bait to be fully fi shed out. Great 
for the species angler that is looking for that 
extra edge.

FlAttie SPoon

A traditional fl attie spoon that is as effective 
today as it always has been. The fl attie 
spoon has two, high quality swivels attached 
to it via stainless steel split rings. This setup 
along with the deep spoon shape makes it 
fl utter and spin when worked in a strong tide 
or when on the drift from a boat
. Flattie spoons can also be retrieved, slowly, 
adding extra visual and audible attraction 
to bring fl atfi sh closer to the bait. Fantastic 
for use when turbot and brill fi shing from 
the boat and hard to beat when fi shing for 
fl ounders in estuaries.

A fl at, spoon version of the rattle bead. 
Fantastic for attracting species that are 
inquisitive and are drawn to sound and 
visual stimulation. They are good for fl atfi sh 
including plaice, turbot, fl ounder and brill. 
When added to a downtide drifting rig snood, 
they work well for gurnards, the constant tick 
being the ultimate attractor. They will spin 
much like normal blades and are light enough 
to be used on moderately light snoods, often 
working best at the back of a train of beads 
rather than closer to the hook.
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Super buoyant beads that are designed to fl oat bigger baits and hooks. They’re available in both round and oval versions. The oval versions 
come on a wired spur which helps with application to the line. The rubber stops are slightly bigger than other brands and should fi t snood line 
up to 0.35mm. There are round versions available in the same colours to suit your preference, which are loose and not on the metal spur.

A versatile, soft 8mm bead that is equally as attractive in the day time as it is at night. When fi shing in the daytime they are brightly 
coloured just like a normal bead, when it turns dark, they turn luminous, sending out irresistible visual attraction to all inquisitive species. 
To give this an extra bit of attraction, we recommend using our Tronixpro UV Torch, which will boost their luminosity even further. These 
beads do not have a central hole like other beads, they are designed to be pushed onto the snood via the hook. This makes them grippy 
so they will stay in position on the snood line, allowing them to be placed wherever the angler wants. They are buoyant so they will add 
extra attraction and movement to the hook length via the motion of the water. Superb for suspending light baits just above the sea bed, a 
prime spot for picking up fl ounder and plaice.

PoP-UP

Our pop-ups are made from a buoyant 
material, giving them plenty of lift to raise 
bigger baits and hooks just off the deck. The 
lift they create ensures that baits can waft 
and move with ease with the motion of the 
tide, providing natural movement that fi sh fi nd 
irresistible. They’re excellent for targeting fi sh 
that feed off the bottom and are ideal for use 
in areas where crabs can be an annoyance, 
lifting the bait above the crabs reach. They are 
effective in summer and winter and attractive 
to all inquisitive species.

bigger baits and hooks just off the deck. The 

tide, providing natural movement that fi sh fi nd 

lifting the bait above the crabs reach. They are 

tide, providing natural movement that fi sh fi nd 
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coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY
POP8JO Pop-Up Joker  8mm 10

POP8LI Pop-Up Lime  8mm 10

POP8LU Pop-Up Glow  8mm 10

POP8PF Pop-Up Pearly Floss  8mm 10

POP8RC Pop-Up Rhubard And Custard  8mm 10

POP8SH Pop-Up Shadow  8mm 10

POP8SP Pop-Up Shocking Pink  8mm 10

POP8SU Pop-Up Sunshine  8mm 10

POP8YY Pop-Up Ying Yang  8mm 10

TFOLG Floating Oval Bead  11x5.6mm Lumo Green 6

TFOLP Floating Oval Bead  11x5.6mm Lumo Pink 6

TFOW Floating Oval Bead  11x5.6mm White 6

TFOG Floating Oval Bead  11x5.6mm Green 6

TFOY Floating Oval Bead  11x5.6mm Yellow 6

TFO2LG Floating Oval Bead  15 x 7.3mm Lumo Green 6

TFO2LP Floating Oval Bead  16 x 7.3mm Lumo Pink 6

TFO2W Floating Oval Bead  17 x 7.3mm White 6

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY
TFO2G Floating Oval Bead  18 x 7.3mm Green 6

TFO2Y Floating Oval Bead  19 x 7.3mm Yellow 6

TFRLG Floating Round Bead  12mm Lumo Green 8

TFRLP Floating Round Bead  12mm Lumo Pink 8

TFRW Floating Round Bead  12mm White 8

TFRG Floating Round Bead  12mm Green 8

TFRY Floating Round Bead  12mm Yellow 8

TFR2LG Floating Round Bead  15mm Lumo Green 6

TFR2LP Floating Round Bead  15mm Lumo Pink 6

TFR2W Floating Round Bead  15mm White 6

TFR2G Floating Round Bead  15mm Green 6

TFR2Y Floating Round Bead  15mm Yellow 6

TGBF8G Glow Balls - Floating 8mm Green 15

TGBF8B Glow Balls - Floating 8mm Blue 15

TGBF8P Glow Balls - Floating 8mm Pink 15

TGBF8Y Glow Balls - Floating 8mm Yellow 15

TGBF8W Glow Balls - Floating 8mm White 15
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nightlightS

DAYlightSDAYlightS

coDe Size*

DR* 2,  1/0, 6/0

coDe Size*

NR10 1/0

nightlightS

BlAck FeAtherS

Pink FeAtherS

coDe Size*

PFS* 6, 1

White FeAtherS

coDe Size*

MFW* 6, 1

coDe Size*

MFB1/0* 1

MUlti FeAtherS

coDe Size*

MFM* 6, 1/0, 6/0

FeAther rigS
Made from either solid or shredded tinsel or refl ective material, these lures are fantastic for catching mackerel, pollack, coalfi sh and other 
predatory species. These are often accompanied by additional attraction such as a “hot head” where the whipping used is a striking colour 
such as lime green or red, or a luminous bead. These rigs come in a variety of different sizes ideal for mini species and small bait fi sh right 
up to larger fi sh.

coDe Size*

T008* 2, 2/0

FlASh FeAtherS tinSel FeAtherS

coDe Size*

T009* 2, 1/0

FlAShFiSh

coDe Size*

TFFF20 2/0

APAche

coDe Size*

TFAP4 4

MArDigrAS

coDe Size*

TFMG4 4

SUngloW

coDe Size*

TFSG8 8
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PlAnkton

coDe Size*

TFPL2 2

teASerS

coDe Size*

TRR* 6, 1/0

reFreSherS

coDe Size*

TFRF8 8

PlAnkton

greengloW

coDe Size*

TFGG6 6

BlUe FlASh rig

coDe Size*

BFR* 4/0, 2/0

reD FlASh rig

coDe Size*

RFR20 2/0

PrAWn rig

coDe Size*

PR1 1

reAl PrAWn

coDe Size*

RPR40 4/0

grUB rig

coDe Size*

GRU8 8

ShriMP rigS
Like their hokkai cousins, shrimp rigs feature either a plastic body with additional feathers or ribbons attached or just simply a hook 
covered by a plastic body. The key to these rigs is often in their coloured or luminous bodies that emit maximum attraction for all manner 
of species. A favourite with species anglers, these rigs will often produce a wide variety of fi sh on just a single rig.

reAl ShriMP

coDe Size*

RSH10 1/0

ShriMP rig coloUreD

coDe Size*

T007M 8

ShriMP rig lUMinoUS

coDe Size*

T007L 8

ShriMP rig lUMinoUS
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hokkAi lUMinoUS

coDe Size*

T005WRH 1/0

hokkAi lUMinoUS

coDe Size*

hokkAi Silver

coDe Size*

T005SCH 1/0

coDe Size*

hokkAi Pink

coDe Size*

T005PH 1/0

coDe Size*

Mini hokkAi

coDe Size*

T005MH 8

Mini hokkAi Mini hokkAi Pink

coDe Size*

T005MHP 8

Mini hokkAi Pink

coDe Size*

JUMBo hokkAi Pink

coDe Size*

T005JHP 6/0

JUMBo hokkAi Pink hokkAi BlAck

coDe Size*

T005BSH 1/0

JUMBo hokkAi

coDe Size*

T005JH 6/0

JUMBo hokkAi

hokkAi rigS
Amongst the deadliest of all the attraction rigs, Hokkai rigs feature a plastic body that resembles a fi sh head with large hackles towards 
the bend of the hook in various colours. This combination makes them ultra-attractive to all types of fi sh, especially predatory fi sh such 
as pollack, coalfi sh, bass and cod. They are available in either a mini, standard or jumbo sized. The mini sizes are excellent all-round fi sh 
catchers for a variety of species. The standard sizes are good for general fi shing with the jumbo sizes deadly for larger fi sh including ling.

eel rig

coDe Size*

EER40 4/0

lUMo eel

coDe Size*

LUE10 10

eel rigS
These rigs use a long piece of tubing that is either luminous or of a specifi c colour. They can either feature tubing only as the attractant 
such as the Eel Rig or they can feature a feather too for added movement such as the Lumo Eel Rig. These are great rigs for catching cod, 
pollack, coalfi sh and wrasse. Luminous versions are fantastic for ling and conger when fi shed at the right depth. So deadly are eel rigs that 
a full string of good-sized fi sh is not an uncommon sight when fi shing from a boat.
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MUPPet rig lUMinoUS

coDe Size*

MRL70 7/0

MUPPet rig orAnge

coDe Size*

MRO70 7/0

MUPPet rig green

coDe Size*

MRG70 7/0

MUPPet rig reD

coDe Size*

MRR70 7/0

MUPPet rig BlAck

coDe Size*

MRB70 7/0

MUPPet rigS
A big fi sh rig that is designed for cod, ling, big pollack and coalfi sh, often taking bass and even conger too. The muppet rig consists of 
large hooks with a plastic squid shaped attractor attached. The “muppet” comes supplied in various colours with brighter colours working 
well in clear water and luminous colours working well at depth and in dark conditions. The luminous version works well for ling when fi shed 
off the bottom and in mid-water and for conger when fi shed on the bottom. Black muppet rigs are excellent all-round fi sh catchers and can 
often single out the bigger predatory species when fi shing for pollack and coalfi sh.

MiDi MUPPet

coDe Size*

MIDI10 1/0

SQUiD rig

coDe Size*

TSQU2 2
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SABiki rigS
A favourite for anglers looking to catch 
bait fish and for the species angler. Their 
attractiveness and small hooks make these 
perfect for catching a wide variety of fish. 
Sabiki rigs mostly feature a reflective “fish 
skin” that can often be a reflective material, 
either solid or with intermittent silver, gold or 
other coloured flecks. These small, attractive 
rigs are deadly for mackerel, scad, launce and 
smaller, territorial species such as wrasse, 
gobies, blennies etc.

coDe Size*

SAR 16

SABiki rig

Micro rig

coDe Size*

T004 12

SnoWBiki

coDe Size*

TFSB6 6



In today’s busy life there often isn’t the time to be making rigs ready for a session, we know that feeling too, which is why we’ve produced 
our Tronixpro range of beach and boat rigs. Each rig is made to a standard design, the range covers the most popular rigs used by shore 
and boat anglers today. All rigs are made using our own range of components so each one features the ultra-strong, dependable range of 
Tronixpro Terminal gear and hooks. We use quality rig body and snood lines, so you can depend on these rigs to perform. They’re great for 
beginner and advanced anglers alike and a good backup when you haven’t had the time to make your own.
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PUlleY DroPPer

PUlleY Pennel DroPPer

Although not a pulley rig in the truest sense, the pulley dropper rig allows the angler to fish a long hook snood, when the rig hits the surface of 
the water the top clip detaches itself and allows the hook snood to flow away from the lead. Because the hook snood can slide up and down 
the rig body when a fish takes the lead will be above the fish and less likely to snag. The pulley dropper features a casting snap and can be 
clipped down to streamline a cast. The rig is also available in a pennel version featuring two hooks in tandem for fishing bigger baits.

coDe Size

PPD30 3/0 

PPD50 5/0 

coDe Size

PD30 3/0 

PD50 5/0 
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PUlleY rig

PUlleY Pennel

Designed primarily for fishing over rough ground for bigger fish, its design helps to minimise the loss of tackle and fish. When a fish is hooked, 
the weight of the fish pulls on the rig, moving the weight away from the seabed and up into the water column so it is free of snags before the 
angler retrieves. Our pulley rigs feature a casting snap with clip so the rig can be clipped down and streamlined for casting longer distances. 
The rig is also available in a pennel, version featuring two hooks in tandem for fishing bigger baits.

S
ize 1/0

S
ize 1/0

S
ize 4 

S
ize 2 

60lbs
78cm

s

80lbs
95cm

s

S
ize 1/0

S
ize 1/0

S
ize 1/0

S
ize 4 

S
ize 2 

60lbs
90cm

s

80lbs
107cm

s

coDe Size

PP10  1/0 

PP30  3/0 

PP50  5/0 

coDe Size

PUL10  1/0 

PUL30  3/0 

PUL50  5/0 

1hook FlAPPer

1hook cliPPeD

A simple, versatile rig that can be used from the boat or the shore. It is less prone to tangling due to only having one hook snood and is a 
favourite rig for anglers targeting flatfish, bass, cod and other predatory fish likely to be found in singles. Our range features a standard 1 hook 
flapper and also a clipped down version that has a casting snap with clip to streamline the rig for distance casting. The clipped down version 
comes with a rig spring below the hook snood to eliminate hooklength stretch and to keep snoods tight.

S
ize 1/0

S
ize 5 

S
ize 4 

80lbs
50cm

s

70cm

S
ize 1/0 

30lbs / 105cm
s

S
ize 1/0

S
ize 3 

S
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80lbs
37cm

s

109cm

S
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50lbs / 107cm
s

coDe Size

1HF10  1/0 

1HF30  3/0 

coDe Size

1HC10  1 

1HC30  2 
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2hook FlAPPer

A simple rig that features two hook snoods coming off the main rig body. Two hooked rigs are fantastic at fishing both at close range and at 
long range, in their clipped versions. Two hook rigs give the angler the ability fish at different depths of the water column with one bait close to 
the seabed and one higher, or both on the sea bed when fished with a slack line. Two hook rigs also allow the angler to fish two different baits 
when hunting for a variety of species. Our two hook rigs are available either as a flapper or as a clipped down version for distance casting. 
The clipped down version comes with a rig spring below the top hook snood to eliminate hooklength stretch and to keep snoods tight.

coDe Size

2HF30  3/0 

2HF10  1/0 

2HF1  1 

2HF2  2 

2HF4  4 

2HF6  6 

2hook cliPPeD

S
ize 1/0

S
ize 7 

S
ize 4 

80lbs
13cm

s

33cm

32cm

S
ize 4 

35lbs / 29cm
s

25lbs / 30cm
s

coDe Size

2HC30  3/0 

2HC10  1/0 

2HC1  1 

2HC2  2 

2HC4  4 

2HC6  6 

2hook-1UP 1DoWn

A variation on the standard two-hook rig, this rig features the same two hook snood build but one hook length is attached to the rig body 
line just above the lead, whilst the second it placed higher up on the body closer to the swivel. This allows the angler to fish two baits at two 
different depths, one above the sea bed and one hard on the bottom. Useful for anglers who want to cover a variety of species both bottom 
dwellers and those that feed off the bottom.

coDe Size

1U1D30  3/0 

1U1D10  1/0 

1U1D1  1 

1U1D2  2 

1U1D4  4 

1U1D6  6 
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2 hook looP

Designed as a distance fishing rig, the loop rig design allows the hooks to be placed behind the lead for maximum streamlining, it also 
allows for fishing with a much longer bottom snood to be fished, which is ideal when fishing for rays and flatfish. The use of a rolling swivel 
with a hook clip part of the way down the lower snood allows for this longer snood to be clipped in and streamlined. The top hook snood 
features a rig spring below it which keeps the rig tight and avoids any issues with hooklength stretch. This rig is available in either two or 
three hook versions.

S
ize 1 / 0

S
ize 7 

S
ize 4 

80lbs
58cm

s

60cm

6.5cm

S
ize 2 

25lbs / 54cm
s

25lbs / 47.5cm
s

25lbs / 6.5cm
s

coDe Size

2HL10  1/0 

2HL1  1 

2HL2  2 

2HL4  4 

2HL6  6 

FlAttie FlAPPer

A two-hook flapper rig with extra bling designed for flounder, plaice and dab fishing. Each hook snood features a series of red and yellow 
beads and a red spinner blade. As the snood is affected by the motion of the water and tides the beads will shimmer and give off attraction 
whilst the blades will spin and flutter. These motions coupled with an appropriate bait make it irresistible to flatfish.

coDe Size

TFF2 2

TFF1 1

3 hook FlAPPer

A fantastic, all round rig that will catch a wide variety of species. The rig to go for when putting down a large scent trail and trying to catch a 
quantity of fish or when species hunting and wanting to try different baits and bait combinations. A great rig when match fishing for quantities 
of whiting, pouting, coalfish, pollack, codling and dabs. Not the best rig for range, but excellent at close to medium range. When fished in 
its flapper form, this rig is also excellent from a boat. The rig is available as either a flapper or as a clipped down rig for casting distance. The 
clipped down version comes with a rig spring below the top hook snood to eliminate hooklength stretch and to keep snoods tight.

S
ize 1/0 

S
ize 7 

S
ize 4 

80lbs
45cm

s

45cm

45cm

45cm

S
ize 1 

30lbs / 40cm
s

coDe Size

3HF30  3/0 

3HF10  1/0 

3HF1  1 

3HF2  2 

3HF4  4 

3HF6  6 
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3 hook cliPPeD DoWn

S
ize 1/0

S
ize 7 

S
ize 4 

80lbs
36.5cm

s

31cm

33.5cm

30cm

S
ize 4

25lbs / 27cm
s

5lbs / 28.5m
s

25lbs / 28.5cm
s

coDe Size

3HC30  3/0 

3HC10  1/0 

3HC1  1 

3HC2  2 

3HC4  4 

3HC6  6 

3 hook looP

S
ize 1 / 0

S
ize 7 

S
ize 4 

80lbs
22cm

s

51cm

55.5cm

7.5cm

S
ize 2 

25lbs / 47cm
s

25lbs / 43.5cm
s

25lbs / 6.5cm
s

25lbs / 47cm
s

coDe Size

3HL10  1/0 

3HL1  1 

3HL2  2 

3HL4  4 

3HL6  6 

3 hook 2 UP 1 DoWn

S
ize 1/0

S
ize 7 

S
ize 4 

80lbs
17cm

s

65cm

65cm

9cm

S
ize 2 

25lbs / 59cm
s

A derivative of the three-hook flapper where one of the hook snoods is positioned directly above the lead. This gives the angler two hooks 
fishing in the water column at the top and middle of the rig body, whilst the lower snood is fishing directly on the bottom. Three hooks allow 
the angler to fish with multiple baits and to increase the scent trail to attract more fish and a wider variety of them. The different positions of 
the hook snoods give the angler a competitive advantage to cover different types of species, covering fish that feed off the bottom and those 
who fish directly on it.

coDe Size

2U1D10  1/0 

2U1D1  1 

2U1D2  2 

2U1D4  4 

2U1D6  6 
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UPtiDe Pennel rig

Designed as a big fish rig to carry large baits. The pennel features two hooks close together, one is knotted to the main rig body line with 
the other hook loose on the rig body. This allows you to build up a large bait of worm, squid, cuttlefish, mackerel etc. that you wouldn’t 
otherwise be able to build up on a single hook. The second hook also helps when targeting fish with big mouths such as cod. Uptide rigs 
are designed to be used in flowing water for maximum effectiveness and a Tronixpro Uptide Boom completes the rig to avoid tangles when 
casting and fishing.

coDe Size

TBUP60 6/0 

25lbs / 30cm
s

1/0 R
olling

WiShBone BoAt rig

A good rig to use when targeting flatfish especially flounder and plaice. The wishbone rig presents two baits close together to increase the 
scent trail around the hooks, it also gives the angler the ability to fish two different baits close together. This allows for fishing a fish bait next 
to a crab bait for example, to cover all bases. The hooklengths come with a series of coloured beads for maximum visual attraction, especially 
useful when fishing in estuaries and muddy areas where flatfish often reside.

coDe Size

TBWI10  1/0 

2 DoWn BoAt rig

A classic, flowing boat rig that comes equipped with 5/0 hooks designed for targeting medium to large species such as pollack, bigger 
coalfish, cod, conger and ling. To get the best from this rig it should be used where there will be water movement, to allow the trace to fully 
unfurl and not tangle. Fishing it on the drift and at anchor in a flowing tide will bring maximum success. 

25lbs / 30cm
s

1/0 R
olling

coDe Size

TB2D50  5/0 
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UPtiDe rig

groUnD rig

BoAt FlAPPer

Similar to our Uptide Pennel Rig, the Uptide Rig is a long flowing rig that has been designed to be fished in flowing water, especially in regions 
where uptide fishing is the preferred method of fishing such as in the Bristol Channel. This rig features only one hook and is perfect for 
fishing medium sized squid, cuttlefish, mackerel, worm and crab baits. Designed for cod, bass, pollack, conger and other larger species. The 
Tronixpro Uptide Boom helps to keep the rig tangle free and the rig fishing at its maximum effectiveness at all times.

A common running ledger rig that can be used for fishing for all manner of species in the sea. It comes with a larger 6/0 hook making it ideal 
for fishing for bass, cod, conger and ling. This long rig measures 2.4m, with the first 130cm being the “running” line area where a Tronixpro 
Zip Slider has been placed for the lead, the next 110cm of 60lb goes to the hook. This design acts as a bolt rig when fishing for larger species, 
with the zip slider eventually coming against a buffer, this sudden stop will bury the hook in the fish’s mouth to minimise fish losses.

A common pattern that is used extensively by species anglers and anglers looking to catch a large amount of fish. Having two hooks allows 
the angler to use a variety of different baits, it also allows them to fish at different depths to cover multiple species. It has been built with our 
Tronixpro Rubber Stops which allows the rig to be adjustable, being able to move the hook snoods to different positions on the rig body line. 
Short shanked, beaked size four hooks have been used to maximise the rigs effectiveness for a wide variety of species including wrasse, 
bream, coalfish, pollack, gurnards etc. 
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ize 6
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S
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15lbs / 58cm
s
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coDe Size

TBUT60 6/0 

coDe Size

GRB60 6/0 

coDe Size

FRB4 4
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coDe Size*

SRB30 30lb

PlAice rig reD/YelloW

PlAice rig reD/YelloW

A classic long flowing trace designed for drift fishing for flatfish, especially plaice. The rig comes with size 1/0 Aberdeen hooks and 
features a series of beads on each hook length. The rig is available with either a red and yellow bead combination or a black and green 
bead combination. Both colours are highly affective for plaice, which feed using visual stimulation and are attracted by these two-colour 
combinations. Should be fished on the drift or at the very least in moving water for maximum effectiveness.

ShAD rig

A simple, long flowing rig that is designed for fishing over wrecks and rough ground with lures. Known as the flying collar rig to many, the 
rig utilises and anti-tangle boat boom to which a 240cm length of invisible in water 30lbs fluorocarbon line is attached. To the end of the 
fluorocarbon line, the angler can tie on their favourite lure. Popular lures to use with this rig include shads, eel style lures and worms. These 
rigs can also be used with a single hook and a fish or launce bait (live launce is best) for big pollack and bass.
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Despite the rise in advanced modern lures, 
traditional metal lures are still fantastic fish 
catchers. Our range includes many classics, 
with modern twists. Our simple casting lures 
and bass wedges are great for catching 
predatory species from the shore including 
bass, pollack, garfish and cod. Lightweight 
spinners such as the Spinner and Tobi are 
proven designs when a lighter lure is required 
in salt and freshwater. A range of pirks 
completes the range for use on wrecks, rough 
ground marks and for big cod and halibut 
when fishing destinations like Norway.

A simple but effective lure that works equally well from the shore or boat. It is available in three different weights and six different colours to 
match any situation. Casting Lures as the name suggests are designed to be cast and are fantastic for species such as mackerel, garfish, 
bass and gurnards. Although designed to cast, the lure is also effective when vertical jigged and has proven a good catcher of cod when 
fished in this way from a boat both in the UK and in Norway. Each colour is formed from a highly reflective, holographic material which 
catches specs of light and shimmers for maximum attraction when retrieved or jigged.

A deadly lure from the shore or boat, this lure features a unique swivel wire connection that runs through the top part of the jig to a hole 
that is drilled through the main body of the lure. This produces a different leverage point on the lure so when it is jigged, it imparts a 
more pronounced action. The action is further enhanced by the curved profile which gives this lure a unique and erratic movement that is 
irresistible to predatory fish. To add extra attractiveness, the lure has a holographic and chrome finish that flashes when moved through the 
water column. Outstanding for all manner of species including pollack, coalfish, cod and bass.

coDe DeScriPtion Weight* coloUr

CL200* Casting Lure 20g 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

CL400* Casting Lure 40g 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

CL600* Casting Lure 60g 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

BW* Bass Wedge 10g, 14g, 21g, 26g, 30g, 45g, 80g, 110g, 150g Chrome

CBP* Chrome Bar Pirk 100g, 150g, 200g, 300g, 500g Chrome

TMWAP* Wave Pirk 20g, 30g, 40g, 50g, 65g, 90g, 120g, 200g, 300g Chrome

TMNOP* Norwegian  Pirk 100g, 150g, 200g, 300g, 400g Chrome

SPI Spinner S Chrome

TOB Tobi Lure 28g Chrome

1

cASting lUre

WAve Pirk

2

3

456
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A simple but highly effective bass lure that has been designed for 
casting ultra-long distances. Its streamlined shape lends itself well to 
cutting through wind and is ideal for use on the roughest of days. The 
wedge shape creates a fl uttering and wobbling action that imitates a 
wounded fi sh, with the holographic fi nish that glitters and shines as 
it moves through the water. Fishes equally well with a steady retrieve 
and sink and draw methods, varying the speed of the retrieve and 
intensity of the draw can increase its effectiveness. As well as shore 
use, it can be used when jigging from a boat too. Comes in a variety 
of sizes to suit whatever fi shing situation the angler faces either from 
the shore or boat.

A traditional style pirk that has been bringing fi sh to boats for years. 
A uniformed weighed pirk that is cut angular at either end. This 
angular shape gives the pirk a slightly erratic action that mimics a 
wounded fi sh. The larger pirks are ideal for cod fi shing whilst the 
smaller pirks are good bass catchers, but also good off the shore 
too. Bar pirks are often used as the weight on a set of feathers, the 
fl ash created by them becoming a visual attractor to attract fi sh to 
the smaller feathers, it can also pick up a bonus larger fi sh when 
fi shing for bait fi sh.

Designed to attract cod and halibut in the cold waters of Norway, this lure is equally effective when fi shed around the waters of the UK and 
Northern Europe. The curved body combines with an unequal weight distribution. The weight of the lure is biased towards the hook end. 
These two unique characteristics combine to produce an erratic fall when the pirk is worked. To get maximum hits when using this pirk, it is 
best to draw the jig up and then allow it to fall under its own weight. This is when most fi sh will attack the pirk with vigour. These pirks feature 
strong treble hooks and come in fi ve different weights suitable for all depths of water and states of tide. Use baited for maximum attraction.

BASS WeDge chroMe BAr Pirk

A lightweight spinner that is fantastic for catching mackerel, 
trout, perch and even sea trout and pike. This small spinner is 
formed around a metal wire, when retrieved through the water, 
the movement makes the spinner spin around the metal wire 
producing its action. This action can also be activated when fi shing 
the spinner in fast, fl owing water such as a stream or fl ooded river, 
allowing the spinner to come around in the water without retrieving 
when fi shing for trout. Two red beads feature either side of the 
spinner to add extra attraction.

SPinner

The classic fi sh shaped lure that has been a fi sh catcher since it 
was fi rst conceived. Originally designed for salmon and sea trout 
fi shing, the Tobi has become a legendary design that has lured 
predatory fi sh all across the globe. Our Tobi lure comes in one 
size and in a chrome fi nish, ideal for bass, trout, sea trout, salmon, 
perch and pike. If there is one lure that can guarantee a take even 
on the hardest of days, it has to be the Tobi.

toBi lUre

norWegiAn  Pirk

use, it can be used when jigging from a boat too. Comes in a variety 
of sizes to suit whatever fi shing situation the angler faces either from 

fi shing for bait fi sh.
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TRONIXPRO SQUId JIGS

GR

BL

OR

More and more anglers are fishing for squid and cuttlefish, either to catch them as bait, for fun or to eat. These squid jigs are simple in 
design, they are unweighted and feature two rows of points to ensure if a squid attacks the lures, they will be caught. The jigs come in 
three different colours and feature a rough texture the catches the light when worked for maximum attraction.

A more advanced design of squid jig compared to our other lures. This squid jig is shaped in an S and features a small weight under the 
chin for a more pronounced action. The lure features two sets of points with a set that is more pointed and in number than our standard jig. 
The textured body makes sure the jig catches the various light points when being worked for full on attraction. These jigs are weighed and 
have an EGI rating of 3.5, which translates to a sink rate of 3.2s per 1m, a middle of the road weight for squid jigs.

coDe DeScriPtion length coloUr*

SJ* Squid Jig 7cm P, B, G

TSH* Squid Hunter 9cm OR, BL, GR

SQUiD Jig

SQUiD hUnter

FO

FG

FP

A plastic worm with an enticing curl tail that slashes and vibrates as it is retrieved through the water. The main body of each worm is black, 
providing a good, natural colour for the body that any fish will recognise. To give the worm that killer edge, a “fire tail” is added with a more 
pronounced colour. This tail acts as a target for any predatory fish, luring them in to take an irresistible bite as it is retrieved past them. 
The main body is ribbed to increase the vibrations the worm makes through the water. These worms are ideal for fishing over wrecks and 
across rough ground, fished on a shad/flying collar rig, also as part of a team of two or three when incorporated into a basic, but strong 
paternoster rig. Such is this rigs effectiveness it is known as “Killer Gear”. A fantastic lure for cod and pollack.

Fire tAilS
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coDe DeScriPtion Weight* coloUr PcS/PAck

 LSW* Slim Wreckerz 15cm 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 3

WR* Wreckerz 12.5cm 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 3

TFT15* Fire Tails 15cm FG, FO, FP 5

1

7 6 2

4

5

gloW

1

4

5

632

gloW

A proven, shad style lure that works in both fresh and saltwater fi shing scenarios. From the shore they can be cast out from rock marks 
in search of pollack and from surf beaches and rough ground when looking for bass. The paddle tail moves with a thumping action when 
retrieved through the water, which gives off irresistible vibrations and visual attraction for any predatory species around. Fished from a 
boat, they are deadly for cod, pollack and bass either fi shed on their own during small tides and in shallower depths or fi shed on a shad / 
fl ying collar or hopper rig when deeper and over wrecks and rough ground. Two shads on a hopper rig can be devastating when fi shing for 
cod. In freshwater, these shads work well for catching pike and zander.

Wreckerz

A new take on the classic design of the traditional rubber eel. These eels are 150mm in length. They come in six different colours with four 
of these colours opaque to reveal an attractive silver, holographic inner foil that maximises attraction. There are two solid colours, sunrise 
which is a yellow/red twin tone lure and a glow in the dark, green, mackerel version. Each lure is slightly weighted and can be fi shed on 
their own with a steady retrieve or can be hopped when fi shing from a boat, in light tides and lesser depths. When fi shing in deeper water, 
they can be fi shed on a shad / fl ying collar rig or on a hopper rig. They’re deadly when fi shed over wrecks and rough ground for cod, 
pollack and bass.

SliM Wreckerz
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Floats are a useful piece of tackle to fi sh for species that feed near 
the surface or when fi shing off piers and structures. They’re good 
for use when wanting to suspend live baits above rough ground or 
kelp when targeting bass and pollack. We produce a range of lures 
from casting lures that allow you to fi sh with fl oat fi shing setups at 
distance to standard cigar fl oats and bubble fl oats. Our rig fl oats 
give the angler versatility when fi shing at distance and wanting to 
present a bait higher up in the water column. 

coDe DeScriPtion Weight*

RFL Rig Float 2.5cm

CAS* Casting Float White 10g, 20g, 30g, 40g, 60g, 80g

FK* Float Kit 12g, 18g, 35g

FL* Loose Float 12g, 18g, 35g

BUB* In-Line Bubble Floats S, M, L

Cigar sea fi shing fl oats in three different sizes, ideally suited 
to anglers who fl oat fi sh with light gear for species such as 
mackerel, garfi sh, pollack and bass. Our fl oats are white on the 
underneath and a highly visual yellow on top, so you can see 
them clearly in most conditions. Perfect for fi shing with small 
strips of fi sh baits for mackerel and garfi sh but also good for use 
when fi shing for bass and pollack with bigger live baits such as 
joey mackerel and live sandeel. When fi shed in conjunction with 
the correct end tackle, they are perfect as an inline fl oat when 
deadbaiting for pike. 

looSe FloAt

A clear plastic bubble fl oat in three different sizes, weight can 
be added to the bubble fl oat by fi lling it with varying amounts 
of water to aid with casting. Bubble fl oats are used extensively 
for live bait fi shing for bass, where you can easily modify the 
distance between the fl oat and the live bait to cover varying 
depths quickly. Bubble fl oats are also used extensively when 
mullet fi shing, having the weight to cast delicate baits such as 
bread to distance and have them fi sh on or just beneath the 
surface. In freshwater fi shing they’re ideal for suspending baits 
under when targeting trout or perch on worms. Being clear, these 
bubble fl oats make excellent controller fl oats when fi shing for 
carp on the surface or incorporating into an adjustable zig setup.

in-line BUBBle FloAtS

A versatile fl oat that is small at 2.5cm and designed to be 
incorporated into the design of a rig to pop it up off the sea 
bed. Perfect when fi shing for species that feed up in the water 
columns such as mackerel, garfi sh and scad. It works well when 
fi shing a sliding rig on the mainline, allowing the rig to be cast 
conventionally with the fl oat making it rise through the water 
column once cast out, or to make the rig stand up vertically to 
truly fi sh multiple depths. These ultra-buoyant fl oats are also 
good for popping up bigger baits for fi sh that are feeding just off 
the bottom. In freshwater, they can be used to pop-up big fi sh 
baits for pike and zander in the winter.

rig FloAt
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Rubber Band

Bead

Bead

Weight

Swivel

Hook

Float

Size 3 

Size 4 

80lbs
37cms

109cm

Size 1/0 

50lbs / 107cms

A useful fl oat that can be used in a variety of fi shing situations. 
These weighty, EVA foam fl oats are ideal to cast out to distance, 
coming in six different weights, to suit different ranges and 
tackle setups. They are a great way to target fi sh who feed near 
the surface and are used extensively in washing line rigs when 
targeting garfi sh. They are also useful for live baiting joey mackerel 
or sandeel baits for bass and when fi shing over rough ground with 
soft plastic lures, keeping the soft plastic working near the surface 
and just above the rocks. The plastic sight can be removed and 
fi tted with a Tronixpro Light Stick for fi shing at night. 

cASting FloAtS

A complete kit for fl oat fi shing with traditional “cigar” style 
fl oats. The pack contains a fl oat in either 12, 18 or 35g varieties, 
a rubber band to act as a stop knot and a ball weight to cock 
the fl oat correctly. The fl oat kit is ideal for anglers who wish to 
fl oat fi sh with light gear for garfi sh and mackerel from manmade 
structures. The fl oat kit can also be modifi ed to fi sh with bigger 
live baits such as mackerel and sandeel for targeting bigger 
bass and pollack, just replace the hook for larger baits. A perfect 
pack when fl oat fi shing is the preferred method in summer for 
occasional and beginner anglers.

FloAt kit
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Designed specifi cally for use with fi xed spool reels and continental 
style surf casting rods. The combination of a reduced stretch line 
and a super slick silicone coating helps the angler get the very best 
casting performance from these setups. The reduced stretch also 
heightens the ability to detect bites at range, giving direct feedback 
on any activity at the terminal tackle end.

Featuring an advanced silicone coating that makes the line 
impermeable to maintain its full strength even when wet. This 
produces one of the most abrasion resistant, memory free lines on 
the market. The silicone coating also helps to prevent weakening 
from knots, making it one of the strongest and most dependable 
lines on the market.

The silicone coating also decreases the friction experienced 
when the line travels through the guides, this helps to increase 
the casting performance of the line, allowing you to achieve more 
distance with less effort.

•  Blaze has less stretch, enhancing casting distances and bite 
detection.

•  Unique Silicone Coating impermeable to water, ultra-strong with 
less friction.

•  The coating makes the line abrasion resistant, ideal when fi shing 
on rocks or snaggy areas.

•  No matter which knot you use, the line will stay strong, reducing 
weakness that is naturally added when it is knotted.

•  This limp, memory free line eliminates some of the problems 
introduced by line twist and general wear and tear. The memory 
free properties enable it to stay in top condition for longer, 
reducing the amount of times the line needs to be changed.

BlAze FiXeD SPool

coDe coloUr DiAMeter BreAking length

TLBO3018 Orange  0.18mm 5.4lb 300m

TLBO3020 Orange  0.20mm 6.6lb 300m

TLBO3025 Orange  0.25mm 9.6lb 300m

TLBO3028 Orange  0.28mm 13lb 300m

TLBO3030 Orange  0.30mm 15.3lb 300m

TLBO3033 Orange  0.33mm 17.7lb 300m

TLBO3036 Orange  0.36mm 21.7lb 300m

TLBO1018 Orange  0.18mm 5.4lb 1000m

TLBO1020 Orange  0.20mm 6.6lb 1000m

TLBO1025 Orange  0.25mm 9.6lb 1000m

TLBO1028 Orange  0.28mm 13lb 1000m

TLBO1030 Orange  0.30mm 15.3lb 1000m

TLBO1033 Orange  0.33mm 17.7lb 1000m

TLBO1036 Orange  0.36mm 21.7lb 1000m

TLBY3018 Yellow  0.18mm 5.4lb 300m

TLBY3020 Yellow  0.20mm 6.6lb 300m

TLBY3025 Yellow  0.25mm 9.6lb 300m

TLBY3028 Yellow  0.28mm 13lb 300m

TLBY3030 Yellow  0.30mm 15.3lb 300m

TLBY3033 Yellow  0.33mm 17.7lb 300m

TLBY3036 Yellow  0.36mm 21.7lb 300m

TLBY1018 Yellow  0.18mm 5.4lb 1000m

TLBY1020 Yellow  0.20mm 6.6lb 1000m

TLBY1025 Yellow  0.25mm 9.6lb 1000m

TLBY1028 Yellow  0.28mm 13lb 1000m

TLBY1030 Yellow  0.30mm 15.3lb 1000m

TLBY1033 Yellow  0.33mm 17.7lb 1000m

TLBY1036 Yellow  0.36mm 21.7lb 1000m

TLBP3018 Pink  0.18mm 5.4lb 300m

TLBP3020 Pink  0.20mm 6.6lb 300m

TLBP3025 Pink  0.25mm 9.6lb 300m

TLBP3028 Pink  0.28mm 13lb 300m

TLBP3030 Pink  0.30mm 15.3lb 300m

TLBP3033 Pink  0.33mm 17.7lb 300m

TLBP3036 Pink  0.36mm 21.7lb 300m

TLBP1018 Pink  0.18mm 5.4lb 1000m

TLBP1020 Pink  0.20mm 6.6lb 1000m

TLBP1025 Pink  0.25mm 9.6lb 1000m

TLBP1028 Pink  0.28mm 13lb 1000m

TLBP1030 Pink  0.30mm 15.3lb 1000m

TLBP1033 Pink  0.33mm 17.7lb 1000m

TLBP1036 Pink  0.36mm 21.7lb 1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

300m

300m

300m

300m

300m

300m

300m

1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

reducing the amount of times the line needs to be changed.
TLBY1033

TLBY1036
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TLBP3028
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TLBP3033
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Produced as a high end mainline for use on fi xed spool reels and 
continental style surf casting rods. The combination of a reduced stretch 
line and a super slick, abrasion resistant fl uorocarbon coating helps the 
angler get the very best casting performance from these setups. The 
reduced stretch also heightens its ability to detect bites at range, giving 
direct feedback on any activity at the terminal tackle end.

Xenon features a fl uorocarbon coating that aids with abrasion resistance 
but also makes the line almost invisible under water. Fluorocarbon 
coated lines refract light similar to water, meaning it remains clear and 
almost invisible when immersed in water. The coating also makes the 
line almost impermeable, meaning it will retain full strength when wet.

Xenon’s use is not limited to surf casting, it is a fantastic line for carp and 
specialist fi shing too. The reduced stretch line makes it ideal for feeling 
leads down, giving anglers the direct contact needed to determine the 
kind of lake bed they’re fi shing over. This reduced stretch and coating 
lends itself to softer, more through action carp rods to aid smooth 
casting and distance. While the fl uorocarbon coating adds abrasion 
resistance when snag fi shing while helping with line concealment.

•  Unlike standard copolymer lines, Xenon has less stretch, enhancing 
casting distances and bite detection.

•  Fluorocarbon refracts light similar to water, making it clear and almost 
invisible under water, ideal when fi shing light for shy biting species.

•  The lines coating makes it extremely resistant when fi shing 
amongst snags and rough ground. This is a dependable line that 
won’t let you down.

•  A combination of advanced technologies makes this an excellent line 
for knotting, no matter which knot you use, the line will remain strong, 
reducing weakness associated with knots.

•  Although this line is abrasion resistant and features a fl uorocarbon 
coating, it is still very supple, making it a beautiful line to use and cast.

Xenon MonoFilAMent

coDe coloUr DiAMeter BreAking length

TLXV3018 Violet  0.18mm 6.23lb 300m

TLXV3020 Violet  0.20mm 7.19lb 300m

TLXV3025 Violet  0.25mm 10.5lb 300m

TLXV3028 Violet  0.28mm 13lb 300m

TLXV3030 Violet  0.30mm 16.24lb 300m

TLXV3033 Violet  0.33mm 20.02lb 300m

TLXV3040 Violet  0.40mm 26.11lb 300m

TLXV1018 Violet  0.18mm 6.23lb 1000m

TLXV1020 Violet  0.20mm 7.19lb 1000m

TLXV1025 Violet  0.25mm 10.5lb 1000m

TLXV1028 Violet  0.28mm 13lb 1000m

TLXV1030 Violet  0.30mm 16.24lb 1000m

TLXV1033 Violet  0.33mm 20.02lb 1000m

TLXV1040 Violet  0.40mm 26.11lb 1000m

Designed specifi cally for use with multiplier reels and two-piece 
traditional beachcasters, Blaze Multiplier line offers the angler a 
consistent, high strength, performance copolymer mainline.

Blaze is produced by using a special blend of PA6 and PA12 
polymers, combined these two polymers produce a line that has a 
high breaking strain but with minimum stretch. The line is supple 
and memory free making it excellent for handling and casting, it 
lays well on the spool of a multiplier reel and does not dig in, like 
some lines, increasing casting performance.

The process of blending two advanced polymers together gives 
the line a high knot strength and abrasion resistance tolerance too. 
This ensures that the angler can be confi dent in the lines knotting 
abilities, knowing it won’t let them down in the face of a distance 
cast or when trying to land that fi sh of a life time. The high abrasion 
resistance makes it one of the most durable lines around when 
fi shing around snags or when rock fi shing.

Strict manufacturing processes ensure a consistent, durable line for 
maximum performance.

•  Manufacturing process makes the line consistent for maximum 
performance.

•  High knot strength and higher abrasion resistance make it a 
strong and durable line.

•  Consistent profi le and memory free line that sits well on a 
multiplier spool for increased casting distance.

•  Minimum stretch for increased casting distances and feedback.

BlAze MUltiPlier

coDe coloUr DiAMeter BreAking length

TMBO428 Orange 0.28mm 12lb 1500m

TMBO430 Orange 0.30mm 15lb 1310m

TMBO433 Orange 0.33mm 17lb 1080m

TMBO435 Orange 0.35mm 19lb 960m

TMBO437 Orange 0.37mm 20lb 860m

TMBO444 Orange 0.44mm 28lb 610m

TMBG428 Green 0.28mm 12lb 1500m

TMBG430 Green 0.30mm 15lb 1310m

TMBG433 Green 0.33mm 17lb 1080m

TMBG435 Green 0.35mm 19lb 960m

TMBG437 Green 0.37mm 20lb 860m

TMBG444 Green 0.44mm 28lb 610m

TMBP428 Purple 0.28mm 12lb 1500m

TMBP430 Purple 0.30mm 15lb 1310m

TMBP433 Purple 0.33mm 17lb 1080m

TMBP435 Purple 0.35mm 19lb 960m

TMBP437 Purple 0.37mm 20lb 860m

TMBP444 Purple 0.44mm 28lb 610m  0.40mm 26.11lb 1000m

TLXV1033 Violet

TLXV1040 Violet

TMBP437 Purple 0.37mm 20lb 860m

TMBP444 Purple 0.44mm 28lb 610m Violet
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A good quality, supple stainless-steel wire that has a multitude 
of uses in sea fi shing. The wire is coated with nylon to protect 
fi sh and also to protect the wire from any excessive wear and 
tear. The wire comes in two breaking strains and is supplied 
with the correct sized crimps for making traces with it. The 50lb 
wire is good for making biting sections on traces for medium 
sizes species such as conger, spurdog and tope. The 100lb wire 
is useful when going for those bigger species such as bigger 
conger and medium sized sharks. It has been designed so that 
it doesn’t kink easily and is more manageable than some other 
wirese on the market.

Wire trAce line W/criMPS

coDe coloUr DiAMeter BreAking length

BIT2 Natural   - 50lb 10m

BIT3 Natural   - 100lb 10m

Due to the refi ned nature of continental style surfcasting rods, 
big, bulky leader knots often associated with heavy shockleaders 
can struggle to fi t through the rings of the rod effi ciently, which 
can hinder casting distances. Our Xenon Tapered Mainline 
provides a seamless, 240m stretch of mainline that runs from a 
15lb running line through to a 60lb shockleader, without knots. 
This helps the line to fl ow through the rings more effi ciently 
during the initial stages of the cast. Designed for fi xed spool 
reels, tapered mainlines can also be used on multiplier reels, 
especially those with a level wind, when fi shing in a conventional 
style with a two-piece beachcaster. The line is made from a 
tough and durable material but retains suppleness to ensure 
casting effi ciency and to reduce line twists and tangles.

Xenon tAPereD MAinline

coDe coloUr DiAMeter BreAking length

BIT1 Clear 0.33-0.70mm 15lb-60lb 240m

Made from advanced copolymer to create a strong and supple 
leader, each tapered leader is continuous and knotless, tapering 
from a mainline diameter to a thicker shockleader diameter, this 
taper enables the angler to tie neat, tight and compact knots when 
attaching a shockleader to their mainline. These compact knots lend 
themselves to anglers who fi sh with fi xed spool and multiplier reels, 
when using a level wind. The smaller knots are ideal for fi shing with 
continental style, surfcasting rods, many of which use smaller tip eyes 
than standard beachcasters. The smooth line fl ow created by smaller 
knots and a tapered leader can also help increase casting effi ciency. 

When shortened, our Xenon Tapered Shockleaders can be used 
by boat anglers who prefer smaller, tapered knots when fi shing 
with braid to a mono leader. Available in clear for anglers fi shing in 
shallow or clear water and in daylight and in orange for night time 
fi shing and when the angler wants a visual reference of when the 
leader is close to shore.

Xenon tAPereD ShockleADerS

coDe coloUr DiAMeter BreAking length

BIT6 Clear 0.20-0.50mm 7lb-42lb 5x15m

BIT7 Clear 0.25-0.60mm 9lb-50lb 5x15m

BIT8 Clear 0.28-0.60mm 10lb-50lb 5x15m

BIT9 Clear 0.30-0.60mm 12lb-50lb 5x15m

BIT4 Clear  0.35-0.60mm  15lb-50lb 5x15m

BIT5 Clear 0.35-0.70mm 15lb-60lb  5x15m

BIT10 Clear 0.40-0.80mm 26lb-80lb 5x15m

BIT11 Orange 0.20-0.50mm 7lb-42lb 5x15m

BIT12 Orange 0.25-0.60mm 9lb-50lb 5x15m

BIT13 Orange 0.28-0.60mm 10lb-50lb 5x15m

BIT14 Orange 0.30-0.60mm 12lb-50lb 5x15m

BIT15 Orange  0.35-0.60mm 15lb-50lb  5x15m

BIT16 Orange 0.35-0.70mm 15lb-60lb  5x15m

BIT17 Orange 0.40-0.80mm 26lb-80lb 5x15m

www.tronixpro.com

Bite
TAPERED 
MAINLINE

15m  60lb/0.70mm240m  15lb/0.33mm
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An advanced copolymer line that has been designed for 
shockleaders but also doubles up as an excellent rig body line 
too. The advanced makeup of the line makes it soft and supple 
which not only fl ows off the spool well but also increases its 
effi ciency through the rod rings. This supple nature coupled 
with excellent abrasion resistance makes it a quality line choice 
for constructing rig bodies, it does not kink or retain excessive 
amounts of memory like some rig body material. It is a fantastic 
line for knotting, ensuring that when tied correctly, it will not let 
the angler down during a high-powered cast.

ShockleADer

coDe coloUr DiAMeter BreAking length

SL40 Clear  - 40lb 50m

SL50 Clear   - 50lb 50m

SL60 Clear   - 60lb 50m

SL80 Clear   - 80lb 50m

A super thin, durable eight strand braid that has been in 
development for the past two years. As an eight-strand braid it has 
an exceptionally low diameter, this is fantastic for shore anglers 
as it increases the casting effi ciency of the line to reach further 
distances. From a boat, the lower diameter helps to cut through 
the water better, enabling the angler to fi sh with lighter leads at 
depth when faced with quicker tides. The round profi le helps to 
load the braid onto the spool correctly, so it doesn’t dig into itself, a 
common problem with braid. This reduces tangles and also creates 
less friction when casting. The braid is soft in nature making it easy 
to handle, yet this softness has not compromised the strength and 
durability of the line.

X8 PoWer

coDe coloUr DiAMeter BreAking length

TX83010C Moss Green 0.16mm, 1.0 PE 20lb 300m

TX83012C Moss Green 0.18mm, 1.2 PE 24lb 300m

TX83015C Moss Green 0.20mm, 1.5 PE 27lb 300m

TX83020C Moss Green 0.23mm, 2.0 PE 33lb 300m

TX83050C Moss Green 0.36mm, 5.0 PE 50lb 300m

TX83080C Moss Green 0.47mm, 8.0 PE 80lb 300m

An advanced, memory free line that is ideal for hook snoods, 
rig tying and leader building. Its memory free properties mean 
it won’t twist or tangle making sure that snoods and leaders 
are always fi shing correctly. It also helps to eliminate line 
twist when catching species like whiting and eels that tend to 
induce memory twist when retrieved. The memory free nature 
and line coating make it an excellent knotting line too, making 
it dependable when targeting almost any species. It is also 
excellent for tying boat leaders and as a hooklength when fi shing 
with livebaits below fl oats. Not only is it a fantastic line for sea 
anglers but it is also a good quality, affordable line for fl y anglers 
looking for shooting head and fl y line backing. For carp anglers, 
Blackout is good for tying combi rigs, D-Rigs, booms and other 
carp rig variations.

BlAckoUt

coDe coloUr DiAMeter BreAking length

TBO2020C Clear 0.22mm 10lb 200m

TBO2025C Clear 0.25mm 14lb 200m

TBO2028C Clear 0.28mm 16lb 200m

TBO2030C Clear 0.30mm 18lb 200m

TBO2033C Clear 0.33mm 20lb 200m

TBO2035C Clear 0.35mm 22lb 200m

TBO2040C Clear 0.40mm 28lb 200m

TBO2045C Clear  0.45mm 33lb 200m

TBO2050C Clear  0.50mm 42lb 200m

TBO2060C Clear  0.60mm 58lb 200m

300m • 20lb / 9.07kg • 0.16mm • 1.0PE
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coDe DeScriPtion Size* coloUr*

SRWASS Slim Rig Winder - Assorted 6.5 x 1.8cm Assorted

ERWASS Eva Rig Winders Assorted 6.5 x 1.8cm Assorted

ERWASS2 Assorted Rig Winders 6.5 x 1.8cm Assorted

ERW* Rig Winders Single Colour 6.5 x 1.8cm BK, GY, WH, PI, AQ, R, B, Y, O, G

JR* Jumbo Rig Winders Red 10 x 1.8cm R, B, Y, O, G

ERWCASE Eva Rig Winder Case Holds 10 Standard Black

FRWCASE Full Rig Winder Case With 10 Standard Black

Tronixpro were one of the first companies to introduce the humble rig winder over a decade ago. These simple but versatile EVA foam 
winders have been organising anglers tackle boxes, across all disciplines ever since. Rig winders are the perfect, organised storage 
method for any type of rig no matter how small. Each rig winder incorporates a small hole so a swivel or clip can be pushed in to secure 
a rig before winding it on to the winder. They come in three sizes, a slim, standard and jumbo, they’re also available in a variety of colours 
to help with your organisation, allowing you to pick colours depending on the type of rig. Each box of ten rig winders comes with ten 
identification stickers to record rig type, line diameters, hook patterns and sizes on as well as ten T-Pins to secure each rig. 

A range of storage options are available including plastic boxes and lightweight, fabric winder cases.

R

O G

B

Y

The smallest of our rig winders these are 6.5cm in diameter and just 
1cm in width. Idea for storing most standard rigs such as flappers, 
flowing traces, single hook rigs etc. They are also fantastic for storing 
our small attractor rigs such as our extensive sabiki range. The 
narrow width also doubles the number of rigs you can fit in our rig 
boxes to forty two. Slim winders are not only sea fishing exclusive, 
they can be used in fly fishing for storing made up fly leaders and in 
carp fishing for storing zig and surface fishing rigs.

SliM rig WinDerS

The winder of choice for the bigger, bulkier rigs, especially handy 
for boat anglers. These winders measure 10cm in diameter and 
have a width of 2cm. They come in five different colours for better 
rig organisation. Our dedicated Tronixpro Jumbo Rig Winder Box 
has been designed to accommodate twelve of these winders. They 
are particularly useful for carrying rigs with large hooks and bulky 
components such as our Tronixpro Ledger Boom, Rattle Beads, 
bigger Rattle Spoons and rigs incorporating bigger muppets. They 
are also ideal for storing readymade lure fishing rigs such as shad 
rigs and rigs with Slim or standard Wreckerz tied on.

JUMBo rig WinDerS
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ASS

WH

ASS2

GY

R

AQ

PI

BK

B Y

GO

Our standard sized winder, 6.5cm in diameter but with a larger 1.8cm width. These are ideal to use for standard rigs but also for rigs with 
some bulk. Rigs with plenty of beads, blades, sequins, pulley rig beads and bigger hooks will all suit this type of winder. Twenty of these 
rig winders will fi t in our Tronixpro Rig Winder boxes and they come in a wider range of colours compared to the rest of the winder range, 
with ten colours to choose from. This is the rig winder of choice for most anglers and is used extensively by top end match anglers and 
international teams.

evA rig WinDerS

For the light travelling angler, this fabric case is ideal for carrying 
a modest number of rigs on rig winders for short sessions. Due 
to the compact size, it is also handy for the angler who carries 
a large number of rigs, in a light but organised way. The case 
is made from hard wearing fabric and features a velcro closure 
across the full length of the winder case. A handy lift tab makes 
it easier to open the case to get to rigs. AA clear plastic window 
allows for an identifi cation label, so the contents of each case is 
known. Each winder case will carry 10 standard rig winders and 
up to 20 of the slim rig winders.

•  A lightweight, fabric case for storing EVA rig winders for storing 
sea fi shing rigs.

•  Compact size that will fi t in most tackle boxes and rucksacks 
with ease.

•  Ideal for the angler who likes to be organised on a session.

•  Clear plastic window allows a label to be used to identify the 
types of rigs in each case.

rig WinDer cASe
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coDe DeScriPtion Size* coloUr*

JRBOX Jumbo Rig Winder Box Holds 12 Jumbo Clear

ERWBOX Eva Rig Winder Box Holds 20 Standard Clear

FRWASS Full Winder Box With 20 Standard Clear

FRW24 24pcs Winder Case With 24 Standard Assorted

Tronixpro Rig Winder Boxes have been made exclusive for Tronixpro since the introduction of Tronixpro Rig Winders. They have been 
made to our exact requirements to perfectly fi t our rig winders in the optimum confi guration. Special attention was paid to the width and 
height of the box to allow easy removal of each rig winder. Each box is made from a tough and durable clear plastic for easy identifi cation 
of what is inside. Standard boxes can hold 20 standard and 42 slim winders, whilst the Jumbo Box can carry 12 of our Jumbo Winders. 

Although designed for our rig winders, many anglers use them for general tackle storage too, as they are the ideal size for storing clam 
shell boxes of bits and smaller snood line spools and accessories. Rig Winder boxes are stackable, with a specifi c raised plastic pattern on 
the top and bottom of the box which fi ts into each other. 

They are available as a standard or jumbo box, with the standard also available fully loaded with 20 assorted winders.

rig WinDer BoX

FUll WinDer BoXJUMBo rig WinDer BoX

evA rig WinDer BoX

A high capacity rig winder box designed to carry a large amount 
of rig winders in a secure way. The box itself features two slide 
over catches to make sure the box is always securely closed. An 
incorporated handle makes it easy to grab the winder box from a 
tackle box, but also to carry rigs to the beach by hand. Internally the 
box can carry 24 winders (assorted winders supplied) and these are 
placed securely in specially cut grooves within the box. This style of 
box is a favourite of match anglers due to its capacity, durability and 
speed of use.

24PcS WinDer cASe

A high capacity rig winder box designed to carry a large amount 
of rig winders in a secure way. The box itself features two slide 
over catches to make sure the box is always securely closed. An 
incorporated handle makes it easy to grab the winder box from a 
tackle box, but also to carry rigs to the beach by hand. Internally the 
box can carry 24 winders (assorted winders supplied) and these are 
placed securely in specially cut grooves within the box. This style of 
box is a favourite of match anglers due to its capacity, durability and 
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The perfect way to cast big baits in a streamlined way! The Bait 
Capsule features a long tube with a grip lead build into it, larger 
baits can be placed in the tube and cast out, it’s just like casting a 
plain lead. When the Bait Capsule hits the water surface, water is 
forced through small holes in the head of the Capsule which fi lls 
the chamber and ejects the bait. Not only is it fantastic for big baits 
but also for small, delicate baits too. Protecting softer baits such as 
crab, head hooked ragworm, maddies and even live baits such as 
sandeel. The design allows for the use of longer hook lengths too, 
which can be squeezed into the capsule for casting. It is always 
best to keep the hooklength slightly longer when fi shing with a Bait 
Capsule, so that the bait isn’t ejected early during the cast.

coDe Wieght coloUr

TBCC130 130g Blue

TBCC150 150g Yellow

TBCC170 170g Red

BAit cAPSUle

Designed for the serious rig maker! This box isn’t just one box, it 
is actually seven. The main box is divided into two, with one half 
containing six separate compartment boxes and the other half 
with 12 Tronixpro Rig Winders. The smaller compartment boxes 
are ideal for storing swivels, beads, rubber stops etc. Each box 
is different with compartments ranging from single to six for 
storing all manner of rig making components. When all of the rig 
winders have been used up, the second side becomes an ideal 
place to store rig making tools such as pliers, scissors and even 
small spools of snood line…or, you could just fi ll it with more 
winders! A cracking box for the dedicated rig making angler, and 
a good general-purpose box for keeping your tackle in or as an 
“away” box, so you can store all your bits and pieces in a handy 
package when travelling.

the Big rig BitS BoX

Three component boxes that have been well thought out to 
avoid the frustrations often encountered with other makes on 
the market. Strong, durable clasps make sure the boxes are 
secure and won’t come undone. An overlapping lid ensures that 
the box is water resistant and won’t let unwanted water in to 
corrode the components kept inside. In addition, this helps to 
keep small components from working their way out! Each box 
comes with a set of dividers, so that each compartment can be 
customised in size to take a wide range of terminal accessories. 
A clever design makes the internal compartments rounded at 
the bottom, this makes taking small components out of the box 
easier, eliminated smaller items getting stuck in corners, which 
can prove diffi cult to remove. Lastly, each box is made from 
durable, clear plastic, so you can see exactly what it is inside 
without opening it.

coMPonent BoXeS

coDe Wieght

TCBL Component Box 

TCBM Component Box 

TCBS Component Box 

coDe Wieght

TPBRBB The Big Rig Bits Box
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Based on the popular Beta Box design concept, the number one 
beach fi shing seat box preferred by the pleasure and match angler. 
This design has been the mainstay style of tackle box used by 
anglers for years. Due to this popularity, a number of accessories 
and modifi cations have been developed over the years, when 
professionally fi tted, they can enhance the tackle box to be the 
ultimate in organisation and carrying capacity. 

The design is lightweight but tough, taking the original line to a 
different level by using tougher plastic than previous versions of the 
box, increasing its longevity and making sure the tackle inside is 
protected.

Although we’ve called it a Beach Seat Box, it is a general-purpose 
tackle box too. This same timeless design is used by coarse and fl y 
anglers, the perfect storage solution for all of their tackle and also a 
comfy place to sit during a session too.

The Beach Box comes with a comfy padded strap that makes life 
easier when walking long distances over a beach, it is also the 
perfect size to slide onto one of our Tronixpro Beach Trolleys. There 
are optional side trays available which are handy for storing bait 
and other close to hand accessories during a session.

•  Tried and tested design used by thousands of anglers across the UK.

•  Hugely popular, with a wide range of third-party modifi cations 
available.

•  Tougher plastic makes this one of the most durable versions of 
the design.

•  General purpose for all disciplines of angling.

Designed as a viable alternative to conversion type systems for 
the Tronixpro Beach Seat Box and other Beta Box style designed 
boxes. Conversion type systems do require some effort to fi t, 
becoming a permanent solution that cannot be removed once 
fi tted. The Tronixpro Beach Seat Box Rucksack eliminates this, 
providing a solution that can be removed when needed.

The rucksack features a padded back section and shoulder 
straps, providing for a comfy fi t when carrying a tackle box over 
longer distance. For anglers who don’t like to use a rucksack 
and take their boxes everywhere with them, this is the perfect 
solution.

It has been designed to be practical, adding additional features 
that enhance the Beach Seat Box further. A reinforced carry 
handle on the back gives a handy way to move the box short 
distances when moving up and down the beach or around the 
boat. Multiple pockets at the front and the side increase storage 
capacity and are useful for storing extra accessories or personal 
items when fi shing. Netted fronts to each pocket provide a 
handy space for hook snood material or tools that need to be at 
hand. The neat draw cord pocket at the side is great for storing 
a bottle of drink on longer sessions. Lastly, the waterproof seat 
ensures you’re comfy when sat down.

coDe Wieght coloUr

TPBSBB Beach Seat Box Blue

TPBSBK Beach Seat Box Black

TPBSBST Beach Box Side Tray Black

TBSRSK Beach Seat Box Rucksack Black

BeAch SeAt BoX

BeAch SeAt BoX rUckSAck

BeAch BoX SiDe trAY

coDe Wieght coloUr

TBB Seat Box Black

TBBRSK Seat Box Rucksack Black

TBBLGE Seat Box Large Black

TBBEXT Seat Box External Tray Black

TBBINT Seat Box Internal Tray Black

BeAch BoX SiDe trAY
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A simple two-level tackle box that is ideal for both the boat 
and shore angler. The top half of the box opens independently 
from the bottom half and features separate compartments for 
organising tackle. This top half is perfect for storing often used 
items such as terminal tackle, hook, weights and line. The lower 
compartment is a large storage area that is good for additional 
tackle, rig wallets, rig winder boxes, reels and even spare 
clothing and food. There is an optional lift out Internal Tray that 
fi ts into the lower compartment of the seat box, this is hand to 
store any items likely to be used often in a session that won’t 
fi t into the top compartment. There is also an external tray that 
clips to the side, great for bait and storing close to hand items. 
An ideal, compact box for the shore or boat angler.

A large capacity fi shing tackle box that is perfect for the shore 
or boat angler who wants to take a large amount of gear on a 
session with them. It features two strong shutting clasps that 
keep the box lid secure and a strong carry handle to lift the 
box with one hand. It also has a carry strap that can be fi tted 
for throwing over the anglers’ shoulder. The box come with an 
internal tray that fi ts into the top of the box and covers half of 
it, so that the main compartment can still be accessed. There 
are also two clear boxes supplied that clip into the top of the lid 
for storing small accessories. The main compartment of the box 
features a lip of around 1 cm which the lid fi ts onto, this provides 
a water-resistant lip to stop water accessing the box. Perfect for 
the angler who fi shes in adverse weather conditions or the boat 
angler whose box is likely to be on deck when underway.

Designed to be used in conjunction with our Tronixpro Seat 
Box, the Seat Box Rucksack features a well-padded back and 
shoulder straps to make carrying the box over long distances, 
more comfortable. Around the front and sides of the rucksack 
are handy, zipped pockets that are gusseted so plenty of gear of 
can be stored in them. These pockets are ideal for storing close 
to hand items and have meshed pockets too for storing spools 
of snood line. A waterproof seat completes the rucksack to 
ensure comfort throughout the session.

SeAt BoX

lArge SeAt BoX

SeAt BoX rUckSAck

SeAt BoX internAl trAY

SeAt BoX eXternAl trAY
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BeAch trolleY

The Tronixpro Beach Trolley is a large capacity trolley that is quick 
and easy to setup. It has been designed to carry tackle boxes, bait 
and other accessories from the car to the fi shing mark. Made from 
alimunium it is lightweight but incredibly strong, allowing the angler 
to load as much kit as required. It can carry large tackle boxes, bait 
buckets, clothes, cool boxes, pretty much anything needed for a 
session!

The Trolley will fold completely fl at, allowing it to be stored in 
the boot of a car without it taking up too much space. Due to its 
construction from aluminium it is light in weight, so it is easy to take 
out and put back in the car and move around whilst loading. The 
retractable handle makes it easy to adjust the height for maximum 
comfort. To ensure the items can’t fall off and to protect them too, 
the trolley is covered in a durable, sponge that is grippy and keeps 
items secure. This is also present on the top of the handle too, ideal 
when conditions are wet and cold.

The large, 18cm pneumatic wheels make this a go to anywhere 
loading trolley. Pneumatic wheels are more effi cient at spreading 
the load of the trolley weight, so it can be used over sand, shingle, 
small rocks, piers and breakwaters. Designed to take the strain out 
of any long walk to a fi shing mark and also for boat anglers, who 
are taking a large amount of kit to and from the boat.

Although designed specifi cally with the sea angler in mind, it isn’t 
just restricted to that use. Pneumatic wheels make it the ideal 
trolley for the coarse angler to load their gear onto on their way to 
their peg. The large wheels make it the perfect, over ground trolley 
for wading through mud, over uneven ground and vast fi elds.

BeAch WheelS

Designed for the Tronixpro Beach Trolley but can be universally 
fi tted to any other type of trolley too, the base package includes 
an axel and two wheels, so is easy to fi t to other trolley types. This 
is a serious upgrade to any trolley, giving the benefi ts of large, 
pneumatic tyres to carry weighted loads across a variety of different 
terrains.

The large, 18cm rubber wheels are fi lled with air under pressure. 
This pressure spreads the load effi ciently, so the weight of the 
trolley is evenly spread over a variety of different surfaces. This is 
especially useful when carrying loads over a muddy fi eld, soft sand 
or uneven ground. 

Made from a strong rubber that makes them durable enough for 
use across most terrain types from sand, pebbles, shingle, small 
rocks, piers, breakwaters, roads, tracks, fi elds, gravel tracks etc. 
Although these tyres are ultra-tough, we’d recommend caution 
when using on very sharp stones or rocks.
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coDe Wieght QtY/PAck

TBEA3 Beach Trolley 1

TBEAW Beach Wheels 2 + Axle
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TRONIXPRO MaX PacKS

coDe DeScriPtion inFo QtY/PAck

MP10 Match Swivel Size 4 32kg 71lb 110

MP11 Match Swivel Size 2 40kg 88lb 80

MP12 Match Swivel Size 1 43kg 95lb 70

MP39 Casting Snap Size 4 36kg 80lb 100

MP40 Casting Snap With Clip Size 4 36kg 80lb 100

MP15 Rolling Swivel With Clip Size 6 22kg 49lb 45

MP37 Rolling Swivel Size 14 4kg 9lb 200

MP17 Rolling Swivel Size 12 9kg 20lb 200

MP38 Rolling Swivel Size 10 14kg 31lb 200

MP18 Rolling Swivel Size 8 19kg 42lb 200

MP19 Rolling Swivel Size 6 27kg 60lb 200

MP20 Rolling Swivel Size 4 35kg 77lb 150

MP21 Rolling Swivel Size 2 43kg 95lb 110

MP22 Rolling Swivel Size 1 47kg 104lb 90

QUick chAnge link rolling hAnging lUMinoUS ovAl BeADS

MAtch SWivel cASting SnAP cASting SnAP / cliP

rolling SWivel / cliP rolling SWivel criMPS

Our Max Packs have been designed as an economical way for anglers to buy quality terminal tackle, in bulk. Ideal for anglers who like 
to make their own rigs, in bulk, whether preparing for a campaign, a match or a trip away. Each Max Pack contains our renowned set 
of terminal tackle components, which we relaunched in 2017. Each link, clip and swivel have been designed to be the toughest on the 
market, extensively fi eld tested to be the strongest, most durable terminal tackle range available for the sea angler today.

We break test random batches of all terminal gear packs, ensuring our products break well above their quoted breaking trains. We found in 
our tests, our terminal tackle was breaking at much higher breaking points than that of competitor products.

coDe DeScriPtion inFo QtY/PAck

MP25 Crimps 5mm 0.8 x 5mm 500

MP26 Pulley Beads L 43kg 95lb 30

MP27 Rig Springs 100

MP28 Rolling Swivel With Safety Snap Size 2 23kg 51lb 70

MP29 Rolling Swivel With Safety Snap Size 1/0 15kg 33lb 45

MP30 Quick Change Link Size 4 20kg 44lb 50

MP31 Rolling W/Hanging Size 2 23kg 51lb 40

MP32 Luminous Oval Beads 5mm  200

MP33 Round Beads Coloured 3mm 400

MP34 Round Beads Coloured 5mm 200

MP35 Round Beads Black 3mm 400

MP36 Luminous Pop Ups 8mm 40

TPRMB01 Rig Makers Box 1
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PUlleY BeADS rig SPringS rolling / SAFetY SnAP

roUnD BeADS coloUreD roUnD BeADS BlAck lUMinoUS PoP UPS

rig MAkerS BoX

A fully loaded ten compartment box which is fi lled with the most 
popular components used for rig building. We’ve selected ten must 
have items for any rig builder – ensuring the angler has everything 
they need, component wise, to build a wide range of common rig 
patterns. The box features beads, pop ups, sequins, crimps, links 
and swivels. The box itself is made from tough, clear plastic, that is 
ideal for storing all manner of tackle, it is also handy to be refi lled 
with Tronixpro components when running short. Great for a new or 
returning angler starting out building their own rigs.
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BAiteX & BAiteX BrAcket

A premium quality, bait wrapping material made from latex that is 
super stretchy and strong whilst being soft and fi ne. This helps to 
wrap up baits tight, conceal the bait wrap and means you use less 
too. This material is also perfect for snapping clean. With some 
traditional baiting elastics, it can take some real force to break the 
elastic, often degenerating bait presentation in the process. With a 
sharp, smooth tug, Tronixpro Baitex will snap clean each time.

Supplied on 300m spools, this is a larger spool than most other bait 
wrapping material. The stretch in the material means each spool of 
Tronixpro Baitex will effectively stretch out to more than double its 
original length, making it last substantially longer than most other 
bait elastic products on the market.

Each spool comes in its own canister, made from clear plastic and 
with three holes, one at each end and one at the side. The hole at 
the top/bottom is useful for when you are using the canister in your 
hand to wrap baits and is used for attaching the canister to the 
Tronixpro Baitex Bracket. The side hole is used when the Tronixpro 
Baitex Bracket is being used. A strip of Velcro surrounds the top 
and side holes, this is to lock the Baitex material in place after 
you’ve used it, eliminating the problem of elastic falling through a 
dispenser hole.

Available in three grades:

•  Light – ideal for wrapping delicate baits such as mushed up 
prawn, small mackerel strips, small worm baits and shellfi sh.

•  Medium – this is great for wrapping worm baits, bigger mackerel 
baits and sandeel. It is stronger than the light version but is still 
incredibly thin.

•  Heavy – excellent for wrapping up big baits for long distance 
casting. Great for whole squid baits, mackerel fi llets and multiple 
sandeel baits.

The Tronixpro Baitex Bracket is designed to hold your Tronixpro 
Baitex Canister in a multitude of convenient places. It is made from 
stainless steel and features a long wing nutted bolt for the canister 
and two bolts for attaching to a surface. Tronixpro Baitex can be 
attached to items such as a tackle box, a bait waiter, bucket, bait 
tray and even your rod rest for convenience.

coDe DeScriPtion tYPe QtY/PAck

BAER Bait Elastic Regular 1

BAEF Bait Elastic Fine 1

BAEH Bait Elastic Heavy 1

BAEDIS Bait Elastic Dispenser - 1

coDe DeScriPtion tYPe QtY/PAck

BAEW Bait Web - 1

TPBXF Baitex Fine 1

TPBXM Baitex Medium 1

TPBXH Baitex Heavy 1

TPBXB Baitex Bracket - 1
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BAit elAStic DiSPenSer

BAit WeB

BAit elAStic

Essential for any angler who is fi shing 
with soft baits or who wants to add extra 
security to their bait to stop it detaching 
from the hook. This bait elastic is super 
stretchy and soft whilst also being strong, 
it will keep binding with a constant hand 
motion, but a snap of the wrist will break 
it cleanly when the bait presentation is 
complete. It is available in three diameters. 
Fine is ideal for fi shing with delicate small 
worm and crab baits, where you don’t want 
to mask the bait with elastic, but still need 
a good hold. Medium is a good choice for 
general bait presentations to slightly bigger 
worm baits, small fi sh baits, crab baits etc. 
Heavy is the choice for binding on big crab 
baits, cuttlefi sh, bigger fi sh baits, squid etc.

Although bait elastic is super strong and 
durable, it does begin to degrade when 
exposed to bait juices, rain, saltwater and 
of course, UV light from the sun. Overtime 
these elements break down the bait elastic 
making it brittle and weak. This can lead 
to premature snapping when baiting up or 
worse still, odd ends breaking off rendering 
the elastic useless. This strong, plastic 
container is made from opaque plastic and 
a click top lid. The opaque plastic helps to 
protect against external elements and also 
block out sun light. The click top lid features 
a centred hole, which the elastic can be run 
through so the angler can bait up without 
removing it. A simple but effective design to 
keep you bait elastic in top shape.

Featuring multiple translucent fi bres, our 
Bait Web is fantastic for use on very fi ne 
baits, where standard elastic may show or 
even break a bait. These soft, multiple fi bres 
bind to the bait and due to their spider web 
like makeup, they will disappear into the 
bait when in water. A great bait web to use 
when wrapping small soft baits such as 
peeler crab baits on a wishbone rig, small 
worm and fi sh baits and also for making up 
fi ne cocktail baits. The Bait Web comes in 
a plastic canister than protects it from the 
elements, ensuring that it doesn’t rot and is 
in perfect condition to wrap baits.
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lightWeight FiShing Boot

A light, general purpose boot that is ideal for use when waders are not needed, and only 
shallow wading is required. Great for the boat angler who wants to keep dry, especially on a 
wet boat. The boot features a fi xed, internal thermal liner that makes it warm in the coldest 
weather. The liner folds over the top of the boot to help ease any chaffi ng that might occur 
when worn. The boot also features a drawstring to secure it for longer walks. A hard-wearing 
outer PVC lining provides the waterproofi ng. The sole has been cut for maximum grip and 
is solid, making it ideal for use when fi shing on rocks and around boulders. A great general 
purpose angling boot.

Pro cASting glove

A full, neoprene casting glove, designed 
to protect fi ngers from cuts when casting 
with low diameter lines and braid. This 
glove features a fi nger stall and protective 
neoprene that covers most of the back of 
the hand, the fi nger stall protects the casting 
fi nger while the hand cover helps to protect 
the back of the hand from any line slap. 
The glove is secured in position by a wrist 
strap that is closed using Velcro. This gives 
a secure, tight fi ght that ensure the glove 
cannot move or slip in a cast. Perfect for 
shore anglers casting low diameter lines with 
fi xed spool reels and for carp anglers who 
are fi nding spots or spodding with braid.

neoPrene BootS

A warm and waterproof boot that is ideal for the boat or shore angler when waders are not 
required. The boot is made from two materials, the top part is made from 4mm neoprene, 
which is waterproof and very warm. It is also fl exible and soft which makes it ultracomfortable 
for wearing for long periods. The sole and ankle section is made from a hard-wearing PVC 
material that is durable and lightweight. The sole has been cut to provide a high grip on most 
surfaces, ideal for wearing for all manner of fi shing situations and locations. A fantastic boot 
for the colder fi shing in countries such as Iceland and Norway, they’re lightweight, so ideal for 
popping in the suitcase.
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coDe DeScriPtion Size*

TPLWB* Lightweight Fishing Boot 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

TPNPB* Neoprene Boot 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

TCSTP Pro Casting Glove ONE

TPFS* Fishing Suit S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

TPSSU* Sea Suit S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

SeA SUitFiShing SUit

A lightweight, waterproof suit that has been designed to keep the 
angler dry in the worst downpour. It comes with a separate jacket 
and bib and brace, allowing the angler to use it as a multi-function 
suit, wearing the whole suit in a downpour, or just the bib and brace 
or jacket when required. The jacket will pack down easily enough 
to be stored in a rucksack or tackle box, ideal as a “just in case” 
waterproof jacket.

Designed to be fully waterproof to keep the worst weather out, the 
jacket features two side pockets to keep hands warm and dry with 
adjustable cuffs. The bib and brace have reinforced knee pads, so 
kneeling down when baiting up or preparing tackle is not an issue 
on any surface. Velcro and zip adjustments at the feet allow them to 
be put on when wearing footwear.

Made from tough, waterproof material, this is the ideal choice for 
when the weather is atrocious! In testing, anglers who have used 
these suits have commented on how good their rain repelling 
properties are. The suit is thermally lined and is ideal for winter 
use. While the waterproof outer is windproof, the fl eeced inner 
will trap in body heat to keep the angler nice and toasty on the 
coldest of days. Designed for the beach and boat angler in mind. 
It comes with a separate jacket and bib and brace, allowing the 
angler to get multi-use from their suit. In the winter or when it is 
cold or raining, they can wear the whole suit or in the summer 
when they just want to keep clean, they can wear the bib and 
brace.

The jacket has waterproof lined pockets including one breast 
pocket and two side front pockets. These large capacity pockets 
are ideal for storing tools and accessories. The fl eece lined, 
hand warming pockets keep hands warm and dry in the worst 
weather. The arms feature adjustable cuffs to stop water ingress 
and a full hood with neck warmer keep the worst of the weather 
out. A fl ap across the zip keeps water out. A refl ective strip 
around the middle helps the angler be spotted at night, a useful 
safety feature.

Each bib and brace features two large external pockets for 
keeping accessories in, adjustable braces to achieve the best fi t 

Size*

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

ONE

S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

safety feature.

Each bib and brace features two large external pockets for 
keeping accessories in, adjustable braces to achieve the best fi t 
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coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY

TCP55 Crimping Pliers 5.5" 1

TSCP45 Side Cutting Pliers 4.5" 1

TLCMT Line Clipper Multi Tool One Size 1

TDHS Diamond Hook Sharpener 64x19mm 1

BNR Baiting Needle Regular 1

criMPing PlierS

A compact set of crimping pliers, ideal for storing in a tackle 
box or rig making kit. These pliers are made from drop forged 
high carbon steel which has been hardened and tempered for 
increased durability. To add further to the durability of these pliers, 
the crimping jaws have been coated in Tefl on, this increases 
the stiffness and hardness of the jaws surface making them 
hard wearing and corrosion resistant, to give years of problem 
free crimping. The jaws have built in die sets to ensure accurate 
crimping of the smallest crimps right up to the largest crimps for 
shark and conger traces. The pliers are fi nished with hard-wearing, 
comfortable handle grips.

SiDe cUtting PlierS

A compact pair of cutters, ideal for cutting any kind of fi shing wire 
and also higher breaking strains of monofi lament. Made from drop 
forged high carbon steel and fi nished with a tough, durable and 
corrosion resistant Tefl on coating, these plies are designed to last. 
They will keep their edge ensuring they are always sharp and won’t 
rust, when in contact with saltwater. They incorporate a leaf spring 
to ensure a smooth operation and to keep the jaws open when 
positioning wire and line ready for cutting. The soft, textured hand 
grips ensure the handles are comfortable to use whether in the 
tying shed or out on the beach.

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY

BNF Baiting Needle Fine 1

ST-DlbK4 Bait Knife - Black 4 inch 1

ST-DLOR5 Bait Knife - Orange 4 inch 1

ST-114B Fillet Knife - Black 6 inch 1

ST-4425 Fishing Line Scissor - Black 12cm 1

88

comfortable handle grips.
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line cliPPer MUlti-tool DiAMonD hook ShArPener

A handy tool that is ideal as a close to hand line clipper and knife. 
The clipper features a hole with which a lanyard can be attached 
to keep the tool either around a neck, secured to a belt or even 
railings on boats and fi shing structures. The tool features a heavy-
duty clipper for snipping monofi lament lines such as snoods, leader 
material and mainlines. Also incorporated in the tool is a small, but 
sharp knife. This is ideal for cutting braid and any other material that 
the main cutter cannot deal with. Lastly, a rounded picker tool helps 
unpick knots and other general tasks an angler might face during a 
session. The lever is course for grip, making it suitable for use with 
wet hands and when it is cold.

Sharp hooks can often be the key to converting bites into fi sh on the 
shore or boat. Our small, compact hook sharpener has been designed 
to offer a convenient tool for making sure hook points are at their top 
condition all the time. This rectangular hook sharpener has been made 
from a stainless steel base, which has been coated with fi ne, diamond 
particles which are securely bonded to the main frame. This gives a 
fi ne, gritty surface, perfect for sharpening hooks and even small knives 
and scissor blades. The main gritty surface is perfect for honing up 
larger hooks, whilst the grooved section is perfect for smaller hooks 
and refi ning hook points. It comes with a metal chain that can be 
attached to a keyring or other tackle accessories and even around the 
neck for quick access. A simple tool that can make a massive different 
to the anglers catch rate.

BAiting neeDle

Good bait presentation can be the key to catching or not. Our 
baiting needles are the ideal tool to present a bait perfectly on the 
hook, designed primarily for worms, sandeels and soft baits. Each 
baiting needle is made from high grade stainless steel. One end 
is pointed to allow it to pierce a bait easy and the other end has 
a hole in it to place a hook point. Simply feed the worm on to the 
baiting needle, place the hook point in the hole and then slide the 
worm onto the hook for perfect bait presentation. Many match 
anglers will have multiple baiting needles setup to speed up the 
baiting process. Baiting Needles are available in a fi ne and a regular 
size. The fi ne is good for smaller worm baits that need to be fed 
onto smaller hooks. The regular is perfect for larger soft baits, larger 
worm baits, sandeels and when using larger hooks.

BAit kniFe

A short, four-inch, bladed, sturdy and ultra-sharp knife that has 
been designed for preparing fi ne baits. It is made from stainless 
steel, so it won’t rust when exposed to saltwater and bait juices. 
It comes with a good quality handle that is grippy and a plastic 
sheath that clips onto the knife handle for security, the sheath also 
has holes in it to allow air fl ow around the blade when stored after 
use. The blade features a descaling tool, so you can scale any fi sh 
for bait or for preparing fi llets. It is ideal for fi lleting bait fi sh such as 
mackerel and for preparing smaller baits such as squid and sandeel 
strips. Comes in black and orange.strips. Comes in black and orange.

Fillet kniFe

A six-inch, ultra-sharp, fl exible bladed fi lleting knife that has been 
designed for cleaning a catch after a fi shing trip or preparing baits. 
The handle has been ergonomically designed to stop slippage 
when hands are cold, wet and slimy, with a contoured section for 
grip. It also features a small, metal hand guard between handle and 
blade, to help prevent hands slipping onto the blade. The blade 
itself is made from stainless steel, the fl exible and strong blade 
makes it ideal for cleaning fi sh especially when fi lleting and skinning 
fi llets. It comes with a full-sized sheath with belt loop, so it can be 
worn on a belt when fi shing for ease of access.

FiShing line SciSSor

A quality pair of stainless steel scissors that is ideal for cutting 
lines and preparing baits. The ultra-sharp blades are excellent for 
cutting most diameters of line and braid. These scissors have been 
a staple of the Tronixpro line-up for many years and have held up to 
the test of time. Many anglers own several pairs of these scissors 
across all their fi shing kit. The ultra-sharp blades are great for 
general rig work and line cutting but also for preparing small baits general rig work and line cutting but also for preparing small baits 
too, better at cutting and shaping tiny squid and mackerel strips too, better at cutting and shaping tiny squid and mackerel strips 
and preparing very small worm and crab baits.and preparing very small worm and crab baits.

unpick knots and other general tasks an angler might face during a 
session. The lever is course for grip, making it suitable for use with 
wet hands and when it is cold.

unpick knots and other general tasks an angler might face during a 
session. The lever is course for grip, making it suitable for use with 
unpick knots and other general tasks an angler might face during a 
session. The lever is course for grip, making it suitable for use with 
wet hands and when it is cold.

to the anglers catch rate.
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BAiting tool

knot PUlling tool

FiSh MeASUre

An innovative baiting tool that makes perfect bait presentation easy 
to accomplish. The tool features three spikes, two of which are 
sharp spikes and the third which is hollow. The two sharp spikes 
are used to slide bait onto, whilst the third spike is used to place 
the hook point. With all three in place, simply whip elastic around 
the hook and bait whilst on the tool and then slide the bait and 
hook off the tool, to have a well-presented bait. The tool is ideal 
for use with all manner of baits, especially soft, mushy baits such 
as crab and mussel. It is also fantastic for use with fi sh baits, and 
when making cocktail baits, helping to keep everything together 
whilst it is bound to the hook. The tool comes in medium which is 
perfect for most standard baits and in large, for when the angler is 
creating bigger specimen baits and cocktails. All prongs are made 
from stainless-steel, so they won’t rust, the handle is heavy duty 
plastic that has been ergonomically designed to fi t a hand properly 
and it comes with a push cap, to stop the prongs piercing anything 
it is stored next too.

Designed specifi cally so the angler can easily pull knots tight and 
to check their strength too. The handle is designed in a T-shape 
so that maximum force can be placed to tighten down knots. The 
stainless-steel hook is the perfect size to go through the eyes of 
most swivels the sea angler will use, as well as clips, links and 
even within the bend of a hook. These tools make rig tying much 
easier and less trying on the hands, whilst ensuring your knots are 
properly bedded down and secure. Using two Knot Pulling Tools 
on either end of a hook length, rig body or line section, makes easy 
work of any rig.

A rigid, tough and durable plastic fi sh measure. Available in three 
sizes from a small, compact 45cm to a 75cm and 100cm size. 
Each measure, measures in 1cm increments, and each line has the 
CM number on them at both the bottom and top of the measure. 
This is so that it is easy to identify the size of a fi sh, quickly, in a 
match fi shing situation. The head of the measure features a large, 
red upright of just over a CM, with the Tronixpro logo, this upright 
is used to squarely place the fi shes head so that you can get an 
accurate measure. The smaller ruler is ideal to be fi xed to the top of a 
Tronixpro Beach Box, for quicker measurement. The measure is easy 
to clean after a session and can be wiped down or fully washed.

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY

ST-744D Fishing Line Clipper - Black 4cm 1

TPBTM Baiting Tool Small 1

TPBTL Baiting Tool Large 1

TPKPT Knot pulling tool - 1

TFFR120 Folding Fish Ruler 120cm 1

TPFMS Fish Measure 45cm 1

TPFMM Fish Measure 75cm 1

TPFML Fish Measure 100cm 1

TPDISL Discorger Large 1

TPDISM Discorger Small 1

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY

TPSRS24 Sliding Reel Seat 24mm 1

TPSRS26 Sliding Reel Seat 26mm 1

TCRS24 Coaster Reel Seat 24mm 1

TCRS26 Coaster Reel Seat 26mm 1

TCRS28 Coaster Reel Seat 28mm 1

TPCOA27 Coasters 27mm Pair

TPCOA29 Coasters 29mm Pair

TPCOA31 Coasters 31mm Pair

TPCOA33 Coasters 33mm Pair

TPFDN50 Folding Drop Net Standard 1

TPFDN100 Folding Drop Net Large 1

FiShing line cliPPer

A compact, handy pair of nippers that can fi t on a key ring, around 
your neck or on a zinger for quick access.

on either end of a hook length, rig body or line section, makes easy 

FolDing FiSh rUler

A large fi sh measure that rolls up into a small, compact unit for 
storage and transportation. The hardwearing, easy to clean PVC 
measure rolls out to 120cm, allowing for measuring large species 
such as smoothhound and rays. At the beginning of the measure, 
there is a red upright which the head of the fi sh can be set against 
to ensure accurate measuring. The ruler itself measures in 1cm 
increments, with a colour system of grey lines to show 5cm and 
10cm lines and orange lines to show 1cm gains in between.10cm lines and orange lines to show 1cm gains in between.10cm lines and orange lines to show 1cm gains in between.
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hook DiSgorger

coASter reel SeAt

SliDing reel SeAt

A two ended tool that is designed to remove hooks from deep 
hooked fi sh. Made from tough, durable plastic that won’t bend 
when applying force, the disgorger features two looped ends with 
openings to slot line and hooks through. Simply slide the line 
through the loop, run the disgorger down to the hook, with a sharp 
push, the hook will dislodge from the fi sh. A quick an easy method 
to remove hooks. The two ends of the disgorger are different sized 
open loops to cater for different sizes of hooks. It comes in both a 
large and a medium size. The medium is ideal for fl atties, whiting 
and smaller species, the large will remove bigger hooks from fi sh 
like bass and cod.

Our Coaster Reel Seat is designed for the angler who wants the 
convenience of a sliding reel seat but with the added security of 
a coaster to keep everything solid. The reel seat is based on the 
popular DPS design and features one Tronixpro Coaster which 
locks the reel seat in place on the blank. Using this system, the reel 
can be unscrewed from the rod, leaving the reel seat in position, 
securely. This is the reel seat that comes with most of our Tronixpro 
Xenon and Aphex range of rods. It comes in three different sizes to 
fi t most blank diameters.

An adjustable reel seat that has been designed for the angler who 
doesn’t like to use coasters. The reel seat is based on the popular 
DPS style of reel seat, it features a tongue in the centre of the reel 
seat that clamps down onto the blank when the reel is screwed 
into place. This gives a secure fi t that doesn’t twist under pressure. 
Available in two sizes for different blank diameters and can be used 
with both fi xed spool reels and multipliers.with both fi xed spool reels and multipliers.

coASterS

Offering the widest range of options, across different blank 
diameters, Coasters are the perfect fi t for most beach anglers 
and are often the preferred choice for many. Our Coasters have 
been designed to offer the best value and most secure reel to butt 
connection around. Each Coaster is made from high grade stainless 
steel to prevent rust and corrosion when out on the beach. To save 
the anglers fi ngers, we’ve fi tted a soft, durable sponge around the 
base of the band to protect fi ngers from cuts when casting and to 
add extra comfort in winter. Each screw has been designed with 
comfort in mind, providing plenty of grip to make sure the coasters 
are secure, even with cold hands. They are available in four different 
size bandings running from 24mm up to 33m, which covers most 
blank diameters in use.

FolDing DroP net

Required when fi shing from piers and high walled structures to 
land fi sh. The drop net comes in both a standard and a large size 
depending on the type of fi sh the angler is targeting. The net folds 
away for convenience and for easy storage, it also comes with a 
length of rope so that I can be lowered down the structure to the 
water level to land fi sh. The rope is joined on each corner, so the 
net will always be brought up level so that a fi sh cannot escape. 
On one side of the net, a handle is present which closes up the net 
to secure the catch inside. The standard Drop Net is good for use 
with general species fi shing and the large net is perfect for targeting 
larger species such as conger eels.

when applying force, the disgorger features two looped ends with 
openings to slot line and hooks through. Simply slide the line 
through the loop, run the disgorger down to the hook, with a sharp 
push, the hook will dislodge from the fi sh. A quick an easy method 
to remove hooks. The two ends of the disgorger are different sized 
open loops to cater for different sizes of hooks. It comes in both a 
large and a medium size. The medium is ideal for fl atties, whiting 
and smaller species, the large will remove bigger hooks from fi sh 

through the loop, run the disgorger down to the hook, with a sharp 
push, the hook will dislodge from the fi sh. A quick an easy method 
to remove hooks. The two ends of the disgorger are different sized 
open loops to cater for different sizes of hooks. It comes in both a 
large and a medium size. The medium is ideal for fl atties, whiting 
and smaller species, the large will remove bigger hooks from fi sh 
like bass and cod.

Required when fi shing from piers and high walled structures to 
land fi sh. The drop net comes in both a standard and a large size 
depending on the type of fi sh the angler is targeting. The net folds 
away for convenience and for easy storage, it also comes with a 
length of rope so that I can be lowered down the structure to the 

FolDing DroP net

Required when fi shing from piers and high walled structures to 

through the loop, run the disgorger down to the hook, with a sharp 
push, the hook will dislodge from the fi sh. A quick an easy method 
to remove hooks. The two ends of the disgorger are different sized 
open loops to cater for different sizes of hooks. It comes in both a 
large and a medium size. The medium is ideal for fl atties, whiting 
and smaller species, the large will remove bigger hooks from fi sh 
like bass and cod.

FolDing DroP net

Required when fi shing from piers and high walled structures to 
land fi sh. The drop net comes in both a standard and a large size 



BUDDY/BoX light

A handy light to have in addition to any of our 
headlights. Ideal to be kept in a tackle box to 
illuminate it when preparing gear, tying rigs 
or baiting up. It also features a stainless-steel 
handle which can be hung on a tripod to light up 
an immediate fi shing area, acting as a compact, 
but powerful basecamp light. The light also 
features a USB out connector, so it can be used 
as a mobile power bank to charge up a phone 
or other accessories. It comes with 3 x AAA 
batteries but can also run off a 18650 battery.

Uv torch

With the use of UV and luminous attractors 
common place in fi shing, this torch gives 
these attractors a massive boost. While 
luminous attractors such as Tronixpro 
Pop-Up Beads, Oval Beads, Muppets and 
luminous tubing will carry some illumination 
from natural light, giving them a boost 
can really make them stand out. This UV 
torch gives these attractors extra fuel to 
burn brighter for longer. Giving attractors a 
charge on each cast will ensure that they 
are burning bright for the duration they are 
in the water, instead of dying out half way 
through a cast. The UV Torch is also good 
for charging up some of the rod tips on 
our rods, including the Tronixpro Naga MX, 
which features a phosphorescent tip.
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coDe DeScriPtion QtY

TPHL1 Headlight 1

TPMFH1 Multi Function Headlamp 1

TPHL2 Search Headlamp 1

TPBBL Buddy/box light 1

TPUVT Uv Torch 1

Featuring a powerful LED bulb which throws out an impressive 160 lumens of power, this 
is the ideal light for the beach angler when night fi shing as either a main light or backup. 
Giving you plenty of illumination to bait up, spot bites and highlight areas of the beach. 
An adjustable magnifi cation ring allows it to go from a spotlight to a fl oodlight easily. The 
light also features motion sensors, allowing the angler to turn the light on by waving their 
hand in front of it, eliminating the need to fi ddle around for the button when the light is 
needed. It comes with a fully adjustable head band, so it can be worn either around the 
head or over a beanie or woollen hat.

heADlight

Our value light, which is suitable for beach anglers who are only using a low powered 
headlight for baiting up and checking for bites while night fi shing. It features a single LED 
which is surprisingly bright. An elasticated, adjustable head strap makes for comfortable 
wearing. It takes three AAA batteries which give plenty of power, and longevity. For 
anglers in the market for a simple light or even a backup in case their main light packs 
up, the Multifunction light is ideal.

MUlti FUnction heADlAMP

Our main light, the Tronixpro Search has been designed for all types of night fi shing. It 
features a powerful LED light which kicks out 400 lumens of power, ideal for both the beach 
and rock angler. The 400 lumens LED bulb gives plenty of light to pick out a path down to a 
fi shing mark safely and helps when spotting objects in the sea in front of the angler that they 
might need to avoid. The powerful spotlight is ideal when fi shing on rock marks or structures 
when needing to identify where the fi sh is before landing and picking a safe route to do so. 
The focus ring is metal and sturdy and built to last. It features an adjustable, elasticated strap 
and a battery pack that takes both standard AA and rechargeable batteries.

SeArch heADlAMP
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Single QUiver

Designed to carry up to three shore rods, 
an umbrella and a rod rest when travelling 
to a fi shing mark. The quiver is made from 
a tough and durable 600D material, which 
is padded to make sure rods are fully 
protected. The reinforced base gives extra 
durability when placing it on sand, rocks 
and other sharp or abrasive surfaces.

The outside of the quiver features a large 
pouch which has been designed to carry 
a brolly, there are also straps with quick 
release buckles for securing a rod rest. The 
main compartment features Velcro straps to 
secure rods in place, it also has a near full 
length zip, so rods can be extracted easier. 

A padded shoulder strap is fully adjustable, 
so it is comfortable to wear when moving 
to and between marks. There is also a 
well-positioned padded carry handle, so the 
quiver can be transported without slinging it 
over a shoulder.

DoUBle QUiver

For the angler who needs to carry a large 
amount of kit with them, the Double 
Compartment Quiver will carry up to four 
rods, plus a beach shelter and a rod rest. 
It has been designed to carry long items 
in one compact unit. Made from the same 
600D material as our Single Compartment 
Quiver, it is fully padded and also includes a 
hard-wearing reinforced base to stop wear 
on abrasive and sharp surfaces.

The outside of the quiver features a large, 
oversized half pocket and a strap which 
a beach shelter can be placed into. It 
also features a pouch for a brolly and 
includes outside straps with quick release 
buckles for strapping a rod rest. The main 
compartment has a near full length zip to 
make removing rods easier and has internal 
Velcro straps to keep rods secure. An 
adjustable, padded shoulder strap makes it 
comfortable to carry and an additional carry 
handle can be used if preferred.

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY

TPSCQ Single Quiver 1

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY

TPDCQ Double Quiver 1
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Single rig WAllet

reel cASe

DoUBle rig WAllet

Half the size of the Double Rig Wallet, this rig wallet has been 
designed for the angler who likes to travel light. Ideal for the roving 
angler or bass angler who doesn’t need to take much kit and is 
using a simple selection of rigs. The wallet itself is made from 
600D material which is durable and hard wearing. The wallet is 
closed using surrounding Velcro to stop any contents falling out, 
with pull tabs to make it easy to access the wallet. On the back 
of the wallet there is a full-length pocket ideal for spools of snood 
material and other accessories. Internally mesh pockets provide 
additional storage space. The rig wallets themselves are single 
compartments, see through and replaceable. They are made with 
hard wearing zip tabs, the ensure the contents are kept dry. 

triPle BooM rig WAllet

An innovative designed of rig wallet that boat anglers, especially 
have been crying out for, for years. This longer than standard rig 
wallet has been designed specifi cally for rigs made from booms. 
Ideal for storing short boomed rigs or rigs made with longer 
booms for fl owing traces or for keeping spreader rigs stored neat 
and secure. The rig wallet is made from tough 600D material and 
is closed with Velcro to keep everything inside secure, with pull 
tabs make it easy to access the wallet. On the back of the wallet 
pockets allow for additional storage of snood lines, hooks and 
other accessories. Internally, there are long zip locked pockets that 
are replaceable, for storing those longer boom rigs.

A quality, durable padded reel case made from 600D material. The 
Reel Case has been designed to accommodate both multipliers and 
the largest beach fi shing reels too. It has extra padding around all 
sides so that reels are fully protected. The 600D material is robust 
and hard wearing. A strong zip covers three quarters of the bag 
allowing it to be fully opened for easy access. The zip also features 
a strong, rubberised Tronixpro branded tab to make it easier to use 
the zip when it is cold and wet. A fantastic all-round reel bag that will 
keep reels in mint condition when travelling from mark to mark or for 
storage at home. Each reel bag is designed to the right dimensions 
to easily slot into our Tronixpro Rucksack.

A large rig wallet designed to carry a multitude of different rigs and 
accessories. Made from the same hard wearing 600D material as the 
rest of our luggage range, the Double Rig Wallet has been designed 
to last. It is secured together using strong Velcro, so nothing can fall 
out, pull tabs make it easy to access the wallet. On the back of the 
wallet there are two pockets which are ideal for storing items such 
as snood line, tools and other close to hand accessories. Inside the 
wallet on either side is a large mesh pocket which is for additional 
storage. The plastic, zipped wallets are divided in two for maximising 
carrying capacity and can be easily replaced.
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SPool BAg

Designed for the increasing number of anglers who are fi shing with 
fi xed spool reels. As more and more anglers are converting to this 
style of fi shing, the need to fi sh with lines of different diameters to take 
advantage of a fi shing situation is becoming more common place. In 
order to do this, anglers are taking multiple spools with them on each 
session. The Tronixpro Spool Bag has been designed to store spare 
spools in an organised and protected way. It is made from hard wearing 
600D material and is fully padded throughout. It features moveable 
dividers so that the angler can optimise the bag to store any size of 
spool. In addition to holding spare reel spools, it is a good bag for 
storing spare spools of line, accessories and can even be used to store 
multiple, smaller, multiplier reels. A two-way zip covers three sides of 
the bag to allow for easy and practical opening. It features a rubberised, 
Tronixpro branded tab for easy use in cold and wet conditions.

cool BAg SMAll

A handy sized cool bag that is perfect for storing bait for a short 
session. Slightly smaller than our Tronixpro Bait Paks, this is the ideal 
cool bag for the angler who is mobile and likes to keep their options 
open when fi shing. The bag itself is made from 600D material which 
is tough and hardwearing, inside the bag all sides are foil lined and 
padded to ensure that the items inside, stay cool. For keeping baits 
at their optimum condition, we’d recommend using one or two thin 
ice packs. There is a double zip that runs around three sides of the 
bag so it can be opened fully. A padded grab handle on the side of 
the bag is designed so the bag can be stored upright in a bag or box 
to save space and be easily retrieved. Fantastic for small amounts of 
fresh bait and a couple of packets of frozen.

cool BAg lArge

Designed for longer sessions when the angler may have to take 
additional bait as well as food items and drinks. The bag is made from 
600D material and is padded throughout. Inside, all sides are foil lined 
to maintain temperature to keep bait fresh and cool. This large capacity 
bag is ideal for storing bigger frozen bait items such as boxes of squid, 
fresh bait in trays and bait tubs and plenty of ice packs to keep it all 
cool. It features a two-way zip which covers three sides of the bag so 
the lid can be full opened. Strong, fabric, reinforced stitched in carry 
handles have been designed to carry a large amount of weight, so the 
bag can be fully loaded without worrying about it breaking. A great bag 
for carrying fi sh home after a session in prime condition too.

BUcket cool BAg

A round bag designed for our Bucket, Tray and Lid. It fi ts in either 
the top tray or in the bottom of the 27L bait bucket, it will keep bait 
fresh during a day’s session. The bag is round and made from 600D 
material for durability, it is slightly padded and features an inner foil 
lining to keep temperature when storing baits that need to be kept 
cool. The outside features a double zip that almost covers the entire 
circumference of the bag, allowing it to be fully opened for easy 
access. The twin tabs are Tronixpro branded rubber and easy to grip 
with cold or wet hands. There is also a carry handle on the top of the 
bag, so it can be removed easily from the tray or bucket. The perfect 
accessory for the Bucket, Tray and Lid.

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY

TPDRW Double Rig Wallet 1

TPSRW Single Rig Wallet 1

TPTBW Triple Boom rig wallet 1

TPFSRC Reel Case 1

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY

TPFSSB Spool Bag 1

TPCOOLS Cool Bag - Small 1

TPCOOLL Cool Bag - Large 1

TBUCCB Bucket Cool Bag 1
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BUcket, trAY AnD liD

A quality, high capacity bucket that is ideal for storing bait and tackle. 
The lid snaps onto the bucket for security, it is also completely fl at which 
makes an ideal surface for preparing baits on. Inside the bucket, there 
is a plastic top tray which can be lifted out. This is ideal for storing any 
close to hand items as well as bait, it also has handles to make lifting 
the tray out easier. The bucket itself has a large capacity and is ideal for 
storing all manner of baits. Some anglers use the top tray for fresh bait 
with the bottom of the bucket used for frozen baits. The bucket has a 
strong, stainless steel handle with a wooden hand grab for comfort. The 
ideal bucket for storing all manner of bait, tackle and even a few beers if 
needed! There is also a separate Bait Bucket Cool bag in the Tronixpro 
Range, which perfectly complements the Bucket, Tray and Lid.

DrY Feet BUcket

A 10L capacity collapsible water bucket that has been designed to 
allow the angler to collect water safely from boat or shore. The bucket 
features a long chord which allows the bucket to be thrown into the 
water when fi shing on beaches. It can also be lowered down when 
high up above the water from a rock mark, pier of breakwater. The 
bucket can then be dragged or lifted back up full of water. From a 
boat, the chord makes it easier to collect water safely without having 
to stretch over the gunwales to reach sea water. For the carp angler, 
it is a fantastic general-purpose bucket for cleaning after a brew up 
or for keeping water handy when landing a fi sh. The bucket collapses 
into a small unit that is ideal for packing in a rucksack or tackle box, 
the material used makes sure the bucket stays rigid when in use.

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY

TPSSP150 Sand Spike 1.5m Red/Black 1

TPBUC27 Bucket, Tray And Lid 27L 1

TPDFB Dry Feet Bucket 10L 1

TPBBROL Beach Brolley Shelter 50 inch 1

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY

TPRUCK Rucksack 1

TPRWB Rod Wraps Black 2

TPRWR Rod Wraps Red 2

SAnD SPike

Popular on the continent and in the US and Australia for years, 
a Sand Spike is the perfect, lightweight, rod rest. Our Tronixpro 
one has been designed for the beach angler who likes to fi sh 
light. The Sand Spike is light enough to strap to rods and simply 
takes one push to get it into the sand, before the angler is fi shing. 
There is no need to adjust legs, screw in butt cups and rod rest 
heads, it is quick and easy fi shing. The Sand Spike head features 
an open hexagon shape that secure the rod in place, it almost 
encloses the rod so that it can’t bounce out in wind or when a big 
fi sh takes. There is an adjustable butt cup that can move up and 
down the Sand Spike so it can be positioned correctly for the rod 
and conditions. The sharp spike will work its way into sand and 
between shingle with ease. For the mobile, lightweight angler, it is 
the perfect rod rest.
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BeAch BrollY Shelter

The Tronixpro Beach Brolly Shelter is a 50in fi shing brolly that has 
been designed for use by sea anglers. It is ideal for use on the 
beach or shingle for storing gear away from the elements. It creates 
the ideal base camp for baiting up, tying rigs or even making a 
brew! It features side fl aps that keep the wind out of the brolly. 

Made from a strong steel frame and featuring 210D fabric, which 
has taped seams throughout to prevent any water ingress. The 
80cm down pole with a metal point is perfect for securing the 
brolly into the ground. It can also be setup Nubrolli style, which 
allows the centre pole to be removed and placed at the rear for an 
alternative shelter position, giving increased working space. The 
pocketed fl aps around the sides can be fi lled with pebbles, sand or 
rocks to help give the brolly more security in high winds. For further 
reassurance, strategically placed D rings around all parts that touch 
the ground which can secure the brolly with T pegs and guy ropes.

It also comes with a fabric sleeve, made of the same material for 
storage which packs down to a size that can be easily stored in our 
Double Quiver Bag.

Although designed for the sea angler, the brolly is the perfect 
accompaniment for the coarse or carp angler too. In all black with 
a red Tronixpro logo, it will certainly stand out amongst the sea of 
green often witnessed at many a coarse or carp lake.

rUckSAck

A high capacity well thought out, effi cient and ergonomic rucksack 
designed for the shore angler. The large fl at, durable, hard wearing 
base makes the rucksack free standing, it cannot roll or collapse. The 
top is also fl at so that items can temporarily be stored on top of the 
bag - making it the ideal base station rucksack. It is made from 600D 
material which is tough and strong, ideally suited to the rough and 
tumble environment of sea angling on rock marks, piers, boulders, 
stones and course sand.

Internally there is one, large capacity, semi-rigid compartment, it is 
rectangular in shape, which is more practical for storing fi shing tackle 
than a standard off the shelf rucksack. The main compartment is ideal 
for storing clothing, tackle boxes, reel cases, lead bags and anything 
else that might be needed on a session.

Four, large pannier pockets, two on each side of the rucksack have 
been designed to stand off the rucksack, so they can be fi lled with 
items without taking away storage from the main compartment. These 
pockets are ideal for close to hand items such as tools, rigs, terminal 
tackle and are strong enough to carry leads in too. On the front of 
the rucksack, two, stand-off pockets run the whole width of the main 
compartment and are large enough for storing rig wallets, tackle 
boxes and other larger tackle items. Each pocket is double zipped for 
convenience and comes with red pull cords and rubberised Tronixpro 
branded tabs for ease of use with cold or wet hands.

roD WrAPS

A simple but effective product that makes sure rod sections are 
strapped securely together when on the move. Each wrap is made 
from a rubberised material that is elasticated so that they can be 
wrapped tight around any set of rods. One side of the strap is a 
grippy, rubberised texture to grip to the rod blanks, the other is a 
softer, felt like texture. The set comes with two straps, a wider strap 
that is designed for the lower part of each rod section. A narrower, 
strap features a slot in one end, this is for the tip section of the rod, 
with the slot sliding over any of the intermediate tip rings for a secure 
fi t. They are available in both red and black and are the perfect 
solution to keeping rod sections together when travelling. 

TRONIXPRO lUGGaGe

The Tronixpro Beach Brolly Shelter is a 50in fi shing brolly that has 
been designed for use by sea anglers. It is ideal for use on the 
beach or shingle for storing gear away from the elements. It creates 
the ideal base camp for baiting up, tying rigs or even making a 
brew! It features side fl aps that keep the wind out of the brolly. 

Made from a strong steel frame and featuring 210D fabric, which 
has taped seams throughout to prevent any water ingress. The 
80cm down pole with a metal point is perfect for securing the 
brolly into the ground. It can also be setup Nubrolli style, which 
allows the centre pole to be removed and placed at the rear for an 
alternative shelter position, giving increased working space. The 
pocketed fl aps around the sides can be fi lled with pebbles, sand or 
rocks to help give the brolly more security in high winds. For further 
reassurance, strategically placed D rings around all parts that touch 
the ground which can secure the brolly with T pegs and guy ropes.

It also comes with a fabric sleeve, made of the same material for 
storage which packs down to a size that can be easily stored in our 

Although designed for the sea angler, the brolly is the perfect 
accompaniment for the coarse or carp angler too. In all black with 
a red Tronixpro logo, it will certainly stand out amongst the sea of 
green often witnessed at many a coarse or carp lake.
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Wire roD WrAPS

Handy, wire wraps that can be used for all manner of things. They are 
fantastic for securing rods to railings when fi shing on a pier or a boat, 
providing a little bit of extra security for the angler. They’re also good 
for keeping rods together, strapping your rods to a rod rest and for 
generally keeping items tied together for transportation. Each wrap 
is made from a fl exible piece of wire which is covered by a durable, 
grippy, soft sponge like material. The sponge helps to protect rods 
when they are wrapped together and when wrapped against railings 
etc. They come in sets of two and in fi ve different colours.

R

K

G

B

Y

FiXeD SPool WrAP

A large neoprene cover designed to accommodate the largest of surf 
casting fi xed spool reels. Developed to fully cover a fi xed spool reel 
when it is attached to a rod, with the securing fl ap covering the rod 
butt and fi xing into place with a strong Velcro closure. Ideal for placing 
over reels when transporting from venues, and a great addition to use 
when securing rods together using our Tronixpro Rod Wraps or Wrap 
and Strap. Also useful for covering reels when placing them into a 
quiver or rod bag for extra protection. With a growing trend of using 
high capacity fi xed spool reels in boat fi shing, the Wrap is great for 
protecting reels from saltwater spray when travelling.

MUltiPlier WrAP

Suitable for reels in the 5500 to 6500 sized, this neoprene cover 
has been designed to fully cover multiplier reels when attached 
to the rod. The cover fully wraps around the front of the multiplier 
reel, underneath it has been cut out specifi cally to fi t around the 
foot plate, so the underside of the reel is protected too. A Velcro 
strap secures the wrap around the base of the reel. On one side 
the cover is fully enclosed, whilst on the oppo-site side, the cover 
is open, this is to accommodate a reels drag, gearing and handle 
mechanisms. To keep this protected, a long fl ap can be wrapped 
over this area of the reel which attaches to the opposite side of the 
cover and is secured in place with Velcro. This strap is long and 
stretchy enough to fully enclose the reel, wrap around the rod butt 
and secure. Fantastic for anglers looking to protect their reels when 
on the move and also for boat anglers wishing the protect their 
reels from saltwater spray when steaming to marks.

SPool BAnD

Many fi xed spool reels either come with no line clip or a line clip 
that is too small for the diameter of line most anglers use for 
shockleader. This simple, elasticated Spool Band fi ts around any 
fi xed spool reel spool to keep the line tidy and managed. Gone 
are the days of fi nding heaps of line wrapped up inside your reel 
case or spool bag. The perfect addition to any fi xed spool angler’s 
armoury, especially those who fi sh with multiple spools. The Spool 
Band features a tab end with the Tronixpro logo on, this helps 
provide an easy gripping point when removing the spool band. A 
simple, cheap, but well thought out product that helps eliminate line 
running off the spool when in storage.

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY

TPWRWK Wire Rod Wraps 17" Black 2

TPWRWR Wire Rod Wraps 17" Red 2

TPWRWY Wire Rod Wraps 17" Yellow 2

TPWRWB Wire Rod Wraps 17" Blue 2

TPWRWG Wire Rod Wraps 17" Green 2

TPFSWR Fixed Spool Wrap 1

TPMUWR Multiplier Wrap 1

TPWAS Wrap & Strap 1

coDe DeScriPtion Size* QtY

TPBP Bait Pak Black 1

TPBPR Baitpak Red 1

TPLCB Lead Bag 1

TPFSRB Spool Band 1

TPRRB15 Replacement Rod Bag for 15' 3pcs 1

TPRRB12 Replacement Rod Bag for 12' 2 pcs 1

TPRRB14 Replacement Rod Bag for 14' 2pcs 1

TPPRB15 Padded Rod Bag for 15' 3pcs 1
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TRONIXPRO lUGGaGe

WrAP & StrAP

A unique, lightweight rod sling that has been designed for the 
mobile angler. This simple but effective design can strap a couple 
of rods and a rod rest together with the two securing points at 
either end of the Wrap and Strap. A comfortable shoulder strap 
allows the angler to then put the wrapped-up rods and rod rest over 
their shoulder, freeing up their arms to carry other luggage items. 
Each of the end points has a very strong Velcro fastener to ensure 
that rods are kept secure when transporting. This is a fantastic, 
lightweight rod sling that is perfect for the rock hopping angler or 
when long walks are required to get to a mark. It is also perfect for 
the boat angler, allowing them to carry rods to the boat, freeing 
both hands for other luggage items. It packs down to a neat, 
compact package so it can be stored in a bag or tackle box during 
the session, out of the way. Carp and coarse anglers will fi nd this 
an excellent alternative to a standard rod holdall, being lightweight 
and easy to grab made up rods from, it can make the mobile and 
stalking angler as effi cient as possible.

BAit PAk

Made from 600D material and completely foil lined inside, our Bait Pak 
is the ultimate storage solution to keep fi shing bait in top condition. 
The bag comes with a double zip which circles around three sides of 
the bag, allowing it to be fully opened for easy access. It comes with a 
heavy duty, sewn in handle making it easier to lift the bag out of your 
tackle box or fridge/freezer. Coming with Velcro, detachable straps 
and a series of sewn in loops, the bag can be securely fi tted to the top 
of our Tronixpro Beach Box and other “Beta” box designs. This allows 
the angler to quickly access bait, but also frees up room in their tackle 
box for other items while having the bag mounted on the outside of 
the box. The foil lining inside will keep the temperature low, especially 
when combined with ice packs, keeping bait in top conditions no 
matter what time of year. Useful for shore and boat anglers alike.

leAD BAg

Gone are the days of storing leads in bulk, impractical plastic boxes 
and ice cream tubs! The Tronixpro Lead Bag has been designed as a 
durable, proper solution for leads of all types and sizes. It is made from 
tough 600D material which covers a hard-plastic base and surround 
as well as a rigid plastic lid. Combining these two materials makes the 
bag ideal for storing both plain and wired grip leads too. The two-
way zip surrounds three sides of the bag, so it can be opened fully to 
easily access leads, each zip has a rubberised Tronixpro branded tag 
for easy opening. On the top of the bag, a double stitched in handle 
makes it easy to lift the bag out of a tackle box or rucksack. The bag 
is the perfect dimension to fi t in our Beach Box, Large Seat Box and 
Rucksack. Although designed as a lead bag, it is perfect for storing 
other tackle items too, several bags can create a fully organised 
system in any tackle box or rucksack. Designed for sea anglers but 
with multiple uses across all angling disciplines.

rePlAceMent roD BAgS

Four rod bags designed to house a number of different rod lengths. 
Ideal for anglers who have either lost or damaged their existing rod 
bags. There is a rod bag cut for either three or two-piece rods in 
lengths ranging from 12 feet to 15 feet. For added security, there 
is a three-piece padded rod bag, ideal for continental style surf 
casting rods.
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